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Abstract
This thesis focuses on the developnieiit of a state of the art modelling technique
for offshore Oscillating Water Column (OWC) type Wave Energy Converters (WEC)
using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Current literature indicates a limited
amount of work has been completed on studying these devices containing non-linear
tini('-de])endent flow })heiioni('non. Initially, a 2D Xiimerieal Wave Tank (NWT) is
studied to reduce discretisation error in order to reproduce accurately propagating
waves. Further development into a 3D domain permits the geometrical requirements
of an OWC type spar buoy to be included.
In parallel, a single Degree of Freedom (DOF) model is developed by incorpo
rating a freely heaving barge into the 2D NWT. Response of the heaving barge is
analysed with respect to a range of incident waves and compared to results in the
literature to validate this modelling a])proa(di. A non-linear Power Take Off (PTO)
boundary condition is developed to replicate the response of an impulse turbine,
typically simulated by an orifice plate during small-scale testing. CFD simulations
are completed with the PTO boundary and responses are compared to experimental
data to further validate this st(q).
A dynamic CFD model is created by coupling together the 3D NWT, DOF
modelling methodology and the non-linear PTO boundary condition. The restoring
forces from a non-linear catenary mooring system are employed to enhance the model
by including a surge mode. Linear monochromatic waves are allowed to propagate
until responses from the model reach a quasi-steady state.
Responses are compared to experimental work conducted by MaRFI in the LIRNational Ocean Test Facility, UCC, Cork, under an FP7 MARINET project. Good
correlations are observed for both simulated and experimental data sets. The develoj)ed numerical model is further tested for robustness and modified to permit a
wide range of non-linear regular waves to be simulated. Interactions by the device to
non-linear waves indicated good agreement to experimental responses. The model
also demonstrates the ability to capture various device characteristics and perfor
mance trends with a high degree of accuracy. Finally, a design change to the PTO
damping coefficient demonstrates a slight reduction in PTO damping can almost
half the resulting structural stresses with marginal reductions in performance.
The project outcome presents a fully validated dynamic CFD model to analyse
the performance of offshore OWCs with the inclusion of fluid structure interactions.
Therefore, the developed model can be used to further analyse and optimise offshore
WFCs for wide scale commercialisation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Increased focus on renewable energy research is primarily attributed to global
warming and the reduction of carbon footprints. Many forms of renewable energy
are being assessed and researched to provide cleaner sources of electricity.

One

])otentially viable energy source to coastal countries is the Wave Energy Converter
(WEC). This technology is being widely rt^searched and developed using many forms
of energy extraction techniques, snch as: point absorbers, over-topping devices and
Oscillating Water Cohnnns (OWC). One of the more promising and simple device
configurations is the offshore OWC spar bnoy (Falcao et ah, 2012; Falcao and Henriqnes, 2016; Gomes et ah, 2016).
The main advantage of the OWC spar buoy is its insensitivity to wave direction,
})ermitting arrays of multiple devices for large scale energy production. Another
unique characteristic of the OWC spar buoy over other offshore WEC devices is that
the device contains two separate harmonic frequencies, one for the water column and
another for the structure of the device itself. Both of these frequencies can be tuned
for optimum energy extraction (Gomes et ah, 2012c).
Fundamentally, a spar buoy type OWC has an opening to a chamber which is
partially submerged beneath the free surface of the water allowing incident to waves
enter. An exterior opening is located on top of the chamber with a self-rectifying
turbine in order to utilise the resulting reciprocating air flow. Typically, turbines
or Power Take Off (PTO) devices employed here would commonly be either a Wells
or an impulse type turbine (Sheng et ah, 2014). These PTO devices induce a back
pressure which in turn creates a damping effect on the oscillating column of water
and as a result correct selection and sizing of the PTO can be critical to the successful
optimisation of energy production (Didier et ah, 2011). Furthermore, literature has
1

(lemonstrated the inclusion of structural motion coupled with the correct selection
of mooring systems plays a significant role in the overall efficiency of the device (Luo
et ah, 2014b).
Due to the nature of experimental work, parametric studies can be difficult and
costly to conduct through experiments. Many research and explorative methods
for studying these offshore WEC devices exist from linear mathematical models
to highly complex Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models. Limited design
analyses are completed using time domain CFD models for these WEC devices, as it
is considered highly computationally demanding (Falcao and Henriques, 2016). The
accuracy of modelling Fluid Structure Interactions (FSI) of floating structures are
highly dependent on non-linear fluid flow, which can not be explicitly captured in a
frequency or state-s})ace analysis. The focus of this project is to develop a dynamic
CFD model to replicate both the structural and fluid dynamics of the offshore OWC
spar buoy to allow greater insight into the response of the system. The fully devel
oped model is then validated against real world responses from experimental work
c:onducted on an OWC spar buoy device. A parametric study and optimisation of
the PTO system demonstrates one of the many uses this model has to offer on the
system design. This validated model can then be used in further studies to help
optimise the j)erformance of an OWC spar buoy in site specific conditions.

1.2

Project aim

The aim of the project is to create and develop a comprehensive CFD model
to predict the dynamic responses of an offshore OWC spar buoy. Inclusion of both
structural motion and catenary mooring type constraints permit a better under
standing of the system’s hydrodynamics. Furthermore, application of an accurate
PTO energy dissipater allows the numerical model to predict power production with
a high degree of accuracy. A dynamic model ensures a large range of linear or non
linear incident waves can be applied to obtain efficiencies of the OWC spar buoy
design for various parametric designs. Modification of the PTO damping coefficients
will then demonstrate the ability of this developed numerical model to design and
assess offshore OWC spar buoy configurations.

1.3

Research objectives

The body of work can be broken down into five discrete objectives. The first
step is the analysis and development of a Numerical Wave Tank (NWT) to resolve
fully the hydrodynamic motion of incident waves. Any error in the simulated inci
dent wave would later cascade throughout the model producing an incorrect device
response once a structure of interest is included. An extensive review of the lit
erature dictated that a discretisation error analysis for mesh criterion is required.
Therefore, the NWT is analysed firstly in 2D to reduce computational efforts and
following on in 3D to permit the geometrical requirements of an axisymrnetric spar
buoy be included later.
Once an acceptable level of accuracy is achieved within the NWT, the second step
addresses the inclusion of the motion of a floating structure. A dynamic' modelling
methodology is developed here for a single Degree of Freedom (DOF), heave mode,
to achieve an FSl with a high degree of accuracy. Validation of the model is achieved
by use of experimental and other numerical data from available literature.
Establishment of an energy dissipating non-linear PTO boundary condition is
another objective. The accurate; re^plication of a PTO device is critical to predicting
the overall power output and efficiency of the OWC device (Gomes et ah, 2016).
This involves numerically coding a dynamic boundary condition to replicate the
resulting back i)ressure from a simulated PTO device. It is critical to assess the
response of the numerical model and validate the PTO boundary condition prior to
integration into the fully coupled model.
A subsequent objective is to couple each of the previous research objectives for
the development of a dynamic numerical model for the integration of a WEC device.
Experimental data from a scaled offshore OWC spar buoy is used to validate the
CFD model. Further inclusion of the non-linear catenary mooring system is applied
to enhance the detail of the FSI model. This CFD model is simulated using both
linear and non-linear incident waves to assess the accuracy and validity against
real world responses.

Differing aspects of the model, from structural motion to

overall power performance are analysed to ensure a highly robust dynamic model is
developed.
Finally, the fully coupled model is used to complete a parametric study of the
PTO system and its impact on the OWC spar buoy device. Modifications to the
turbine damping coefficients are applied which permit the performance output and
efficiencies to be predicted by the model for various design configurations.

1.4

Project overview

Chapter 2 presents an extensive literature review on the working principles of
owe devices and briefly details other types of existing WEC devices. The primary
classes of PTO devices are discussed along with their scaled modelling techniques.
The offshore OWC spar buoy is described in detail, with particular reference to
its advantages and disadvantages. Literature on various aspects of the modelling
of NWTs, DOF incorporation and PTO simulation is discussed in the chapters
following. Finally, various theoretical classifications of incident waves are presented.
Hydrodynamic and pneumatic power dissipation by the device is discussed and is
later used to further assess the energy extraction efficiency.
Chapter 3 describes the set-up and development of a 2D and 3D NWT used
for wave generation. Model discretisation is assessed using a range of mesh criteria
to ensure wave propagation error remained low whilst minimising computational
expense. These assessment.s are conducted by comparing both incident wave height
and wav(^ velocity proliles to linear wave theory. The NWT is further develojied
into 3D, to address the geometric reciiiireinents of an offshore spar buoy type OWC.
Results of the 3D NWT are iiresentixl and compared to both linear and non-linear
wave theory.
Chapter 4 utilises the previously developed 2D NWT and applies a single DOF,
heave mode, to an included free floating barge. Incident waves are applied and the
heave response of the barge is monitored. Results obtained are compared to previous
experimental, mimerical and analytical data sets from literature.
Chapter 5 presents the development of a non-linear PTO boundary condition for
use in the developed numerical model. The OWC spar buoy under consideration
utilises an impulse turbine PTO, which is typically represented as an orifice plate
energy dissipater at small scales (Falcao and Henriques, 2016).

This non-linear

PTO simulator is numerically modelled and implemented through the coding of
a User Defined Function (UDF) boundary condition.

Simulations are compared

to experimental responses of an orifice plate to validate the developed boundary
condition.

Results are presented for multiple test cases and conclusions for the

non-linear PTO boundary condition are drawn.
Chapter 6 describes the development of a comprehensive dynamic model for
an offshore OWC spar buoy. Initially, experimental testing of a 1 ; 50 scale spar
buoy, using a typical catenary mooring constraint, completed by MaRFI is detailed.
To permit a higher degree of accuracy, a mooring system is modelled similar to
that used in the experimental work. The added mooring constraints permit a more

comprehensive response with the inclusion of surge motion by the device. The CFD
model is coupled together with the 3D NWT, PTO boundary condition and the
DOF modelling methodology with 2DOF, heave and surge modes enabled. Finally,
the fully coupled model is used to replicate the response of the OWC spar buoy
using a linear incident wave set. Structural motion and chamber pressure responses
predicted by the CFD model are compared to experimental data.
Chapter 7 details the limitations of the developed CFD model and further modi
fications to allow for non-linear incident waves to be applied. The model is subjected
to

order Stokes waves and results are analysed and compared to experimental

data. The modified dynamic model shows a significant im])rovement in robustness
for further design analysis. Modilic’ations to the PTO damping coefficients, cor
responding to different sized turbines, are a])phed to assess the response of the
dissipated ])ower by the device. Hence, t his indicated the applicability of the model
to design assessment and optimisation.
Chai)ter 8 summarises t he work conducted throughout the project and presents
the major findings and conclusions of the c'ornpleted work. Recoinmtmdations are
suggested by t he author to further (kwelop this state-of-the-art dynamic CFD model
for offshore OWC devices with included PTO and mooring interactions.

1.5

Disseminated work

This section details publications and conferences attended relating to this project.

1.5.1

Journal papers

A paper titled Development of a free heaving OWC model with non-linear PTO
interaction has been submitted to the Journal of Renewable Energy and is currently
under review.

1.5.2

Conference papers

September 2014 - Validation of Numerical Wave Tanks Using Wave Theory,
accepted for oral presentation at the 3D^ International Manufacturing Conference
(IMC) in Cork, Ireland.
November 2015 - Mathematical & CFD analysis of free floating heave-only body,
accepted for oral presentation at the International Conference on Renewable Energy
Research and Applications (ICRERA) in Palermo, Sicily.

March 2016 - Development of a nvmericol viave tank with reduced discretization
error^ accepted for oral presentation at the International Conferenee on Electrical,
Electronics and Optimization Techniques (ICEEOT) in Chennai, India.

Chapter 2
State of the art review
This chapter reviews the state of the art, assessing wave energy devices in use
and tlie current state of research and development of such devices. Discussion of par
ticular Wave Energy Converter (WEC) systems and their fimctionality is critiqued
along with their Power Take Off (PTO) designs. Incident wave types are critical to
the performance of the WEC device and various types are defined. Furthermore,
methods for performance analysis are outlined and described. The chapter conclndes
with the analysis of the offshore Oscillating Water Column (OWC) spar buoy device
with a non-linear PTO using state of the art Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
modelling methodologies. Best practices on model development are addressed in the
following appropriate chapters.

2.1

Wave energy devices

A large selection of wave energy devices exist, ranging from coastal to deep
water systems. This section introduces various types of WEC devices and their
fundamental principles. Each technology is described briefly and also some of the
common types of PTO systems employed on OWC designs.

2.1.1

Wave energy

Global awareness and development of WEC devices began around the oil crisis of
1973 in order to secure the future energy supply (Falcao, 2010). The abundance of
wave energy, if harnessed correctly, could provide the balance for the ever increasing
demand in electrical energy.
Incident wave energy, Ej, and averaged wave power, Pj, can be calculated using

the following equations (Ronali and Larhi, 2013; Gomes et al., 2012a; Horko, 2007);
E. =

1 +

9
64 /c4/i6

(2.1)

9 //2
H^Cgh 1 +

P, =

64

(2.2)

where, Pwater iy the density of water, g is gravity, H the incident wave height, h the
water depth, Cg wave group velocity, h the device width and k the wave number.
Wave power is presented in the form of kW/m, in parallel to shorelines and/or wave
crests. A world wide estimate of the wave energy resource available for harnessing
is over 2.11 d= 0.05 TW (Thorpe, 1999; Gunn and Stock-Williams, 2012). Gunn and
Stock-Williams (2012) illustrates an estimate of the available power around coastal
areas of the world in Figure 2.1. This suggests a huge potential for high energy
conversion along coastal countries. Falcao (2010) states an average of 20-70 kW/ui
can be found at “good” offshore locations.
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Figure 2.1: Estimated available wave power plotted as colour and direction as arrows
(^) (Gunn and Stock-Williams, 2012).

2.1.2

Oscillating body devices

Many methods for extracting wave energy exist and are currently being tested
for feasibility and optimisation. Many types of oscillating body WEG systems exist
where fundamentally the body of the device moves to harness the incident wave
energy. The oscillating body converts the wave hydrodynamics into energy using
a PTO system, which can include; hydraulic actuators, linear electrical generators.

piston pumps etc. (Perez-Collazo et al., 2015). Point absorbers are typically fixed
to the ocean bed and induce a heave motion on a linear PTO from incident waves
(Falcao, 2010). Pelamis is a snake like WEC where multiple bodies pitch to convert
wave power using a hydraulic actuating PTO. Figure 2.2 shows the testing of the
180 m long, 750 kW Pelamis device which is developed to be deployed in sea depths
of 50 m(Drew et ah, 2009; EMEC, 2013). A device that can be placed closer to the
shore was developed by Aquamarine Power called the Oyster. The Oyster is hinged
on the sea bed and allowed to flap with incident waves which in turn uses a piston
pump PTO to convert energy (Drew et ah, 2009; Falcao, 2010; Li and Yu, 2012).
The large range in designs for oscillating body WECs suggests a clear technology
has not emerged from this WEC field (Perez-Collazo et ah, 2015).

Figure 2.2: The snake-like Pelamis 750 kW WEC deployed for testing at EMEC’s
site (EMEC, 2013).

2.1.3

Overtopping devices

Overtopping WEC devices, in principle, use incident waves to propagate and
travel over a ramp which gets trai)ped in a reservoir, shown in Figure 2.3. These
use the difference in head, between water levels within the reservoir and sea level,
to convert the energy through a hydro turbine (Perez-Collazo et ah, 2015). The
overtopping device is a type of terminator which can be constructed onshore or
designed as an offshore floating device (Day et ah, 2015). A shoreline overtopping
device, called TAPCHAN (Tapered Channel Wave Power Device), was constructed
in Toftesfallen, Norway, in a tapering channel (Falcao, 2010; Thorpe, 1999). The
tapering channel forces the incident wave height to increase and spill into the devices’
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reservoir. An example of a floating overtopping device is the Wave Dragon, seen
in Figure 2.3. The device uses reflectors to taper the incident waves similar to
the tapering channel for the TAPCHAN device. Wave Dragon was tested in 2006
at 1 : 4.5 scale in Nissum Bredning, Denmark, and was rated as a 20 kW device
(Lindroth and Leijon, 2011). These overtopping devices are said to be very large at
full scale compared to the small head difference for energy production (Perez-Collazo
et ah, 2015). Therefore, the energy extracted from these devices is low compared to
their relatively large size.

Figure 2.3: Wave Dragon overtopping WEC (a) and its working schematic (b),
where arrows indicate incident waves (Falcao, 2010; Perez-Collazo et ah, 2015).

2.1.4

owe devices

An owe is another method for energy extraction from incident waves. This
works using a partially submerged chamber with an opening beneath the surface.
Incident waves propagate into the chamber causing a column of water to force air
above the water free surface through an opening at the top of the chamber. The
top opening is connected to a self-rectifying turbine which is in turn coupled to
a generator to create electrical power (Falcao, 2010; Thorpe, 1999).

Figure 2.4

presents the working principle of the OWC device (Li and Yu, 2012). These PTO
devices can be of a Wells or an impulse type turbine, which are discussed later on in
Section 2.2. The OWC device is said to be a simple and robust technique for wave
energy conversion as it can be deployed anywhere from shoreline to deep waters
(Drew et ah, 2009; Perez-Collazo et ah, 2015). Further detail on the OWC device
is presented in Section 2.3.
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Figure 2.4: Working principle for a shoreline OWC type WEC (Li and Yn, 2012).

2.2

Turbine types

owe devices utilise a bidirectional flow through an opening to the atmosphere on
the top of the chamber. Due to the reciprocating flow rates, standard unidirectional
flow turbines cannot be used to convert the })neumatic energy to mechanical energy.
Therefore, specialised turbine types which are not dependent on flow direction arc
designed specifically for these OWC devices. This section will provide an overview
of various types and working principles of the specialised turbines.

2.2.1

Wells turbine

The Wells turbine, seen in Figure 2.5, was first invented in the 1970s by Dr Alan
Wells at Queens University Belfast (Falcao, 2010). This self-rectifying turbine was
designed specifically for the reciprocating flow of the OWC device. The blades are
typically designed using the NACAOOXX aerofoil series with a symmetrical cross
section (Camporeale et ah, 2011; Torresi et ah, 2008). This blade design allows the
rotational direction to be constant for bidirectional airflow. A significant disadvan
tage for this turbine type is a sharp decrease in output power due to aerodynamic
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stalling (Falcao, 2010). Guide vanes are ineorporated into the Wells turbine design
to recover the energy lost due to a swirling effect (Curran et ah, 1998). Figure 2.5
shows the axial-flow turbine with guide vanes to improve performance.

Figure 2.5: A Wells turbine, indicated in yellow, with guide vanes, indicated in blue
(Falcao, 2010).
The Wells turbine is said to have an approximately linear hydrodynamic impact
on owe devices due to the back pressure at fixed rotational speeds (Falcao and
Rodrigues, 2002). This hydrodynamic impact, or PTO damping, is often replicated
during small scale testing using a PTO simulator. Typically for a given Wells tur
bine, a porous material is used to replicate the linear damping influence on an OWC
device (Falcao and Henriques, 2014).
Even though the Wells turbine is the most recommended and popular type of
PTO to be used in OWC devices, it does have its disadvantages (Falcao, 2010).
Large rotational speeds are required even for small flow rates along with issues of
aerodynamic noise (Pereiras et ah, 2011). The high rotational speeds can cause
compressible effects, large centrifugal stresses and flow separation leading to nega
tive torques from highly energetic sea states (Falcao et ah, 2013b). Sharp drops in
output power can be seen where stalling occurs from the turbine due to flow separa
tion (Falcao, 2010). Efficiencies achieved are in the order of 0.6 to 0.7 for correctly
controlled rotational speed in good sea states (Falcao and ffenriques, 2014). Effi
ciencies are seen to drop at both small flow rates and where a critical value of flow
rate is exceeded causing stalling (Brito-Melo et ah, 2002). Brito-Melo et al. (2002)
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proves that using a bypass valve to relieve pressure ean increase output power and
reduce stalling from occurring.

2.2.2

Impulse turbine

Another self-rectifying turbine used in OWCs, which is becoming a popular al
ternative to the Wells turbine, is the impulse turbine. This turbine, patented in
1975 by LA. Babintsev, is similar to the axial flow impulse steam turbine (De Laval
turbine) (Falcao et ah, 2013b). Figure 2.6 presents the configuration of an axial
impulse turbine using guide vanes on both sides of the rotor to harness the bidi
rectional flow. Pereiras et al. (2011) states the impulse turbine is superior to the
Wells turbine in performance. The optimum flow coefficient for the impulse turbine
is significantly larger than the Wells turbine and is better at self-starting and less
likely to stall (Liu et ah, 2016).

Figure 2.6: An axial impulse turbine with guide vane configuration (Falcao, 2010).
Lower blade speed largely reduces the influence of compressibility effects, flow
separation and centrifugal stresses which can occur during very energetic wave cli
mates (Falcao et ah, 2013b).

Peak efficiencies are reported to be less than 0.5,

although the use of variable guide vanes can increase the efficiencies of the device
up to a value of 0.6 but this increases mechanical complexity (Falcao et ah, 2013b;
Falcao and Henriques, 2016).
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Unlike the Wells turbine, rotational speed of the impulse turbine does not have
a significant impact on the hydrodynamic damping (Falcao and Henriques, 2014,
2016). Falcao and Henriques (2016) state “the flow rate is approximately propor
tional to the square root of pressure head”. Directly replicating the impulse turbine
at small scales is impractical due to the PTC) power scaling effects, addressed later
in Cha])ter 5. Therefore, an orifice ])late can be considered a good non-linear PTO
simulator for a given impulse turbine (Falcao and Henriques, 2014, 2016).
A biradial impulse turbine has recently been investigated for application in OWC
devices. Figure 2.7 presents a novel biradial impulse turbine for use on an OWC
device (Falcao et ah, 2013a). This turbine uses centrifugal flow which reduces the
bidirectional thrust, therelw reducing fatigue loads on bearings (Pereiras et ah,
2011).

Figure 2.7: A novel radial impulse turbine (Falcao et ah, 2013a).
The radial impulse turbine is also reported to have a rnaxirnum peak efficiency
value of 0.79, })ossibly the highest efficiency of the self-reef ifying turbines (Falcao
and Henriques, 2016). However its ability to store kinetic energy is low compared
to the Wells turbine, which is a disadvantage due to the sporadic nature of wave
energy (Falcao et ah, 2013b). Current literature indicates that this radial impulse
turbine is not necessarily a better option but can be considered an alternative to
the axial impulse turbine (Falcao and Henriques, 2016).

2.3
2.3.1

OWC classifications
Shoreline devices

The shoreline OWC device is said to have many advantages over other WEC
systems. It has good access for installation/maintenance and is easily connected
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to the grid (Falcao, 2010). However, limited optimal sites are said to be available
for the shoreline OWC due to energy dissipation from the frictional sea bed and
shoaling waves (He et ah, 2013). A series of studies were conducted on full-scale
shoreline OWC devices, including the Pico plant in the Azores and Limpet in the
island of Islay, Scotland. Coupling the OWC with applications such as breakwaters
and other coastal structures both reduces capital costs and allows ease of access for
installation, construction and maintenance (Falcao, 2010).
From literature, initial models considered a simple OWC in two dimensions con
sisting of two parallel plates bounding a body of water to derive working principles,
from which Evans showed over a 50% rate of energy absorption (Evans, 1978). Sarmento and Falcao (1985) analyse a 2D OWC using linear wave theory and state
that air compressibility has a large influence on full scale device performance. A
mathematical model of a shoreline OWC was devised and compared to experimental
fluid flow using a ])article image v('locinietry imdliod (Morrison and Created, 1992).
Using the mathematical mcxk'l, Morrison and Created (1992) were able to approxi
mate the optimum geometry and concluded more than 8% of incident wave energy
is dissi])ated in large vortices. Zhang et al. (2012) also conclude the formation of
vorl ices around t he front wall leading to (aiergy loss.
A complete wave-to-wire study was carried out by Curran et al. (1998) to assess
the configuration of a shoreline OWC device using a Wells turbine with respect to
optimising output power. Curran et al. (1998) conclude that the correct sizing of
the turbine is critical to ensure maximum power output is achieved at high produc
tion sea states. Also, the turbine’s operational range for annual flow rates must be
matched optimally. Kainath et al. (2015) suggests the tuning of the PTO to inci
dent waves can increase efficiencies outside the device’s resonant frequency range.
Optimum selection of the PTO damping also showed a reduction in fluid stagnation
around the device which in turn increases hydrodynamic efficiency.
Stochastic modelling of the OWC was completed by Falcao and Rodrigues (2002)
to provide an insight to device design with a linear PTO (typically a Wells turbine).
Even though the stochastic method is not computationally demanding, it cannot
provide instantaneous device performance due to a number of linear assumptions
(Falcao and Rodrigues, 2002). Methods for reducing aerodynamic stall at the rotor
and increasing overall performance are studied using a by-pass and throttle valve in
relation to a Wells turbine (Falcao and Justino, 1999). Falcao and Justino (1999)
show a by-pass valve should be used with an over damped PTO and a throttle valve
used where PTO is under-damped. Including responses from PTO systems when
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analysing offshore WEC devices can play a significant role in the accurate response
of dynamic mechanical coupling and power performance (Day et ah, 2015).
Modifications to device geometry for assessing performance enhancements have
been widely conducted. Bouali and Larbi (2013) study the impact of the depth and
feature orientations of the leading wall on overall performance using a time-domain
method. The authors also suggest an immersion depth of less than half the water
depth and a front wall feature orientation in the counter flow direction separately
increase efficiencies. A wide range of experiments on various geometrical configu
rations of an owe device to assess the efficiency of the structure was conducted
without a PTO system (Dizadji and Sajadian, 2011). The authors determined that
the efficiency of the device is highly depernlent on chamber geometry and incident
wave properties. Rezanejad et al. (2015) studied the iiipiact of a stepped bed in
front of a shoreline OWC using bot h the boundary integral element method and
eigenfunction method.
A full-scak; shoreline OWC plant was constructed on the island of Pico in the
Azores, Portugal, in 1999. Equipped with a Wells turbine for power conversion,
the Pico plant, shown in Figure 2.8a, is still in o})eration to date and rated at 400
kW (Falcao and Henriques, 2016). The Limpet i)lant, built on the Island of Islay,
Scotland, in 2000 is shown in Figure 2.8b. The Limpet plant was rated at 500 kW
with a Wells turbine installed. A detailed report on the construction, commissioning
and operation can be found in Heath (2006). One of the main issues that occurred
during construction was the removal of rocks in front of the surface-piercing aperture
of the device. Therefore, construction costs of these isolated devices can prove to
be signiheant.

Figure 2.8: Rear view of the Pico OWC plant (a) and front view of the Limpet
device in Scotland (b) (Falcao and Henriques, 2016).
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In order to benefit from these shoreline OWCs, they have been recently integrated
into breakwater constructions which can cut the overall cost of construction (Liu
et ah, 2009). Sakata, Japan, introduced the first successful breakwater OWC in 1990
and another is currently being constructed into the port of Mutriku, North Spain
(Falcao and Henriques, 2016). Boccotti (2007a) introduced a new type of shoreline
OWC called a U-OWC, which utilises a submerged wall in front of the surface
piercing aperture. It is said to have higher efficiencies in absorbing incident waves,
along with swells and large wind waves (Boccotti, 2007a,b). This novel U-OWC
device is currently being constructed into a breakwater in the port of Civitavecchia,
Italy (Falcao and Henriques, 2016).

2.3.2

Offshore devices

An alternative to constructing shoreline OWC devices is to develop a structurally
buoyant OWC and deploy it offshore. Perez-Collazo et al. (2015) states that OWC
(kwices are well })roven t,o be robust and reliable WEC systems where typically the
PTO is the only moving part.

Offshore OWC devices are typically deployed in

water dc])ths grc'atcr than 40 m (Thori)C, 1999). Many benefits of using offshore
devices over the shoreline OWCs exist. Deployment at sea results in little to no
energy dissipation from sea bed and shoaling effects, permitting a higher density of
energy per wave to be harnessed (Thorpe, 1999). Thus, more sites are available to
deploy the offshore OWC over the shoreline WECs. However, for offshore devices,
t here is currently a large requirement of cai)ital for both the mooring system and
I)ower umbilical to connect to the grid (Cores, 2012; Faizal et ah, 2015). Access for
maintenance is very difficult or impossible if the ocean is rough, therefore a higher
degree of training is required for maintenance staff over typical shoreline staff.
The Backward-B(mt Duct Buoy (BBDB), seen in Figure 2.9, is a ty])e of offshore
OWC device which can be deployed in shallow waters but is highly directional
dependent. This dictates that the chamber opening must face towards the incident
waves to harness the wave energy. Hong et al. (2004) assessed the response of a given
BBDB device using a frequency model, while Toyota et al. (2010) experimentally
analysed the device using both a 2D and 3D wave tank and report the importance of
incident wave directionality on device efficiency. Details on the successful testing of
a 1 : 4 scale prototype in Galway bay, Ireland, in 2011 can be seen in Cores (2012).
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Figure 2.9: A BBDB OVVC at 1 : 4 scale undergoing sea trials in Galway bay, Ireland
(Falcao and Henriqiies, 2016).
An axisynimetric OWC device, called the spar buoy, is a well designed WEC
which has niaiiy advantages over othtu’ tyj)es of offshore OWCs. One of the main
advantages of the OWC spar buoy is an insensitivity to wave direction, which in
l.urn leads to sinipku' mooring systems (Falcao, 2010). Further benefits of the OWC
sy)ar buoy are seen by the two separate fundamental harmonics from the structure
and water column which can accommodate a wider range of sea states for energy
production. The device is considered to have a low failure risk and classed the most
economic of the floating OWC devices (Falcao et ah, 2012; Comes et ah, 2012b).
Figure 2.10 shows a 1 : 16 scale OWC spar buoy prior to testing in a wave tank in
NAREC (MARINET, 2012b).
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Figure 2.10: A 1 : 16 scale OWC spar buoy being tested at NAREC wave tank
(MARINET, 2012a).
Iturrioz et al. (2014) developed a state-space model to analyse the interactions
of a fixed offshore OWC. A good level of accuracy is obtained by comparison to ex
perimental data along with the low computational requirement of the mathematical
model. Iturrioz et al. (2014) conclude that this method has many advantages over
the boundary element method and frequency domains as limited non-linear terms
can be included within studies. Armesto et al. (2014) also uses this state-space
modelling approach to assess the motion of the column of water within an OWC
device. Validation of the static offshore OWC model is completed by comparison
against 1H2VOF, a CFD software package.
Nader et al. (2014) analyses various array configurations using axisymmetric
offshore OWC devices which was carried out using linear PTO systems.

Nader

et al. (2014) compared a single OWC to multiple configurations of the device using
a static 3D finite element method model in the time domain and observed that the
spacing and coupling between the devices play a significant role in the overall power
extraction. Nader et al. (2014) states that these OWC devices would typically be
deployed in arrays rather than as isolated systems. Konispoliatis and Mavrakos
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(2016) solve the diffraction, motion and pressure dependent radiation by using an
analytical method. Conclusions are drawn which show the overall efficiency is highly
dependent on the number of devices and the spacing between.
Use of a spectral or frequency domain allows for an overall average annual en
ergy estimation from the OWC device to be obtained (Policy and Whittaker, 2013).
Although the spectral and frequency analysis methods do not incorporate any in
stantaneous non-linear interactions and/or fluid flow phenomena, they require very
little computational resources. Use of a time-domain analysis method, typically re
solved using the Navier-Stokes equations, permits these critical interactions to be
included. CFD allows for the inclusion of non-linear interactions within an in-depth
and comprehensive modelling approach. Large wave ainplitudes and motions of the
structure can play a significant role in the overall device efficiency. Real fluid effects
can also be modelled and include viscosity, vortex shedding and turbulence from
I)ropagating waves (Falcao and Henriques, 2014). Gomes et al. (2016) shows the
large influence of viscous effects on the output performance of an OWC spar buoy
device. CFI) is not commonly used in analysing and designing for Fluid Structure
Interaction (FSl) due to the large computational resources recpiired (Day et ah,
2015; Falcao and Hemicpies, 2016).
In order to analyses systems using CFI), a Numerical Wave Tank (NWT) must
be created with a high lev(4 of accuracy to simulate incident waves. Mesh criteria
for resolving the motion of propagating wav(!S must therefore be correctly selected.
Current literature suggests that criterion for mesh selection within NWTs is not
consistent. Many authors conduct initial NWT discretisation analyses and establish
a wide variation in mesh sizing (Hu et ah, 2015; Lai and Elangovan, 2008; Luo
et ah, 2014b). Therefore, an in depth analysis of the mesh criterion for accurately
replicating incident waves is proposed in this work and will be further addressed in
Chapter 3.
Conde et al. (2011) investigated for differences in various CFD software by
analysing the response of an undamped 3D static axisymrnetric OWC and bench
marks them against experimental work. They prove the water column harmonic
within the static structure can be accurately modelled using these time domain nu
merical methods which corresponds to experimental results. Didier et al. (2011)
simulates the interaction of a static 3D axisymrnetric OWC with various incident
waves and linear PTO damping. Comparisons between simulations and experiments
are shown to have good correlation to studies completed with and without simple
linear PTO damping. Relationships between the OWC chamber width and incident
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waves were analysed by Gomes et al. (2012a) using a 2D CFD model. They con
clude the incorrect selection of these parameters can provide a significant drop in
efficiency. Luo et al. (2014b) was one of the first to introduce a single DOF into a 2D
CFD analysis of an offshore OWC device. They consider the interaction of incident
waves, a linear PTO damping system and simple spring mooring constraints on the
effective absorbed i)ower. Luo et al. (2014b) conclude the mooring selection can
also influence both the water column and structural harmonic of the system. Even
though this presents an excellent step towards accurately replicating the coupled
dynamics of an offshore OWC, use of linear dynamics does not capture the real life
interactions of typical mooring lines, which are highly non-linear, along with non
linear PTO dynamics of an impulse turbine. Correia da Fonseca et al. (2016) also
experimentally demonstrates the impact of the selection of mooring systems on the
overall device performance to be large and should not be overlooked.
The h'ligth of the OWC chamber i)lays a significant role in the water column
harmonic. Sheng et al. (2012) proves that tuning the chamber geometry for an
axisymmetric OWC can maximise the efficiency and power captured. Dicker et al.
(2011) prcisents a simplific'd expiation t o calculate the resonance period of the internal
column of water;

(2.3)
where, L] is the water column length within the chamber and

is the resonance

period of the water column. This allows the peak harmonic of the water column
to be optimised for maximum power extraction for a given sea state. Didier et al.
(2011) presents a report that results from ecpiation (2.3) corresponds well to both
numerical and experimental values for a system with and without PTO damping.
Gomes et al. (2012b) demonstrate that interaction of the harmonics from both
the water column and structure with various PTO damping applied. Twin peaks
corresponding to both harmonics of an OWC spar buoy for a normalised heave
response and a dimensionless absorbed power are plotted in Figures 2.11a and 2.11b,
respectively. It can be observed in Figure 2.11a the structural harmonic has a larger
influence on device heave over the water column harmonic.
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(a)

(h)

Figure 2.11: Comparisons of numerical and experimental responses of an OWC spar
))uoy with various linear PTC) dam})ing with respect to (a) heave and (b) absorbed
j)ower (Gomes et ah, 2012b).
Coupling both strnctural and water column dynamics when analysing an OWC
spar buoy is crit ical to the accuracy of device performance. Allowing structural
motion provick's a more realistic power capture for the OWC spar l)uoy (Sheng et ah,
2012). Inclusion of th(^ struct ural motion presents a more complex problem with two
fundamental frequencies for design optimisation (Gomes et ah, 2016). Geometrical
configuration of the device along with the correct selection of a mooring system
is proven to have a signihcant response on the absorbed power of the device (Luo
et ah, 2014b; Correia da Fonseca et ah, 2016). Experimental studies completed on
a 1 : 16 scale OWC spar buoy concluded the structural harmonic allowed a larger
power spectrum to be absorbed (MARINET, 2012b). Correctly tuning the mooring,
PTO and geometry of the OWC spar buoy to a given sea state allows a maximised
power extraction to occur (Luo et ah, 2014b).

2.4

Wave theory

Analysis of any WEC system requires accurate incident waves to be replicated.
Many types of waves exist from monochromatic waves, to polychromatic waves and
singular conical waves. The work throughout this thesis will focus on linear and non
linear monochromatic waves for testing OWC devices within the developed CED
model. Furthermore, techniques for assessing the output performance of the device
is also addressed in this section.
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2.4.1

Linear regular waves

Linear wave theory, also known as Airy wave theory, is based on the assump
tion of irrotational motion within the water, neglecting any viscous boundary layer
occurring between the fluid and sea bed (Dean and Dalrymple, 1989). In reality,
there is a viscous layer along the rough permeable sea bed impacting on propagating
waves. This viscous boundary layer is neglected due to the use of intermediate to
deej) water waves, which are further specified in Section 2.4.3. Another assumption
considered here is to treat the water as an incompressible fluid. The free surface of
a linear pro])agating wave; can be ddiiied as;

77(x, 0 ~

COs(/c.T

— ut)

(2.4)

where r]{x^ i) is the free surface elevation with respect to distance, x, and time, t.
Both CO, the angular frequency of the propagating wave, and k can be calculated
respectively by;

27r
^=T

(2.5)
(2.6)

where A is the incident wavelength. Particle motion beneath propagating waves are
known to move in a circular to an elliptical pattern, where velocities decay with
increasing depth. Figure 2.12 dei)icts this orbital motion beneath a propagating
wave.

Figure 2.12: Particle motions beneath a propagating wave.
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Dean and Dalryniple (1989) derive both horizontal, u, and vertical, v, velocity
profiles from linear wave theory using irrotational fluid flow which is presented as;

,
.
H cosh/c(/i + w)
^
u[x, t, y) — —uj-----. , , ,---- cosikx — ut)
2
snih kri
.
.
H sm\\k(h-^y)
,,
,
t, y) = TT^-----■ , . ,----sin(A:2: - ut)
2
sirih kh

(2.7)
(2.8)

where y is the vertical distance from the mean free surface. Figure 2.13 plots max
imum and minimum velocity profiles in both horizontal and vertical directions be
neath a propagating wave. It can be observed that the maximum and rninininm
horizontal velocity ])rofiles are at the ])eak and trough of a ])ro])agating wave, resi)ectively. The maximum and minimum vertical velocity prohles are found at the
inflection ])oints at A/4 and 3A/4. At, these maximums and mininiums for the hori
zontal and vertical i)rohles, their per})endicular velocity magnitudes are zero.

Figure 2.13: Profiles of the maximum and minimum velocity components beneath
an incident wave (Dean and Dalryniple, 1989).
Using Figure 2.13, it can be clearly seen that higher kinetic energies exist closer
to the free surface. Velocities are observed to decrease with vertical distance, y.
Therefore, most offshore WEC devices are designed to operate using the momentum
from waves close to the free surface.
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Linear wave theory is only applicable for a finite range of wave parameters and
water depth. Figure 2.14 shows graphically the limits of linear wave theory with
respect to wave height, water depth and wave period, T. Increasing wave height
produces a non-linear Stokes wave form which is addressed in the next section.

h

Figure 2.14: Incident wave type limiting criteria (Mehaute, 1976).

2.4.2

Stokes regular waves

When the wave amplitudes become large with respect to their wavelength, linear
wave theory becomes invalid and the previously defined linear wave theory gets an
additional second order term. This results in a more pronounced peak with shallower
troughs which provides the resulting non-linear wave form. This phenomenon is
described as the Stokes wave form which can be considered from 2”^ order on. Dean
and Dalryrnple (1989) describe the free surface elevation for a 2”^ order Stokes wave
as;
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r/2(x,

cos{kx — ujt)

H^k cosh kh
{2-\-cosh2kh) cos2{kx — cut)
16 sirih^ kh

(2.9)

where, 772(0:, is a Stokes 2”^ order free surface elevation with respect to distance
and time. Figure 2.15 shows the comparison of a linear Airy wave to a 2”*^ order
Stokes wave form. This demonstrates the shallower troughs and pointed peaks when
compared to the linear wave form. It should be noted that the wave height for both
wave forms are the same. The non-linear wave has a larger peak amplitude but the
trough compensates for the extra height.

Figure 2.15: Comparison of free surface profiles between a linear Airy wave and a
Stokes 2^^ order wave form.
Velocity components for a 2”^^ order Stokes wave are similar to linear equations
(2.7) and (2.8) but with added higher order components. The resulting velocity
components beneath the Stokes 2^^ order wave are derived by Dean and Dalrymple
(1989) as;

7/2(2:, C?/) =

H gh cosh k{h -j- y)
cos{kx — cut)
2 uj
cosh kh
3 H'^ujk cosh 2k{hy)
cos 2(kx — Lut)
16
sinlr kh
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(2.10)

V2(x,t,y)

=

H gh sinh k{h + y)
sm{kx — ut)
2 Lj
cosh kh
3 H'^iok sinh 2k{h + y)
sin 2{kx — cut)
16
siiih^ kh

(2.11)

where, U2 and V2 are the horizontal and vertical velocity components, respectively.
The higher order terms are summed as a function of the phase shift of 2{kx — uji).
This results in larger velocities beneath the crest of a wave but reduced velocities
at the trough in comparison to linear wave theory.

2.4.3

Wave classification

Waves can be classed into three types consisting of: deep, intermediate and
shallow water waves. Shallow water waves, also known as gravity waves, have a
large inlluence from gravity and bottom effects due to the small water depth (Dean
and Dalrymple, 1989). Deep waves have no interactions from the ocean bed due to
the large rat io of depth to wavelength. Int ermediate water waves are said to have a
hnite de{)th which permits the ocean bed t o interact with propagating waves. Table
2.1 presents limit ing criteria and formulat ion for each of the wave classifications;
Tabl(' 2.1; Wav(' classifications (Dean and Dalrym])le, 1989).
Deep
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Shallow
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with c being the wave celerity of individual waves. The velocity at which the wave
group travels can vary with respect to water depth. Therefore, the group velocity
of propagating waves is important to the transportation of energy due to multiple
wave trains (Dean and Dalrymple, 1989). As previously seen, applying the group
velocity to the incident wave energy equation (2.1) provides the average incident
wave power per unit width, resulting in equation (2.2). The current study applies
wave theories of intermediate to deep water waves for the offshore OWC devices,
which are typically deployed in intermediate to deep water depths.
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2.4.4

Power absorption

The hydrodynamic power from incident waves is converted to pneumatic power
within the chamber by forcing the volume of air above the water column through
a defined PTO device. Assuming incompressibility in air and no thermodynamic
effects occur, the hydrodynamic power will be converted to pneumatic power without
any losses.

The instantaneous power absorbed by the turbine can therefore be

evaluated by (Falcao et ah, 2012);
Power = — Apyh/po

(2.12)

where, Ap is the pressure differential across the turbine, m is the mass flow rate
through the turbine and pair is the density of air, typically 1.225 kg/m'b Integrating
equation (2.12) over a wave period provides the average absorbed power per unit
wavelength by the PTO, Pptq]
V (T

ApQdi

PPTO =

(2.13)

where, Q is the volumetric How rate through the PTO. Power calculated using
ecpiation (2.13) ])rovides the amount of ])neumatic power absorbed by the PTO
device. Further calculations using a s})ecified PTO classification and parameters can
provide the actual power outi)ut in electrical form (Curran et ah, 1998; Henriques
et ah, 2016).

2.4.5

Device efficiency

Elvaluating the efficiency of the device is critical to assessing the performance of a
selected configuration. Combining equations (2.2) and (2.13) provides the efficiency,
C of the device to absorb incident wave energy as follows;

c = PpTO
Pr

(2.14)

Specific pneumatic damping from a given PTO device plays a major impact
on the device’s ability to absorb incident wave energy. This does not consider the
electrical power output or any other losses within the PTO device itself. Maximising
the power capture range of the device will permit an overall maximised power output
for a given sea state.
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2.5

Conclusion

A large range of various WEC types are assessed in this chapter, whereby the
owe type is seen to be the most researched and developed. Due to the simplis
tic design, PTO systems are typically the only moving parts involved in the OWC
device. Therefore, OWCs are considered a highly robust designed WEC and rea
sonably sized at full scale, in comparison to the oscillating body and overtopping
designs. Coupling a non-linear PTO system, such as an impulse turbine, with OWC
designs is considered highly advantageous (Pereiras et ah, 2011; Liu et ah, 2016).
Despite the impulse turbine having a lower efficiency rating compared to the Wells
turbine, it has many other benefits. The sizing and rotational speed of an impulse
turbine is significantly lower than that of the Wells turbine, which leads to lower
stresses on bearings and blades. Therefore, a broad performance range is observed
where high flow rates through the turbine do not induce dynamic losses such as stall
and noise issues.
Oli'shore WEC' devices have b(;en found to have access to higher densities of
wave energy com])ared to their shoreline counterpart. These offshore OWC devices
also have a major advantage of having tlu? ability to be deployed at a near infinite
amount of sites compared to the significantly limited sites for shoreline WEC de
vices. From the range of offshore OWC dcwices, the axisymmetric spar buoy is the
simplest design. An insensitivity to wave direction makes them highly applicable to
be deployed in arrays for commercial wave energy farms.
Current literature reports the analysis of these devices using various modelling
methodologies such as frequency, state-space, experimental and time-domain tech
niques. Use of the frequency domain is the most common as it is computationally
efficient, although the results obtained are from a linear-order model. The time do
main is the most infrequent model used as it is highly computationally demanding.
One of the main advantages of using CFD over linear models is the inclusion of real
fluid effects and non-linear interactions occurring within the time domain. CFD
permits a more detailed model to predict the instantaneous power output, which
can include losses from; vortices, viscosity, etc. No consensus of mesh criterion for
NWTs within the literature suggests a mesh discretisation study is required.
Literature suggests the performance of an OWC device relies highly on the correct
selection and sizing of the PTO, chamber size, and, for offshore devices, the correct
mooring application (Gomes et ah, 2012b; Luo et ah, 2014b; Nader et ah, 2014). To
date, there has been no complete numerical CFD model to analyse the instantaneous
response of a dynamic OWC spar buoy, as most time domain models are static
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2D. Current limitations on numerical models used to predict responses are due to
simplification of linear PTO systems and/or dimensional domain assumptions. Most
studies utilise the simplicity of a linear characterised PTO but many other PTO
types exist which exert a non-linear pneumatic damping influence on the chamber.
Furthermore, the geometrical requirements of an axisymmetric OWC spar buoy and
the mooring interaction with the structural motion play an important role in the
overall performance of the device.
The aim of this work is to develop a comprehensive time domain numerical model
to predict the response of a dynamically coupled OWC spar buoy using non-linear
mooring interactions with a non-linear PTO system. The model is developed to aid
design engineers for the OWC spar buoy with a view to optimising performance.
Accurate representation of an OWC spar buoy requires the modelling within a 3D
domain to account for the interactions between incident wave and the geometrical
axisymmetric body. The following steps are undertaken to achieve the overall project
aim;
• A mesh iiaranieter study within an empty NWT in both 2D and 3D is com
pleted in Chapt(U' 3 to assess the dist:retisation error. Limited information
exists on detailed discretisation studies with no corresponding agreement be
tween authors within literature.
• In parallel, a methodological approach to applying a Degree of Freedom (DOF),
heave mode, to a free floating barge is completed in Chapter 4. This ensures
dynamic motion of the OWC spar buoy device captures the FSI accurately.
• Development of a PTO boundary condition to replicate the non-linear back
pressure of a typical impulse turbine is detailed in Chapter 5. This permits
the accurate representation of an energy dissipating device to be considered
within the numerical model.
• Chapter 6 presents an axisymmetric OWC spar buoy modelled in 3D using the
NWT, dynamic motion and PTO boundary conditions previously modelled,
with further enhancements including a non-linear mooring system. The de
veloped model is then compared and validated against obtained experimental
data using linear incident waves.
• Non-linear incident wave sets are generated within the developed numerical
model to assess robustness, which is completed in Chapter 7. This will permit
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a wide range of incident waves to be applied for testing and designing the
owe spar buoy.
• Finally, modifications to the PTO damping coefficients are detailed in Chapter
7 to demonstrate the level of influence the PTO damping has on the efficiency
of the device. Hence, indicating an applicability of the developed model to
assess design and optimise performance.
This developed CFD model will allow the design engineer to assess the dynamic
response of an OWC spar buoy. Instantaneous flow phenomena can be analysed in
detail and provide significant insight into understanding the dynamics of an OWC
spar l)uoy.
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Chapter 3
Numerical wave tank set-up and
development
This chapter presents the development of a Numerical Wave Tank (NWT) and
quantifies errors of generated waves within the domain. Firstly a 2D NWT is anal
ysed using a range of mesh criteria to assess the free surface elevation and water
velocity errors using linear wave theory. An optimum mesh criterion which will allow
for reduced error and simulation run times is suggested from this study. Then, a
3D comi)utational domain is created using a similar discretisation criterion obtained
from the 2D NWT study. Both linear and non-linear waves are considered here to
assess the wave propagation error for future use.

3.1

Introduction

Increasing modern computational power permits NWTs to be considered in Fluid
Structure Interaction (FSI) studies of hydrodynamic structures. These NWTs al
low generated waves to propagate throughout the domain similar to experimental
wave tanks. Various structures can then be included in the computational domain
to analyse the impact of known incident waves on a given structure. A range of
applications utilise the NWT in design assessment and optimisation. Models of
offshore oil rigs, buoys, etc. can be i)laced within NWTs to ensure correct oper
ation and assess the impact of design changes on a device. Shoreline applications
such as break water constructions containing WECs have been demonstrated within
NWTs (Lopez et ah, 2016; Bouali and Larbi, 2013). Many Wave Energy Converters
(WEC) are analysed in wave tanks at various scales to assess performance and op
timise power output. Didier et al. (2011) utilises a NWT to analyse a fixed cylinder
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type Oscillating Water Column (OWC) device with linear Power Take Off (PTO)
damping.
Use of a NWT over the conventional experimental wave tank provides a range
of benefits to the design engineer.

Firstly, the cost of constructing a prototype

for experimental testing can be high, in addition to the required fabrication time.
Modifications to physical prototypes cannot be easily completed, whereas geometry
and structural properties can be rnodiffed with ease within Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) models. Transient NWTs allow for a greater insight and deep
analysis of hydrodynamic structures within FSI studies. Most fluid responses and
forces are difficult to be directly observed experimentally but can be analysed and
visualised alongside the flow phenomenon in a CFD analysis. Prototype and scale
limits apply to experimental wave tank testing due to given facility sizes and wave
inputs. NWTs do not restrict the design engineer in both size and desired incident
wave, which permit higher quality testing to occur, though NWTs still require vali
dation through compliiiKaitary experimental testing in order to benchmark the level
of accuracy williin the numerical model.
Accurate i)ropagation of waves t hroughout the computational domain is critical
to the successful out-come of studies using t,hese NWTs. Some conventional methods
of wave generation exist within ])revious CFD studies by use of flaps or piston
methods t,o generate incident waves. A flap tyi)e wave maker is used by Lai and
Elangovan (2008) within ANSYS CFX for shallow wave generation. Finnegan and
Coggins (2012) developed a similar flap type NWT for deep water waves using
ANSYS CFX. These are the simplest methods of wave generation but require the
domain to deform, which can lead to higher computational demands in addition to
mesh deformation issues. Other methods include a mass generation source upstream
of the structure to disturb the water (Lopez et al., 2016). Anbarsooz et al. (2013)
create a NWT with a wave generator by increasing the viscosity of the fluid and
prescribing the motion of l:)oth a flap and piston type wave generator to the highly
viscous fluid. Another method of wave generation is considered by use of a boundary
condition specifying the free surface and velocity profile of a propagating wave.
Various types of waves can be conveniently s})ecified using this method, from linear
waves to non-linear waves.

Gomes et al. (2012a) and Luo et al. (2014b) create

propagating waves through a user-defined boundary to specify the incident wave
height and velocity profiles.
The application of CFD models requires the correct set-up due to a wide range
of numerical errors affiliated with them. Presented here is a list of types of errors
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associated with numerical modelling;
1. Discretisation errors are the differenee in results when comparing the simu
lated and exact values. This is typically due to spacial and temporal discretisation,
which is both dependent on the mesh resolution of the fluid flow and the time ad
vancement size, respectively. CFD design engineers can reduce this error by selecting
an appropriate mesh resolution to resolve the fluid flow. Temporal discretisation is
addressed by use of the Courant-Friedriehs-Lewy (CFL) number, which is a numeri
cal stability criterion defined in Section 3.2. This CFL number is typically less than
1 for explicit solvers and less than 200 for implicit solvers, this is further addressed
in the following Section 3.2.
2. Iterative errvrs are caused by non-convergence at each time step due to the
lack of nnmerical calculations. This can be minimized by permitting an appropriate
anionnt of iterations per time step to allow the flow calculations to converge.
2. Ilound-ojJ errors are typically determined by the machine’s ability to process
numbers with a large amount of digits. Through the use of 64-bit machines and
enal)ling donble-])recision solvers ensures the reduction of roimd-off errors.
4- Modelling en'ors can be considered as typical assumptions employed by the
user to simplify j)robl(!nis. These simplifications are normally considered as having
negligil)le inhnence and/or phenomenon that is currently not thoroughly understood.
Typically, the user will seFct the ap])ropriate physics to represent accurately their
flow ])roblem and neglect flow physics deemed irrelevant.
5. Human error can be considered in two forms, first is the programming error
and secondly is the user error. Programming error is the incorrect coding of the
software and is typically reduced by the software manufacturer by systematically
checking their code and verifying the application against known studies. User error
can occur from improper use of the CFD program by selecting inappropriate settings
to simulate the flow problem. This error can be minimized by specialist training in
CFD to aid the user in simulating their CFD application.
Mesh discretisation studies are carried out by many authors to establish an
accurate domain for propagating waves. Park et al. (2004) determine an optimum
discretisation of 50 and 20 cells per wavelength and wave height, respectively. Didier
et al. (2011) use 60 cells per wavelength with 20 cells per wave height to discretise
the computational domain. Whereas, Lno et al. (2014b) apply a discretisation of
100 cells per wavelength with 2 cells per wave height. The authors conclude that the
free surface error is not sensitive to mesh size close to the free surface because the
wave height they use is small. Lai and Elangovan (2008) reach similar conclusions.
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determining that mesh sizes did not play a large role in the accuracy of the results.
On the other hand, Chen et al. (2014, pg. 97) state that “The overall solution of
hydrodynamic problems is broadly affected by the mesh used”. Hu et al. (2015)
discretise the domain using 70 cells per wavelength with a vertical resolution of
between 27 to 33 cells per water depth.

3.2

2D computational domain set-up

The NWT is set-up as shown in Figure 3.1 using the commercially available pack
age ANSYS Workbench vl6.0. A 2D domain of 5A x 1.3 in (where wave tank length,
L, varies with A, the input wavelength parameter), is created in Design Modeller
and imported into ANSYS Workbench. The computational domain is discretised
using a structured quadrilateral mesh with a refinement at the free surface level of
the tank (Chtm et al., 2014; Finnegan and Coggins, 2012). The refinement at the
free surface allows for a higher resolution of incident wave height t,o be established.
Dimensionless mesh requirements are specified as the number of cells per wavelength
in the :r-direction and the number of cells per wave height in the ;;/-direction at the
free surface.

Variation in mesh density in both directions is the main focus for

reducing the discretisation errors within the NWT. Mesh sizing in the y-direction
above and below the free surface is discretised similar to the a:-direction sizing as
this is an area of little interest. Me^sh models are is imported into the CFD package
ANSYS Fluent to analyse the accuracy of propagating waves within the NWT.
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Figure 3.1; NWT domain set-up along with boundary conditions and tank param
eters for use in CFD.
Fluid flow is resolved using the continuity and Navier-Stokes momentum equa
tions and the discrete phases are calculated using the Volume of Fluid (VOF)
method. The VOF method applies a volume fraction to each cell to resolve the
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motion from both phases, details on this modelling approach can be seen in Tu
et al. (2008). The fluid is modelled as inviscid to replicate linear wave theory, which
includes irrotational movement on the bed of the NWT. An explicit transient solver
is chosen as the time step advancement method along with a Pressure-Velocity Cou
pling method known as the PISO scheme. Use of an explicit solver permits a highly
detailed resolution of the fluid flow within the computational domain, whereas using
an implicit solver is known to have a damping impact on fluid phenomena due to
numerical diffusion (Tu et ah, 2008). A variable time-stepping technique is employed
here based on a constant CFL number, defined in equation 3.1. This adjusts the
time step size, A^, accordingly based on CFL number with respect to fluid velocity,
U, though a cell and the size, Ax, of the cell. This allows the capturing of fluid flow
at a high resolution, where the CFL nnniber is required to be 1 or below for explicit
solvers (Tu et ah, 2008). In this study, a CFL number of 0.1 is selected to ensure
solutions are independent of time stej).
CFL =

VAi
Ax

(3.1)

I;inear wav('s are g('nerated using a Imill.-in Open Channel Wave (OCW) bound
ary condition in Fluent. It can input the incident wave free surface profile using
equation (2.4) and ])rescribes water velocities at the boundary using equation (2.7)
and equation (2.8). This bonndary can allow for a large range of incident waves to
l)e applied to the model, from linear waves to

order Stokes waves. A monitor

l)oint is placed at lA away from the wave generating bonndary, labelled ‘Wave In’ in
Figure 3.1, to record the developing incident waves. This will be the same domain
location where the future OWC device will be placed to assess its response from
incident waves.
Generation of incident waves using the OCW boundary condition can result in an
increasing mean free surface within the tank. An open channel bonndary is applied
downstream of the domain to allow propagating waves to flow out of the NWT
thereby retaining a specified mean free surface. This ensures no build up of mass
within the tank occurs. Atmospheric conditions are maintained using a pressure
outlet boundary condition to replicate the open air, which also permits back flow of
air to occur. A no-slip wall boundary condition is applied to the bed of the domain.
Reduction of reflections from down stream is another critical step to the suc
cessful analysis of incident waves.

Wave reflections can provide results far from

ideal due to the interference of reflected waves. A built-in numerical damping zone
is enq)loyed to ensure reflections are kept to a minimum. This applies a sink to
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the momentum equation within the specified damping zone to reduce the motion
of propagating waves. Equation (3.2) describes the sink term, S, applied in the
numerical damping zone;
5= -

^iPwater^

3“

2^2|^|^ f(y)f{x)

(3.2)

with

f(y) = 1

y - Vfs
-

yb - yfs

X — X.

fix) =

X,

(3.3)
(3.4)

where, C\ and C2 are the linear and quadratic damping resistance terms, rhou,ater is
the density of water, yjg and yh are the free surface and bottom coordinates, Xs and
X(, are the start and end coordinates of the damping zone. Correct damping terms are
essential to the reduction of reflected waves. Over damping within the numerical
dam})ing zone can cause waves to reflect off the zone itself. Critically damped
waves are desirable to ensure the least amount of wave reflections occur. Damping
coefficients are populated using analytical correlations based on wave energy within
the numerical damping zone. The free surface within the damping zone is monitored
to ensure incident waves are sufficiently damped by the populated coefficients.

3.3

2D results and discussion

All simulations are undertaken using a quad core Xeon E3 1220 3.10 GHz ma
chine with 12 GB of RAM. Residuals are required to drop 4 orders of magnitude
and monitored to ensure convergence at each time step. Selected wave parameters
of H = 0.02 m and T = 1.00 s for a water depth of /i = 1 m are applied to the
NWT to analyse the accuracy of the model. The generated waves correspond to
monochromatic linear deep water waves, thus ensuring no bottom boundary impact
on propagating waves.
Initially, wave reflections from the downstream must be assessed to ensure inter
ference is kept to a minimum. A simulation is conducted to monitor the free surface
elevation within the numerical damping zone. The model is conducted for 10 s
simulation time, which corresponds to ten incident waves to ensure fully developed
waves propagate through the damping zone. The free surface elevation is plotted
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in Figure 3.2 against an undamped propagating wave. The final wave height at the
outlet boundary is zero, which satisfies that no reflections are generated.

Figure 3.2: Comparison of the free surface elevation from damped and undamped
waves within the nnmerical damping zone.
Incident waves are monitored at lA away from the wave generating boundary
to ensure they are fully developed throughout the domain. Figure 3.3 plots the
incident wave height with respect to time. An overlay of the desired wave form
is also })lotted to assess the developing incident waves within the NWT. It can be
observed that after approximately 6 s of simulation time, incident waves are seen to
be fully developed and wave amplitude fluctuations are negligible. This corresponds
to six incident waves for the wave period of T = 1 s. Therefore, 10 incident waves
are simulated to ensure fully developed waves propagate throughout the domain.
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Figure 3.3: Developing simulated incident waves compared to the ideal wave form
for incident waves of H = 0.02 in and T — 1.00 s.
A wide range of mesh discretisations are used here to assess the impact on the
accuracy of projiagating waves. The variation of both number of cells per wavelength
and number of cells ])er wave height. ar(' inodilii'd sejiarately.

Absolute error is

calculated using (equation (3.5) when comparing simulated wave values, tj^umeHcai
and l.heoretical wave values, (Theory
Absolute Error =

^Numerical

^Theory

(3.5)

(-Theory

A total of 15 simulations are conducted with variations of 5, 10 and 20 cells per
wave height and 25

125 cells per wavelength in steps of 25. Each simulation is

conducted with the same incident wave parameters, only the mesh discretisation
varies. The free surface elevation is used to evaluate the propagating wave height
at the monitor point of lA away from the wave generating boundary. Calculated
errors for each simulation are plotted in Figure 3.4 using equation (3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Absolute errors of the free surface elevation are plotted against various
mesh sizes.
The absolute errors of the free surface elevation indicate trends of decreasing
errors for increasing mesh density, as expected. It can be seen that for both 10 and
20 cells per wave height, the absolute errors remain liclow 1%.
Accurate reiilication of wave velocity is critical to any NWT as the resulting
motion plays a large role in FSI analyses, therefore the velocity profiles beneath the
propagating waves are analysed and comjiared to linear wave theory. Figure 3.5
illustrates the various points which will be analysed from incident waves. It can
be observed the selected locations correspond to either the maximum or rriinimum
velocity beneath the wave with a per})endicular zero resulting velocity.

Peak

Figure 3.5: Velocity profiles at various points of a propagating wave.
Velocity profiles beneath the peak, inflection point and the trough of incident
waves are used here to evaluate further the accuracy of the NWT. These velocity
profiles are analysed against their corresponding linear wave theory using a mean
of the absolutes (U’rors calculat(xl across each of th(^ velocity prohles. Figures 3.6 40

3.8 present the errors for the peak, inflection and trough velocity profiles for various
discretisations, respectively.
Figure 3.6 presents increasing trends in error when increasing the number of cells
per wavelength for both 5 and 10 cells per wave height. Although a slight increase
in error is seen initially for the 20 cells per wave height set, the error drops off with
increased mesh density.
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Figure 3.6: Mean absolute errors of peak vthocity plotted against varying mesh sizes.
The mean absolute error for the maximum vertical velocity profile at the in
flection })oint from each simulation is plotted in Fhgure 3.7. Results indicate an
initial decrease in error but begins to increase with increasing mesh density due to
increased influence from other numerical errors. After the first refinement in mesh
criterion of 20 cells per wave height, the mean absolute errors remain to be below
0.2% which proves an accurate wave velocity beneath the inflection can be achieved.
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Figure 3.7: Mean absolute errors of inflection velocity plotted against varying niesh
sizes.
The mean absolute errors of the velocity {)rohles from beneath the trough, which
corresiiond to 1,he minimum horizontal velocity from each simulation, is plotted in
Figure 3.8. Initially large errors are observed lietween 4-10% for the coarsest mesh
size in the horizontal direction. A large error rcKluction is observed after an initial
mesh relinenient for each case of cells [)er wave height in Figure 3.8. All t he mean
absolute errors then remain below 1.25% and continue to decrease with increased
mesh density.
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Figure 3.8: Mean absolute errors of trough velocity plotted against varying mesh
sizes.
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A simulation was chosen arbitrarily for a comparison of the simulated velocity
profiles to theory beneath various locations of the propagating wave. The peak,
inflection and trough velocity prohles for mesh criteria corresponding to 20 cells per
wave height and 75 cells per wavelength are plotted in Figures 3.9 - 3.11. Both hor
izontal and vertical components of the velocity profiles beneath the peak, inflection
point and trough are plotted separately with their corresponding velocity profiles
from linear wave theory.
Components are plotted separately for the velocity profiles beneath the peak of
an incident wave in Figure 3.9. A good correlation is observed between the sirrinlatcd and theoretical velocity profiles in both the vertical and horizontal direction.
A deviation in simulated horizontal velocity increases nearer the free surface for
the horizontal velocity when compared to theory. Corresponding velocity profiles
beneath the inflection point of the wave are plotted against theory in Figure 3.10.
This ])r('sents good agreeiiK'iit to theory for the vertical velocity ])rofil(' compoiKait,
although errors can be seen closer to the free surface for the horizontal velocity pro
file. Figure 3.11 plots both velocity profiles beneath the trough of the incident wave
to corresponding theory. Both components shown in Figure 3.11 present a good
agreement to the theoretical velocity profiles.

Velocity [m/s]

Figure 3.9: Velocity profile comparison beneath the peak of the wave.
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Figure 3.10: Velocity profile comi)arisons at inflection point.

Velocity [m/s]

Figure 3.11: Velocity profile comparison at the trough of the wave.
Wall clock times for each simulation are recorded and plotted with respect to
the mesh discretisation criterion in Figure 3.12. All simulations are plotted for the
completeness of this study. It can be seen that by increasing the mesh density,
an increase in run time occurs, as expected. Higher resolutions in the free surface
result in substantially longer run times. However, choosing lower density meshes
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can have a major negative impact on subsequent simulation accuracy where errors
can cascade through the model and cause highly inaccurate responses.
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Figure 3.12; Simulation run times with respect to mesh criterion.
This study demonstrates the discretisation of the NWT in both the horizon
tal and vertical direction plays a large role in the accuracy of propagating waves.
Both wave height and wavelength resolution are assessed to determine the impact
of these parameters on the overall accuracy of wave kinematics and hydrodynamics.
It is observed that with an increase in both parameters, a decrease in wave error
occurs. Simulation run times were also taken into consideration for obtaining the
most economical discretisation criterion with relatively low computational expense.
Therefore, a minimum of 50 cells per wavelength and 20 cells per wave height is
recommended by the author to ensure both errors and run times remain low. Find
ings here are concurrent with discretisation analysis conducted by Park et al. (2004)
who also shows the resolution of cells in the vertical direction has an impact on the
results.

3.4

3D computational domain set-up

A 3D NWT can be beneficial to the development of a device or structure if it
cannot be represented in 2D, for example, an axisyrnmetric spar buoy, ship hull, oil
rig, etc. Symmetry may be employed in a 3D NWT in order to reduce grid size and
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in turn reduce the overall computational demand. Symmetry can only be used if all
aspects of the problem are symmetrical, e.g. forces, boundary conditions, geometry
etc. Another large benefit of a 3D XWT over a 2D model is that incident waves can
diffract around the structure of interest which reproduces negligible reflections from
the device.
There is little difference between the set-up for a 2D NWT and a 3D NWT. The
main set-up difference is both the inclusion of a z-coordinate system and the use
of symmetric boundary conditions to define the sides of the domain. The domain
geometry from the 2D NWT is kept with an added extrusion of 0.5 m to create the
third dimension. Figure 3.13 depicts the various boundary conditions within the
computational domain in ANSYS Fluent.

Boundary Conditions
^ Wave inlet
I Pressure outlet
H Symmetry

Figure 3.13: Computational domain for a 3D NWT including mesh and boundary
conditions.
Using a 3D NWT also has its disadvantages over use of a 2D domain for sim
ulations. The main issue to be considered is the significant increase in the mesh
density. This will in turn increase the computational requirements for each desired
simulation. A discretisation of 20 cells per wave height and 50 cells per wavelength
was chosen to resolve incident waves resulting from the study in Section 3.3. The
lateral discretisation can be considered negligible due to incident waves travelling
perpendicular to the inlet boundary condition. Therefore, the same discretisation
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for the number of cells per wavelength is used to resolve the mesh discretisation in
the z-direction.

3.5

3D results and discussion

An initial comparative study of incident wave error is completed here to assess
the progression from a 2D NWT to a 3D NWT. Incident waves are monitored and
analysed in a similar manner to the 2D simulations. Direct comparisons of absolute
error for the incident wave height at the free surface and velocities are presented in
Table 3.1. A small error difference is observed when comparing errors from both
computational domains using the same mesh discretisation. Therefore, this provides
the conhdence that the mesh criterion selected from the 2D NWT can be accurately
appliefl within a 3D computational domain with conhdence.
Table 3.1: 2D and 3D NWT error comparison for incident wave oi H = 0.02 m and
T = 1.00 s.
Wave height

Peak Vel.

Inhection Vel.

Trough Vel.

2D

(1.3%

0.47%

0.04%

0.65%

3D

0.3%

0.45%

0.06%

0.46%

A wide range of incident waves is selected to evaluate the accuracy of the 3D
NWT. A number of linear incident wave sets is applied, as well as non-linear wave
sets, to analyse the applicability of the NWT. Incident waves vary from Airy waves
to 2^''^ order Stokes waves. The wave orders used in this study are presented in Table
3.2 along with their corresponding incident wave parameters for a water depth of
/i = 1 m.
Table 3.2: Incident wave form order.
T

H = 0.02 ni

H = 0.04 m

H = 0.08 m

1.00

1

2

2

1.23

1

1

2

2.00

1

1

1

Sinmlations are conducted to ensure that a minimum of ten incident waves are
generated within the domain before analysis occurs. A monitoring point is placed
at lA downstream from the wave generating boundary and midway between the two
planes of symmetry. Incident wave heights are recorded at this point and evaluated
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against theory using equation (3.5). Calculated errors in wave height are presented
in Table 3.3 for each simulated wave set. It can be observed that the absolute errors
of the free surface elevation are below 4%.
Table 3.3: Absolute error of the free surface elevation.
T

H = 0.02 m

H = 0.04 m

H = 0.08 m

1.00

0.30%

0.64%

1.49%

1.23

0.12%

2.81%

3.79%

2.00

0.53%

1.25%

2.45%

Analysis of the velocity components beneath the propagating waves are con
ducted in a similar manner to the 2D NW4' analysis. Horizontal velocity profiles in
the peak and trough, along with the vertical velocity profile at the inflection point,
are compared to their corresponding theoretical velocity profiles. The perj)endiciilar velocity components at these points are not analysed as they provide unrealistic
error results due to their zero velocity components. The linear velocity equations
(2.7) and (2.8) are used for Airy wave analysis. Non-linear analyses are completed
with ecjuations (2.10) and (2.11) for the 2”^ order Stokes wave set.
Tal)le 3.4 presents the mean absolute errors for the velocity components for
various simulated wave sets. Velocity component analysis at the peak and inflec
tion points with linear incident waves show excellent agreement with theoretical
velocities. Results of the trough velocity for linear incident waves indicates good
agreement to theory.
Analysis of the 2^^ order Stokes wave velocity components also presents a good
agreement to theory.

The order of the Stokes wave classification increases with

respect to the ratio of wave height to wavelength. Hence, the incident wave set
corresponding to T = 1.00 s and H = 0.08 m shows to be just under the limit of a
^rd Qj.qgj. Stokes wave, according to Figure 2.14.
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Table 3.4: Mean absolute errors for velocity components beneath propagating waves.

H = 0.02 m

H = 0.04 m

H = 0.08 m

T

Peak

Inflection

Trough

1.00

0.45%

0.06%

0.46%

1.23

0.65%

0.08%

0.54%

2.00

0.02%

1.68%

3.20%

1.00

4.09%

1.50%

3.62%

1.23

1.12%

1.62%

1.79%

2.00

2.07%

1.25%

1.69%

1.00

8.73%

2.02%

8.00%

1.23

1.9G%

0.49%

1.68%

2.00

2.45%

1.16%

0.80%

Velocity profiles for the linear wave set of H = 0.02 m and T = 1.23 s are
})resented in Figures 3.14 - 3.16. Both horizontal and vertical velocity components
are plotted against their corresponding theoretical values. These plots indicate the
magnitude of the calculated errors for this wave set. Good correspondence to theory
for both velocity i)rofiles beneath the various locations of an incident wave is observed
in Figures 3.14 - 3.16.

Figure 3.14: Velocity prohle comparison for waves of H = 0.02 m and T = 1.23 s at
the peak.
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Figure 3.15: Velocity profile com{)arison Ibr waves oi H = 0.02 in and T = 1.23 s
beneath the inflection })oint.

Velocity [m/sl

Figure 3.16; Velocity profile comparison for waves of // = 0.02 m and T
below the trough.

1.23 s

Velocity profiles for the wave set T = 1.00 s and H = 0.08 m are selected
to represent graphically a Stokes 2”^ order wave. Figures 3.17 - 3.19 present the
comparison of velocity profiles for the various points beneath the incident wave
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for the non-linear wave set. It can be observed that the horizontal maximnm and
rninimnm velocity are shown to be underestimated when compared to theory in
Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.19. A good agreement between the vertical velocity profile
is seen at the inflection point in Figure 3.18, where an underestimation occurs within
a region around half the water depth.

Figure 3.17: Peak velocity profile comparisons for a Stokes 2^^ order wave.

Figure 3.18: Inflection velocity prohle comparisons for a Stokes 2^^ order wave.
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P^igure 3.19: Trough velocity profile comj)a.risons for a Stokes 2^^ order wave.
Siiimlatioiis using the 3D NWT ran for over 3 days to complete each simulation
on the workstation. This is a significant increase in clock time recpiired for each
simnlation when compared to the 2D NWT simulation which took just under 3 hours
for a simulation to coni])lete. Therefore, conducting the discretisation analysis in 2D
not only saves valuable time, but also provides excellent insight into the importance
of mesh sizing when simulating incident waves.

3.6

Conclusion

The set-up of a NWT using CP^D is essential to the accurate replication of in
cident waves and in turn, P^Sl studies. Many errors can be initially reduced by
correctly selecting and setting the CP^D solver parameters prior to running simula
tions. Round-off errors are reduced by use of a double-precision solver for numerical
calculations. An adaptive time stepping technique, dependent on the CFL number,
can reduce temporal errors in the solution. Permitting sufficient iterations to ensure
each time step converges will prevent iterative errors from influencing the final solu
tion. P^inally, spatial discretisation can have a large impact on the overall simulation
and this error is therefore investigated and reduced.
Initial simulations are conducted in 2D to assess the development and accurate
propagation of waves throughout the computational domain. A VOF scheme is
('ni])loyed to simnlate the fluid motion of the two discrete phases. Use; of the OCW
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boiiiidary condition allows the user to input waves at relatively little computational
expense compared to a moving mesh type wave generator. Furthermore, coupling an
open channel boundary with the numerical damping zone ensures a constant mean
free surface throughout simulations.
Incident waves are monitored at lA away from the wave generating boundary to
assess the fluctuation of wave height with respect to time. It is concluded that after
the propagation of at least six incident waves, they are seen to be fully developed.
Furthermore, wave reflections from the downstream boundary are eliminated by use
of a numerical damping zone to induce wave damping. The free surface within
the damping zone is monitored to ensure no waves propagate and reflect off the
end boundary. Critical damping is observed within this zone which suggests no
interference occurs with incident waves.
A large range of mesh criteria is used to assess the discretisation error within the
2D NWT. Incident wave heights are assessed against linear wave theory and trends
show a decrease in error with increasing mesh density. Velocity profiles are further
analysed against linear wave theory to calculate the accuracy of the fully developed
waves. This study reports the number of cells in both directions plays a large role
in the accuracy of vcdocities beneath incidc^nt waves. Therefore, it is recommended
that the mesh selectcxl for future use is at least 20 cells per wave height and 50 cells
per wavelength, thus ensuring accurate waves propagate through the computational
domain.
A 3D NWT is developed to incorporate the geometrical requirements of the
axisymmetric OWC spar buoy. The 3D domain also allows for any waves being
reflected from the device to diffract around the structure with little interference to
incident waves. Mesh criterion of 20 cells per wave height and 50 cells per wavelength
are employed for the 3D wave analysis. A large range of incident waves are selected
to ensure robustness of the NWT incorporating a non-linear wave assessment. This
study indicates a good agreement is observed between the linear incident waves
and theory. Similarly, non-linear waves are shown to correspond well to Stokes 2^^
order theory. The 3D NWT developed here shows a strong ability to introduce fully
developed waves for further FSl analysis.
The 2D NWT is further used to assess and develop the hydrodynamic motion of
a free-floating structure in Chapter 4. Specifications for the 3D NWT are utilised
in the dynamic OWC model in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4
Dynamic model development
This cha})ter presents a methodology for the incorporation of a floating struc
ture in the previously developed 2D Numerical Wave Tank (NWT) from Chapter 3.
The work is compared with i^revious experimental, analytical and numerical studies
regarding a frecyfloating barge in a 2D domain. A Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) model is developed and the heave response of the simulated barge is anal
ysed and compared to the previous st udies. Good agreement is observed betwexm
both CFD simulations and results from literature. The set-up for a 1 Degree of Freev
dom (DOF) modelling methodology involving Fluid Structure Interaction (FSl) is
therefore validated for further use in this project.

4.1

Introduction

Models replicating dynamic structural motion due to incident waves provide a
detailed insight into FSI. Insight into the response of a structure of interest can be
achieved using FSI models incorporating hydrodynamic forces with optional exter
nal forces such as mooring constraints. Inclusion of structural motion allows more
realistic fluid dynamics to occur around the updated geometrical position of the
structure. As seen in Chapter 2, the Oscillating Water Column (OWC) spar buoy
contains two harmonics, with one being primarily due to the structural motion, and
the other due to the water column length. Luo et al. (2014b) demonstrate the impact
of the structural motion by the comparison of a free-floating body to a linear stiff
spring and a purely rigid body. It can be seen that the structural motion interacts
with the column of water within the chamber resulting in a modified power output.
Therefore, chamber harmonics may be tuned to work in parallel with the structural
frequency to manipulate the power output from the device.
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Inclusion of structural motion within the models is highly desirable for a more
accurate analysis of device performance. Although dynamic models have many ad
vantages, there are drawbacks due to modelling issues. For example, time-domain
models require remeshing at each time step to update the geometrical coordinates to
resolve accurately fluid flow and, in some cases, require remeshing at each iteration.
Iterative remeshing is employed where struetural motion has a large influence from
the surrounding fluid. This level of dynamic meshing for each iteration results in
a significant increase in computational demand and thus simulation time is heavily
inereased. Advantages of using this technique are clear where a strong two way cou
pling between the structure and fluid flow exist. Therefore, the set-up is critical to
ensure accurate results for such highly demanding numerical models wit hin reason
able run times. A floating barge is used extensively to validate forces and set-up for
DOF models (Tanizawa and Minanii, 1998; Koo and Kim, 2004; Luo et ah, 2014b).
This barge model stems from experimental and analytieal work eompleted by Nojiri
aiid Murayama (1975).
Yu and Li (2013) use a CFD apj)roach to model an offshore two-body floating
point absorber in heave only inodcr They use a second-order implicit Volume of
Fluid (VOF) api)roach incorporating a SIMPLE scheme for momentum and pressure
coupling. Yu and Li (2013) also demonstrate that potential flow theory can result in
large errors for models with a strong coupling to non-linear viscous effects. Hadzic
et al. (2005) model a free floating body using an implicit VOF model with iterative
body motion to ensure highly coupled body motion occurs, although a phase shift
is observed between the numerical model and experimental model. A finite element
approach is adopted by Martinelli and Ruol (2008) to replicate the motion of a
free floating body. This model is constrained only to allow small movements in the
vertical direction to reduce mesh distortion due to rotational vortices.
Methodology for applying a single DOF which incorporates a freely heaving
barge into the previously developed 2D NWT is presented here. Model set-np and
approaches by previous researchers are discussed and simulations are conducted to
assess the heave response of the floating barge with respect to various incident waves.
Model validation is completed by comparing results from current CFD simulations
against experimental, analytical and numerical work reported in published literature.
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4.2

Free-heaving barge models

Accurate representation of the motion of a structure with respect to incident
waves plays an important role in this project. Replication of a free heaving barge
was selected to validate the set-up and inclusion of a single DOF into the previously
defined 2D NWT. It is critical to the success of the overall project that the DOF
methodology is accurately modelled to ensure error is reduced to a minimum. Work
conducted by Nojiri and Murayama (1975) is selected for the validation of hydrody
namic forces caused by monochromatic incident waves on a free floating structure.
This work consists of both experimental and analytical work regarding a floating
barge wit h 3DOF within a 2D manner. The barge is constrained in surge by a linear
spring and dashpot and unrestricted in heave and pitch, as seen in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Experimental set-up for a 2D simulated barge used by Nojiri and Murayania (1975).
Nojiri and Mnrayama (1975) conducted experimental work in the IHI, Japan,
wave tank rising a plunger type wave maker. Dimensions of the testing tank were
44 X 2.5 X 1.8

III

and a barge width of 2.48 m to simulate a 2D environment. The set

up parameters for the floating barge are presented in Table 4.1, which also include
the resonance frequencies of the experimental barge.
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Table 4.1: Experimental parameters of the floating barge.
Mass [kg]
Barge width

125
[m]

0.5

Center of inertia [in]

0.133

Moment of inertia [kg m^]

4.05

Spring stiffness k [N/m]

197.58

Dashpot C [N/m/s]

19.8

Heave period [s]

1.35

Roll period [s]

1.45

Surge period [s]

7.47

Following on from previous work completed by Nojiri and Mnrayama (1975),
Tanizawa and klinami (1998) use a NWT to conduct simulations, which is based on
the acceleration ])otential. The aut hors focus on the level of accuracy to replicate
radiat('d and diffracted waves in their mniK'rical niodc'l.

Tanizawa and Minami

(1998) conclude the pressure integrals on the floating body are inaccurate for this
type of model and t:an impact the calc:ulat(Kl response from higher order waves.
A fully non-linear 2D NWT is develo])ed by Koo and Kirn (2004) which is based
on a combination of the bcnmdary element method, potential theory and mixed
Eulerian-Lagrangian-rnaterial-node tiitie-rnarching approach. Development of the
model is detailed and simulations are conducted using the same floating barge pa
rameters as Nojiri and Mnrayama (1975) and Tanizawa and Minami (1998). Results
from the model are presented and compared to solutions from both Nojiri and Murayania (1975) and Tanizawa and Minami (1998). The non-linear NWT is found to
I)roduce results in reasonable agreement with experimental and independent non
linear simulations.
It is reported that large errors can occur using potential theory assumptions
in cases of large-amplitude waves and ship response from impacting waves (Hadzic
et ah, 2005). Hu et al. (2015) state inclusion of viscous and non-linear terms through
the Navier-Stokes equations or the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equa
tions can better represent real-world waves. Luo et al. (2014b) employs the VOF
method to replicate the fluid flow around the free floating body. The authors vali
date their set-up for the ESI between a free heaving structure and non-linear incident
waves using the described experimental barge approach with constrained motion in
all but the heave mode. Plots of the simulated results obtained by Luo et al. (2014b)
exhibit good agreement to analytical and other numerical results.
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The work completed in this chapter focuses on the development of a DOF mod
elling methodology for future use by incorporating an OWC spar buoy for FSI stud
ies. Similar work to Luo et al. (2014b) is conducted here to evaluate and detail the
modelling set-up, although this work differs by use of an explicit solving scheme and
a Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) pressure-velocity coupling
scheme. Use of this will increase solving efficiency by balancing the momentum
after the pressure correction equation is solved (ANSYS Fluent vlG.O, 2015a).

4.3

CFD model set-up

The initial model set-up is based on the previously developed 2D NWT in Chap
ter 3. Inclusion of a surface-piercing floating barge, which is presented in Section
4.2, into the NWT is introduced in this section. Constraints are used to restrict the
motion of the barge to a single DOF for assessing the heave response with respect
to different nionochromatic incident waves. A schematic of the updated constrained
barge is presented in Figure 4.2 along with its corresponding boundary conditions.
Barge parameters from Table 4.1 an^ used l,o initialise the structural properties
within the numerical model.

Figure 4.2: Schematic of a single DOF, free heave only, barge set-up including
boundary conditions.
Mesh requirements from the previous discretisation study for a 2D NWT in
Chapter 3 are used for accurate flow resolution of incident waves. Figure 4.3 shows
the discretisation of 50 cells per wavelength with a refinement of 20 cells per wave
height in the free surface region used in the computational domain. A structured
quadrilateral mesh is employed for fast and accurate solutions.
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Figure 4.3: Structured quadrilateral mesh applied for barge simulations with a free
surface refinement.
The CFD solver set-u]) is developed from the previous 2D NWT set-up by the
inclusion of both turbulence modelling and dynamic meshing. A n^alizable k —
turbulence model is em])loyed here to replicate turbulence phenomena, where

n

s

is

kinetic energy and e is the dissipation rate, which includes viscosity, vortices and
rotational effects.

The selectcxl turbulence model satisfies specific mathematical

requirements for Reynolds stresses to make it realizable, where negative stresses
can occur in the other turbulence models resulting in large strains. According to
ANSYS Fluent vlG.O (2015a), the realizable

n — e

model is considered one of the

most accurate and a])plicable turbulence models. Enhanced wall functions are used
in conjunction with this turbulence model as it is considered a y ^ insensitive wall
treatment, where y^ is dimensionless cell distance from the wall (ANSYS Fluent
vl6.0, 2015a). The enhanced wall functions allow for the CFD model to interpolate
the boundary layer effects without the need for a concentration of cells at wall
boundaries, thus reducing mesh density.
In order to resolve accurately the ffuid flow around the barge within the do
main, the mesh has to be updated with each geometrical displacement of the struc
ture prior to solving each iteration within every time step. Due to the significant
coupling between the structural motion and ffuid flow, the mesh motion must be
implicitly updated at each iteration to fully resolve the FSI. Fluctuation in cell
sizes and ffuid velocities result in large variations of time step size using the adap
tive Courant Friedrichs Lewy (CFL) technique. This allows detailed capturing of
dynamics during the FSI from incident waves. A smoothing scheme is selected to
allow the deformation of the mesh and hence track the structural motion. The barge
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is permitted to move by rigid body motion using a built-in six DOF function. In
order to apply the single DOF, a User Defined Function (UDF) is compiled in C to
specify the characteristics and properties for prescribing the motion of the barge.
Mass is specihed using the UDF to allow the hydrodynamic and hydrostatic forces
to be resolved. The UDF is further used to restrict all motion of the barge except
the heave mode, as desired. The compiled code is presented as follows;
DEFINE_SDOF_PROPERTIES(DOF_Barge, prop, dt, time, dtime)

{
prop [SDOF.MASS]

=125;

prop[SDOF_IXX]

=0:

prop[SD0F_IYY]

=0

prop[SD0F_IZZ]

=0

prop [SD0F_ZER0_TRANS_X] =TRUE;
prop [SD0F_ZER0_TRANS_Y] =TRUE;
prop [SD0F_ZER0_TRANS_Z] =FALSE;
prop [SD0F_ZER0_R0T_Z]

=TRUE;

prop [SD0F_ZER0_R0T_Y]

=TRUE;

prop[SD0F_ZER0_R0T_X]

=TRUE;

}
The above UDF reduces the GDOF down to IDOF by setting translations and
rotations to zero. For t his reason, no moment of inertia is required to be specified.
The UDF is com])iled through Fluent’s internal C compiler and loaded into the
registry. More advanced techniques and functions for external forces and Graphical
User Interface (GUI) applications are applied to the designed UDF at a later stage
in Chapter 6.

4.4

Results and discussion

Monochromatic incident waves are generated with a wave height of 0.03 rn and
periods of between T — 0.8 — 2.1 s to allow comparison to published literature by
Nojiri and Murayama (1975); Tanizawa and Minami (1998); Koo and Kim (2004)
and Luo et al. (2014b), presented in Table 4.2. Simulations are permitted to run
until a quasi-steady state is obtained, where the heave amplitude of the structure
does not change greatly.
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Table 4.2: Incident wave test cases.
Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

T[s]
0.819
0.897
1.003
1.108
1.158
1.244
1.295
1.352
1.419
1.586
2.006

A [ni]
1.047
1.256
1.570
1.911
2.084
2.391
2.579
2.791
3.044
3.678
5.237

Heave velocity is monitored and plotted in Figure 4.4a to assess the amplitude of
flnetnation and to help determine a qnasi-st('ady state solution. Figure 4.4a indicates
a reduction in amplit ude of the lu^ave velocity of the barge and hence that after 18
25A, which is approximately 30 s, the velocity amplitude reduces to a quasi-steady
state.
The corresponding heave amplitude plot is presented in Figure 4.4b for the same
simulation. A smaller secondary periodic variation within the wave form is observed
in th(' heave n^sponsc; wliicdi is at,tributed to waves reflectcxl from the barge to the
ui)stream boundary and back. This is primarily due to the 2D nature of the barge
study, where diffraction permits incident waves to continue beneath the barge and
not around the structure at the free surface level. The resulting heave Response Am
plitude Operator (RAO) is calculated as a ratio of heave amplitude of the structure,
Ife, to the incident wave amplitude {H/2)^ using;
RAO =

(4.1)
H
The heave RAO is a dimensionless value typically used to characterise the re
sponse of the motion of a structure with respect to incident wave parameters. Re
sponses of a system will normally have similar RAO characteristics irrespective of
incident wave height. The heave RAO here will be used to characterise the heav
ing barge within the developed numerical model and allows a direct comparison to
results from literature.
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(b)
Figure 4.4: Heave velocity and heave amplitude response by the barge for incident
waves of T = 1.35 s and H = 0.03 m are plotted in (a) and (b), respectively.
Major benefits of CFD over other conventional analysis techniques allows the
user access to more insightful information than just typical displacement and ve
locity plots. CFD permits the user to visualise localised flow patterns, for example
Figures 4.5 - 4.8 detail the fluid velocity streamlines for the peak, trough and both
inflection points of an incident wave as it approaches the floating barge. The ob
served fluid motion from these instances in time show the creation of vortices due
to fluid interaction with the moving structure. Hence the CFD time domain can
capture localised non-linear fluid interactions occurring in this FSI model.
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Figure 4.5: Localised velocity streamline plot tor the peak of wave T = 1.35 s hitting
the Large.

Figure 4.6: Localised velocity streamline plot for the first inflection point of wave
T = 1.35 s hitting the barge.
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Figiiro 4.7: Localised velocity streaiiiline i)lot for the trough of wave T = 1.35 s
hitting the barge.
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Figure 4.8; Localised velocity streamline plot for the second inflection point of wave
T = 1.35 s hitting the barge.
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The remaining simulations are conducted in a similar manner by observing the
velocity profile of the barge to determine when a quasi-steady state has been reached.
Calculated heave RAO results along with the corresponding periods are presented
in Figure 4.9. The number of incremented wave periods generated within this study
were chosen to plot the heave RAO of the barge with a detailed resolution.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of simulated CFD heave R AO results to published literature.
Data from published literature are also plotted against the simulated results,
shown in Figure 4.9. Results indicate a good correlation to analytical and numerical
results from literature. The simulated heave harmonic correlates well to the peak
harmonic reported by other studies and to the experimental heave harmonic detailed
in Table 4.1. The RAO drop off shows good response when varying the incident wave
period from the peak frequency. Experimental responses from wave periods lower
than T = 1.3 s match simulated results and data published in literature but tend to
deviate for wave periods of T = 1.5 s and higher.
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4.5

Conclusion

A CFD model to replicate a IDOF, free heaving, barge is developed in this
chapter. The model is based on previons experimental investigations by Nojiri and
Mnrayarna (1975), which have been extensively used in the literature to validate
a wide range of non-linear FSl numerical models by Tanizawa and Minarni (1998),
Koo and Kim (2004) and Luo et al. (2014b). Various incident waves are applied
to the dynamic model to assess its heave response for a wide range of wavelengths.
The CFD model has the ability to replicate non-linear flow phenomena to enhance
simulation responses and hence can provide the visualisation of vortex creation from
streamline plots.
Results for heave RAOs are plotted with respect to wave period against data
from literature. Good correlation from the completed CFD simulations to other
analytical and numerical results are concluded. A good agreement with experimen
tal results is also observed, although a deviation occurs at higher values of wave
j)eriod over T = 1.5 s. Simulations carri(xl out within this study demonstrate that
accurate replication of tlu' heave response behaviour of a barge is produced, when
driven by hydrodynamic forces induced by various incident waves. This modelling
methodology for the inclusion of dynamic motion is therefore validated for further
use in the ])r(;ject to permit a coupled FSI to occur.
This methodology for applying dynamic, motion is employed in Chai)ter 6 to
allow structural motion of the OWC spar buoy to occur. The UDF defined in this
chapter is further improved and developed in Chai)ter 6 to incorporate non-linear
mooring forces and the application of a GUI.
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Chapter 5
Non-linear power take off
boundary development
This chapter dociiiiients the development of a non-linear Power 'Pake Off (PTO)
hoimdary condition for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) applications. An
orifice plate, typically used to rei)resent the non-linear pressure damping from an
impulse turbine, is analysed and exyx'rinientnlly investigated. A User Defined Fim(‘tion (UDF) for the orifice i)late is developed and subsequently assessed through CFD
simulations. Responses are monitored and the new boundary condition is validated
by comparing results to obtained experimental data. Conclusions are drawn from
this study to determine whether the established new PTO boundary condition can
be utilised further in this project.

5.1

Introduction

PTO devices enable the pneumatic power within the chamber to be converted
to electrical power. Real turbines are usually constructed and used to extract power
for prototypes which are larger than 1 : 5 scale. According to Falcao and Henriques
(2014), Fronde scaling has greater impact than Reynolds scaling on small-scale ex
perimental models. Hence, using Froude scaling, the PTO power scaling factor is
where e is the geometric scale, and so a 1 : 50 scale model turbine would need
to produce 1.13 W to represent a 1 MW prototype-scale turbine (Henriques et ah,
2016). Therefore, real turbines cannot be directly modelled for scales smaller than
1 : 5 and thus PTO devices are replicated by flow-resistive techniques specific to a
desired PTO. For the linear Wells turbine type, textile materials are used to simu
late the linear back pressure from the PTO opening. The porosity of the textiles is
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chosen to represent the coefficient of damping required at the scaled prototype for
a given Wells turbine. For non-linearly damped impulse turbines, an orifice plate
is used in place of the textile materials. The resulting damping from the orifice
plate provides a quadratic back pressure response, similar to the profile of an im
pulse turbine. Therefore, the use of an orifice plate allows non-linear turbines to be
replicated at small scales within experimental studies.
Interactions between the Oscillating Water Column (OWC) device and the PTO
prove to be critical in predicting the overall performance of the device. Turbine
damping plays a key role in the device’s ability to convert incident wave energy
into pneumatic energy. The device can be further tuned to various sea states and
performance characteristics by selecting an appropriate turbine size. Therefore, the
resulting Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) which includes both the structural res
onance and turbine damping is critical to predicting device performance. Power
output from these simulated turbines can be calculated from the product of volu
metric flow rate and pressure drop, as seen in ecpiation (2.12).
In many (T'^D models, PTO devices are represented by Wells turbines. Karnath
et ah (2015), Luo €^t al. (2014a) and Teixeira et al. (2013) use a porous region within
CFD to model a linear PTO for shoreline OWC devices. This is modelled through
boundary conditions using the following equation;
Ap = -ktQlp,

(5.i:

where, Deltap is the pressure drop, kt is some constant relating to a specific Wells
turbine at a specific rotational speed, Q is the volumetric flow rate and pair is the
density of air. Equation (5.1) is similarly used in offshore OWC applications within
CFD by Luo et al. (2014b), Conde et al. (2011) and Didier et al. (2011). Not only
is this method of linear PTO application completed through CFD, but Falcao et al.
(2012) use it to optimise an OWC spar buoy through the frequency domain. Both
Konispoliatis and Mavrakos (2016) and Rezanejad et al. (2015) use this linear PTO
to analyse OWCs through a boundary-value problem method.
Limited information is available regarding the modelling of non-linear PTO de
vices using wells turbines. Sheng et al. (2012) experimentally model a OWC spar
buoy device with non-linear PTO replicated by an orifice plate. Sheng et al. (2012)
state that impulse turbines have better wave energy conversion compared to the
Wells turbine type. Lopez et al. (2014) directly model a slot-type PTO for a shore
line OWC model through CF^D to replicate a scaled impulse turbine.
Directly modcdling an orifice plat(} within the conii)utational domain can cause
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issues with reduced quality of the mesh due to the ratio of orifice opening to the
chamber size. The study provided here is aimed at replicating a scaled non-linear
PTO impulse turbine, typically an orifice plate, in CFD without the need for a high
mesh density at the opening.

5.2

Non-linear PTO simulator

For non-linear PTO devices, the pressure drop through the turbine is seen as a
quadratic relationship between the mass flow rate, m, and Ap. This relationship is
given by the following equation:
—Ap =
wh('re, CpTO

(5.2)

turbine damping coefhcient for a specific impulse turbine, where

the size and ty})e of the turbine determines the coefficient value. Correct choice
of the turbine damping is critical to the overall efficiency of the device and power
extraction from incident, waves.
Applying an ai)propriatG orihce j)latG to tliG experimental prototypes of OWC
devices ])erniits accurate representation of t,iie turbine interaction with the device.
Use of an orifice j)late demonstrates the impact of a si)ecific impulse turbine on
an OWC being studied. Power from this type of non-linear PTO simulator can be
calculated using the measured pressure drop across the plate and Q, evaluated by:

Q

2Ap

C(iCL^

(5.3)

where Cd is the orifice discharge coefficient and a is the area of the opening. This
equation can be used to obtain the volumetric flow rate through a given orifice.
Rearranging equation (5.3), similar to equation (5.2), provides the pressure response
due to a specified orifice plate:
-Ap =

1

2{C,arPo

■m

(5.4)

To employ equation (5.4) within the CFD model, the equation must be modified
for symmetrical use. A symmetrical parameter n is the number of equal segments
divided by a plane of symmetry, where n=l for no division, n = 2 for equally sliced
model etc. Therefore, the damping coefficient for the developed numerical boundary
condition within CFD is:
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CpTO

=

7^----- ^

(5-^)

^(Cjd^) Pair

Using this equation, damping coefficients for specific impulse turbines can be
calculated and replicated at small scale using equation (5.5). Both equations (5.2)
and (5.5) will form the basis of the PTO boundary condition developed in Section
5.3.

5.3

CFD boundary condition

The proposed boundary condition is developed and employed using a UDF which
is coded through C. The boundary condition is based on equations (5.2) and (5.5)
to specify the resulting pressure damping at the PTO boundary of the chamber.
Firstly, the mass flow rate is computed through the faces on the boundary using
the function F_FLUX(f ,t). This is summed across each face of the boundary using
begin_f _loop(f, t) to obtain the total mass flow rate. Back pressure is calculated
using equation (5.2) for the damping coefficient, obtained through ecpiation (5.5),
and the summed mass flow rate. Finally, tlu' calculated pressure is applied using
the function F_PR0FILE(). The compiled code can be seen as follows for the UDF;
DEFINE_PROFILE(Impulse_Turbine,t.position)

{
face_t f,fl;
Fluxy=0;
Flux=0;
begin_f_loop(f,t)

{
Fluxy=Fluxy+F_FLUX(f,t);

}
end_f_loop(f,t)
Flux=PRF_GRSUMl(Fluxy);
begin_f_loop(f1,t)

{
PTOpressure=TurbineDainping_Impulse*Flux*ABS(Flux);
F_PROFILE(f1,t,position)=PTOpressure;

}
end_f_loop(f1,t)
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}
With advances in ninlti-core technology, simulations can be broken down into
multiple segments and solved simultaneously. Thereby, use of parallel solvers can
decrease the required wall clock time to run each simulation. Using the parallel
solver means the computational domain will be split into a number of partitions,
typically the amount of cores the model is destined to run on.

Partitioning in

this case can cause issues regarding obtaining the total mass flow rate through the
boundary as the function could be running on a number of different partitions.
Using PRF_GRSUM() allows the global summation of a given variable across all the
partitions. Details on parallel programming can be found in the ANSYS Fluent
vl6.0 (2015b), UDF manual.
In order to optimise further the developed code, a subroutine is designed to run
at the initialisation of the CFD model to calculate the resulting orifice dami)ing
coefficient. The user specifies the desired parameters and the damping coefficient is
then calculated using eciuation (5.5) for a])phcation to the PTC) boundary condition
described above. The developed PTC boundary is employed through a pressure
outlet boundary condition, where the back i)ressure from the boundary is calculated
through the UDF.
Furthermore, a (Iraphical User lnterfa(-e (GUI) was created to allow ease of
use for the newly created boundary condition. This

Wcis

programmed through the

Scheme developer language and set to load automatically when the software starts.
The GUI allows the user to specify either the properties of a simulated orifice plate
or a directly calculated non-linear damping coefficient, seen in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: GUI developcxl to permit the user to adjust values of the non-linear
PTC) boundary coriditioii.
The coiiipreheiisive code for the GUI presented above can be found in Appendix
C. This code also contains another developed GUI described in Chapter 6.

5.4

Experimental orifice testing

This section describes the exj)erimerital set.-np used to assess the response of an
orifice plate energy dissipater. Experimental tests conducted by Florent Thiebant
in the LIR-National Ocean Test Facility (NOTF) in University College Cork (UCC)
are used here to validate the coded PTO boundary condition as a benchmark study.
The experimental rig is designed to replicate the reciprocating air flow from an OWC
which in turn permits the testing of various PTO simulators (Thiebant et ah, 2010;
Sheng et ah, 2013). The test rig is created to simulate an OWC at 1 : 50 scale, which
is the typical scale used in the wave basin in the LIR-NOTF. This test rig enables
analysis and comparison of results from linear and non-linear type PTO simulators
with theoretical and simulated results.
An orifice plate energy dissipater is used here to replicate experimentally a scaled
impulse turbine which is considered a non-linear PTO device, which in turn permits
the validation of the developed PTO boundary condition. Use of this test rig allows
the input of known cycles of the piston displacement for validating the CFD model.
Figure 5.2 shows the constructed test rig with the orifice plate mounted on top
of the chamber. A differential pressure sensor was mounted onto the orifice plate
to monitor the fluctuating chamber pressure. The sensor used was a Honeywell
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175PC14 differential pressure sensor with a repeatability of 0.25% (Honeywell, 2016).

Figure 5.2; Experimental test rig including attached orifice plate on top (Thiebaut
et ah, 2010).
Experimental testing is conducted using the parameters outlined in Table 5.1 for
two case studies. The first being an orifice calibration test and the second is to test
the response of the orifice plate at high flow rates. In both cases the diameter and
stroke of the piston remains constant but the period at which the piston oscillates
differs.
Table 5.1: Experimental testing parameters.
Case 1
0.3 m
0.05 m
5s

Piston diameter
Stroke
Period

Case 2
0.3 m
0.05 rri
2.7 s

An orifice with a 10.6 mm opening and a discharge coefficient of 0.74 is placed
over the opening on top of the test rig. CornpactRio by National Instruments is
used as the data acquisition system in conjunction with a LabView interface. The
servomotor, used for displacing the piston up and down, is equipped with a position
sensor resolver, which allows the position to be monitored and recorded. Chamber
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pressure is measured with a differential pressure sensor, recording atmospheric pres
sure at another location away from the orifice opening to ensure stable readings. All
sensors were sampled and stored at a rate of 200 flz.

5.5

CFD set-up

Set-up of the CFD model for testing the PTO boundary condition is based on
experimental testing in the previous Section 5.4. A sectioned schematic of the test
rig with included boundary conditions and implied zone motions are reproduced in
Figure 5.3. The chamber dimensions along with piston motion are based on that
used in the experimental testing of the orifice plate.
PTO Boundary Condition

Wall

Wall

Figure 5.3: Schematic of the CFD model for PTO testing with included boundary
conditions.
Simulations are conducted using a 1/4 3D domain employing symmetrical bound
aries. A range of mesh sizes is selected to resolve the pressure fluctuations within
the chamber and assess the influence of mesh discretisation on accuracy. Cell sizes
in the x-, y- and z-directions, Ax, A^, and A2:, respectively, are parametrised by a
dimensionless cell count, ric, with respect to chamber diameter, D, from the follow
ing equation (5.6) and tabulated in Table 5.2 to analyse the influence of the number
of cells on the output pressures.
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/S.X

= Ay = Az = D/tt-c

(5.6)

Table 5.2: Various meshes applied to analyse the discretisation error for the devel
oped PTC) boundary condition.
Mesh

ric

No. of elements

Coarse

15

1,122

Medium

30

8,428

Fine

40

18,696

Figure 5.4 shows the reduced coniputational domain with an applied unstruc
tured hexahcdral mesh for the medium mesh case. The figure also identihes the
monitor point used to record the resulting chamber pressure from the PTO bound
ary condition.

Figure 5.4: Discretisation of the domain using the medium mesh with inclusion of
pressure monitor point, denoted by the red shading.
A transient solution is employed to capture the fluctuation of pressure within
the chamber over time. An explicit Volume of Fluid (VOF) scheme is employed to
ensure the newly constructed boundary condition is robust and will work with the
coupled multiphase dynamic model to be developed in Chapter 6. A laminar model
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is used here and the flow is assumed to be an isothermal process to simplify the
numerical model.
Pressures within the chamber are monitored at an arbitrary point within the
domain, as shown in Figure 5.4. A no-slip boundary condition is applied to the
wall and piston boundaries along with symmetric conditions applied to the internal
faces.
To replicate the piston motion, a dynamic boundary is applied to the base of the
chamber by enabling the dynamic mesh and employing rigid body motion to the
l)iston boundary. A smoothing scheme is employed to permit the mesh to deform
throughout the domain. The motion of the piston is specified using a UDF which
applies the desired motion to the boundary. The design of the UDF is based off
equation (5.7) to replicated the smooth motion of the piston.

sin ((Up/.)

Vr, = IK

where, Cp is the velocity,

(5.7)

fbe maximum velocity and cUp is the radial ve

locity of the piston and / is time.

Dynamic motion is induced by the use of

DEFINE_CG_MOTinN() wilhin the UDF which are compiled using the following code
for both test cases, as completed in the experiments.
DEFINE_CG_MOTION(pistoncasel,dt,vel,omega,time,dtime)

{
vel [1]=0.031416*sin(l.256637*CURRENT_TIME);

}
DEFINE_CG_M0TI0N(pistoncase2,dt,vel,omega,time,dtime)

{
vel [1]=0.058177*sin(2.327105669*CURRENT_TIME);

}
where, vel[l] is the velocity in the ^-direction and CURRENT_TIME is a built-in
function which applies the current simulation time.

Velocity is applied through

specifying rigid body motion under the dynamic mesh zones. Deformation properties
for modifying the mesh on the model are applied to the wall, symmetry and interior
zones.
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5.6

Results and discussion

Simulations are conducted for these test cases on the same machine as used from
the simulations reported in Chapters 3 and 4. Both cases are initialised using zero
velocity and pressure within the computational domain. Residuals are monitored to
ensure all drop four orders of magnitude for convergence at each time step. Monitor
ing points within simulations are used to capture and ensure the chamber pressure
responds correctly to the moving boundary. The piston wall is also monitored to
ensure correct distance and velocit ies are obtained from the dynamic motion by the
IJDF.
Initially various mesh sizes are used here to analyse the discretisation error as
sociated with this newly developed PTO boundary condition. Results from each
mesh, listed in Table 5.2, are compared against theoretical calculations. Figure 5.5
shows the absolute error between simulated and theoretical pressure responses from
each simulation, which is plotted against the dimensionless mesh size, ric- Results
are shown to remain Ixdow 1% of an error in comparison to theory. This indicates
a relatively high instaisitivity to mesh sizing when using the PTO bonndary con
dition. Recommciidatioiis by the author are suggested here to resolve the internal
discretisation of the OWC si)ar buoy with a minimum of ric = 30 cells per chamber
width, similar to parameters for the medium mesh simulation.

15

20

25

30

Dimensionless cell count Nc

Figure 5.5: Absolute errors of pressure response resulting from varying mesh size.
Results for case 1 are plotted in Figure 5.6 for both the piston displacement
and the pressure drop within the chamber. The corresponding experimental results
are plotted along side the simulated results. Good correlation is observed by the
chamber pressure between simulated and experimental results. The non-linear back
])ressure from the orilice })late is accurately replicated using the develoi)ed boundary
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condition. An absolute error of 0.335% between the simulation and experimental
pressure magnitude is observed. Figure 5.6a reproduces both piston displacements
with good correspondence, ensuring an accurate input response by the piston bound
ary.

Figure 5.6: Piston displacement and chamber pressure comparisons for case 1 are
shown in (a) and (b), respectively.
Case 2 uses a lower piston displacement period of 2.7 s, which in turn produces a
higher differential between the chamber and atmospheric pressure. The stroke of the
piston is similar to case 1 and the simulated displacement matches the experimental
displacement, as seen in Figure 5.7a. The pressure within the chamber is monitored
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and plotted in Figure 5.7b along with the experimental results. A higher deviation
is observed between simulated and experimental data at both the maximum and
minimnm pressure in comparison to results from case 1. A pressure deviation of
8.72% is calculated between the measured and simulated maxima. This larger error
can be attributed to the assumption of incompressible and isothermal fluid flow
within the simulations. Both Sheng et al. (2013) and Thiebaut et al. (2010) suggest
that compressible and thermodynamic effects will influence the pressure drop across
an orifice at high flow rates.

(b)
Figure 5.7: Piston displacement and chamber pressure for case 2 are plotted in (a)
and (b), respectively.
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Results from this study indicate the developed boundary condition can accurately
replicate the response of an orifice plate. Employing this PTO boundary condition
l)erniits a smooth and more uniform mesh within the computational domain.

5.7

Conclusions

Development of the non-linear PTO boundary condition for use in CFD sim
ulations is successfully achieved. A new boundary condition is used to replicate
the back pressure of an orifice plate, which in turn simulates a non-linear impulse
turbine at small scale testing. The PTO boundary condition can be employed to
eliminate modelling issues created by the physical presence of an orifice plate within
a numerical model. The newly developed boundary condition is validated against
experinumts replicating the pressure fluctuation of an OWC with sinusoidal piston
motion within a chamber.
The new boundary condition is employed with the multiphase VOF solver to
ensure comioatibility with future model developments. Creation of a GUI allows
the newly devel()i)ed boundary to be utilised with ease. Furthermore, the ability to
size an orifice plate or directly input a damping coefficient provides a large range of
a])pli('ations where this boundary condition can be beneficial. This work employs the
newly constructed boundary condition as an impulse turbine simulator for assessing
and optimising the performance of an OWC device at small scale.
Mesh discretisation analysis shows the absolute error of the pressure response
from the PTO boundary condition with respect to mesh size.

Results indicate

an insensitivity to mesh resolution but to ensure a good level of accuracy for low
computational requirement, a cell count of 30 cells per chamber width or over is
recommended for chamber discretisation. Results from simulations are then com
pared to obtained experimental orifice data to validate the response of the boundary.
Two cases with different piston speeds are used to assess the pressure response at
low and high pressures. Simulated chamber pressure from case 1 shows excellent
correlation to experimental data where a difference of 0.335% is observed. A larger
error deviation of 8.72% is calculated between simulated and experimental chamber
pressure response for case 2. The larger errors can be associated with the modelling
assumption of an incompressible and isothermal flow scheme, which is more promi
nent for higher differential pressures (Sheng et ah, 2013). In both cases simulated
results show good correspondence to actual pressure differentials across a real orifice
plate.
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The newly developed boundary condition indicates a high degree of accuracy can
be obtained to replicate an orifice plate. Hence the PTO boundary condition can
be employed in the project to replace the need for physical inclusion of an orifice
plate. This is further addressed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 to reproduce the back
pressure resulting from a non-linear impulse turbine incorporated into an offshore
owe spar buoy.
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Chapter 6
Dynamic coupled model for linear
waves
This chapter presents the integration of the previous bodies of work into a de
tailed Fhiid Strnctnre Interaction (FSl) model for an offshore Oscillating Water
Cohmm (OWC) spar buoy. The set-np and incorporation of the OWC device is detaih'd and finally tested with linear incident waves. Validation of the dynamic* model
is completed using experimental data of an OWC spar buoy tested by MaREI in
LIR-NOTF under an FP7 MARINET project. A mooring line boundary condition
is also developed and implemented to enhance further the model detail and predict
the non-linear structural responses.

6.1

Introduction

Development of an accurate dynamic offshore OWC model with incorporated
Degree of Freedom (DOF) and FSI can be a difficult process. Current state of the
art considers a 2D model with a single DOF, heave mode, with influence from a linear
spring mooring system (Luo et ah, 2014b). The model described in this chapter will
be a significant })rogression to incorporate the non-linear mooring interaction of a
catenary line along with the accurate portrayal of the axisymmetric OWC spar buoy
in 3D.
Validation of the developed model is critical to the successful outcome of the
project. Experimental data, provided by MaREI, will assess the accuracy and va
lidity of the developed system. Performance characteristics are directly compared
to similar evaluations from conducted experiments. Overall power output and ef
ficiencies are presented to show the ability of the numerical model to predict the
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response of a typical device.

6.2

Experimental work

Experimental modelling of the OWC spar buoy was conducted in January 2015
by MaREl in the LIR-NOTF at a 1 : 50 scale. The experimental work completed
was under a system of trials known as the Round Robin testing by MARINET.
This was part of a FP7 MARINET project where live ocean test facilities were to
conduct trials using similar input characteristics to analyse and benchmark their
results. Experimental data was provided by the MaREl Centre, Environmental
Research Institute, UCC, to allow the validation of the developed Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model. This section details the experimental set-up along
with the characteristics of the tested model and range of applied incident waves.

6.2.1

Wave basin dimensions and test location

The wave l)asin in LIR-NOTF Wcis constructcxl to facilitate testing of Wave
Energy Converter (WEC) devices which scale from 1 : 40 to 1 : 100. The basin
is equip])ed with 40 Edinburgh Design paddles to generate incident waves. These
paddles are hinged at a water depth of 0.7 in and are capable at generating regular
waves or typical ocean sea states. The individual paddles can also be utilised to
recreate directional waves by use of spreading functions. A schematic with general
dimensions for the wave basin is presented in Figure 6.1 along with a half section
view in Figure 6.2.

J
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Figure 6.1: Wave basin schematic along with general dimensions, in mm.
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Figure 6.2: Sectioned CAD model view of the wave basin in LIR-NOTF.
The basin is 25 m long and 17.2 in wide with varying water depth towards the
passive absorption zone. The typical model testing location is 6.75 rn away from
the wave generating paddles in the centre of the basin, where the water depth is at
a constant of 1 m.

6.2.2

owe spar buoy characteristics

The owe device of interest was creati'd from sjiecifications jirovidixl for the
Round Robin tests by MARINFT. The gi'iieral dimensions for the scaled device are
jirovided in the schematic in Figure 6.3. Scaling was completed using Fronde theory
from a full scale devicic An orifice) ])lat(' of 10.6 mm is usexl for air power dissijiation
to rejilicate the back pressure from a non-linear Power Take Off (PTO), such as an
impulse turbine. This is the same orihee plate whicli was tested in Chapter 5 using
the experimental rig.
250
n'

Figure 6.3; General dimensions for the OWC spar buoy device, in mm.
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The device is reduced to 1:50 scale from the full scale requirements. Details of
the calculated parameters for the scaled prototype are presented in Table 6.1 along
with its corresponding full scale dimensions and device characteristics.
Table 6.1: Specifications for the OWC spar buoy device at both 1:50 and full scale.
Parameter

Full scale

1 : 50 scale

Chamber height

41.25 m

0.825 m

Float height

13.25 ni

0.265 ni

Height of the float

20.5 m

0.41 m

internal

5.2 ni

0.104 ni

wall

0.15 111

0.003 in

12.5 m

0.25 m

bottom
Chamber
diameter
Chamber
thickness
Float diameter
Orifice diameter

10.6 mill

Orifice coefficient.

0.74
21.5 in

0.43 in

Tot,al mass

811.25 Tonnes

6.49 kg

Mass of the OWC

180.75 Tonnes

1.446 kg

Mass of the float

29.5 Tonnes

0.236 kg

Mass of the added

601 Tonnes

4.808 kg

198906

0.6365 kg.rn^

Height of the centre
of gravity

chamber

lead weights
Moment of inertia,

6.2.3

XX and YY

Tonnes. nP

Heave period

7s

1 s

Pitch period

23.7 s

3.35 s

Experimental set-up in the wave basin

The model is placed at 6.75 m away from the wave generating paddles in a water
depth of 1 m. A schematic of the mooring configuration is shown in Figure 6.4,
which can be seen in the experimental set-up in Figure 6.5.
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F'igure 6.5: Experimental set-up of the device within the test basin prior to appli
cation of incident waves.
The three-point mooring system comprise a neutrally buoyant tether connected
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to surface buoys. The buoyant mooring lines are in turn anchored by eatenary lines
made from galvanised steel. The lines are eonnected to the device in a spread of
120^^ with two bow mooring lines at 60® of either side of the incoming wave direction
and the remaining line towards the damping zone. Detailed mooring charaeteristics
are reproduced in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Mooring line characteristies for both scales.
Dimensions full scale

Dimensions tank scale

Catenary chain length

150 m

3 m

Catenary chain weight

35,125 kg (235 kg/m)

281 g (94 g/m)

Surface buoy dimension

5x3.5x3.5 in

100x70x70 mm

Surface mooring line length

72.5 m

1.45 m

6.2.4

Sensors and data acquisition system

Selected parameters were monitored and recorded using a data accjuisition system
and a number of sensors. Each measurement was recorded at a rate of 32 Hz using a
Com])actRio system from National InstruiiKait. Pressure drop across the orifice plate
was monitored using a differential pressure system, where one input was located on
toj) of the owe chamber, as seen in Eigure 6.6, and the other placed away from the
device to obtain an atmospheric pressure reference.
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Figure G.G: Position of the markers on device for recording motion along with pres
sure sensor plac(mienl,.
Motion capture was eomphded here using a Qiialisys motion camera system.
Reflectivc markers were placed on the OWC structure to record the GDOF motion,
as indicated in Fignn; G.G. The software calculates, using trigonometry, the motion
ai the centre of gravity based on the four markers and the relative position of the

centre of gravity. This permitted a comprehensive dataset to be collected on the
response of the device with incident waves.
Wave probes were installed to monitor and assess the amplitudes of incident
waves to ensure desired waves are accurately generated. Multiple probes were placed
around the device’s location to monitor the propagating wave height. Figure G.7
illustrates the position of two wave probes which monitored incident waves during
the experimental trials. A third wave probe was placed at the OWC location, during
a calibration phase, to determine the generated wave height at that location. The
wave paddle parameters used to generate the desired wave during the calibration
phase is then used to replicate these waves when experimentally testing the OWC
device.

Wave paddles

6.75m

o

owe ^

Im

2 o
—►

.5m

Passive absorption zone

Figure 6.7: Wave probe positions during experimental testing.

6.2.5

Waves tested for trials

A larg(' number of wave tests is used to examine the response of the floating OWC
device with r(’si)ert^ to incid('nt wave. Moiioclirornatic waves from 1“*^ to 3’’'^ order
Stokes wav(^s were used as desired wave inputs. These incident wave amplitudes were
monitored around the OWC location to record the actual wave heights obtained
during operation. Table 6.3 presents the measured incident wave amplitude from
probe 3 prior to exi)erimental testing.
Table 6.3: Measured results for incident wave heights from wave probe 3.
Ts

H = 0.02 m

H = 0.04 rn

0.69

0.019

0.038

0.80

0.022

0.041

0.080

1.00

0.021

0.041

0.081

1.06

0.020

0.039

0.077

1.14

0.016

0.035

0.071

1.23

0.019

0.039

0.078

1.33

0.020

0.042

0.083

1.45

0.020

0.039

0.078

1.59

0.017

0.035

0.069

1.79

0.019

0.039

0.080

2.00

0.020

0.041

0.081

2.27

0.018

0.039

0.080
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H - 0.08 m

Calculations indicate the absolute errors of wave amplitudes within the wave
basin are up to 19% and are approximately 5% on average. Many factors, such as
wave reflections, repeatability, etc., can be attributed to the variation in incident
waves throughout the experimental testing. Holmes (2009) states that good wave
dissipaters down stream will reduce reflection coefficients to less than 20%. He also
concludes that due to the nature of wide wave basins, transverse waves can occur
which can be difficult to eliminate without employing wave dissipating methods at
the side walls (Holmes, 2009). Furthermore, repeatability is an important factor to
account for whilst conducting experimental work. Hence prior to testing the device,
incident waves were calibrated at the location where the OWC spar buoy device
was to be placed and the input properties used during device testing. Results and
analyses of experimental testing completed with the device are detailed in Section
0.5.

6.3

Non-linear mooring line application

I'lie inclusion of the mooring line constraint detailed in Section 6.2.3 will further
enhance the level of accuracy of tlie develoi)ed model. The incorporation of mooring
constraints into the dynamic modelling can have an overall impact on the device
efficiency (Luo et al., 2014b; Correia da Fonseca et ah, 2016).

A simple spring

mooring constraint is employed by Lno et al. (2014b) to demonstrate the impact of
a sim])lilied mooring influence. Correia da Fonseca et al. (2016) also suggests that
the mooring system has an important role on the device performance and should
not be over looked. Vicente et al. (2009) indicate the catenary nature of a mooring
line can have a signilicant impact on the FSl and overall performance.
The mooring set-up used here is designed to restrict surge motion and reduce
any influence on the heave of the device. The next section details the mathematical
formulation to replicate the non-linear mooring forces from a typical catenary line.
User Defined Functions (UDFs) are defined using the derived formulation to control
the applied forces within the DOF solver. Hence this will provide an additional DOF,
surge mode, to the developed model to add to the heave mode already included, thus
creating a 2DOF model.

6.3.1

Mooring design

The mooring system presented here is designed not to impede heave interactions
whilst restricting other motions. This system is modelled from those used in the
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experimental set-up illustrated in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. Other mooring systems exist
whereby Gomes et al. (2015) and Correia da Fonseca et al. (2016) use a weight
between the floating OWC and a surface buoy to apply pretension. Vicente et al.
(2011) numerically analyse various mooring configurations including surface buoys
and added weights. Vicente et al. (2011) conclude the performance of the device
is signihcantly affected by the employment of a mooring system. Other types of
mooring systems exist, such as tension leg and taut lines moorings, described by
Journee and Massie (2001) and Perez-Collazo et al. (2015).
A schematic of the set-up for a single mooring line is presented in Figure 6.8.
Point A is where the catenary line is anchored to the sea bed, B is the location
at which initial suspension of the catenary line occurs, C is the connection to the
surface buoy and D is the fixed j3oint on the OWC device. The mooring line between
point A C is comprised of a catenary chain and C D is a neutrally buoyant tether.

‘■m

Figure 6.8: Set-up for a single catenary mooring line connected to a surface buoy,
including annotations.
From Figure 6.8, the horizontal distance of the surface buoy from the anchor and
point of suspension are Xm and x'^, respectively. The following catenary equation
can be formulated as (Faltinsen, 1990):
— I — is

x'
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( . )

where I is the total length of the catenary line from point A C, and Ig is the length
of the suspended line, point B C. Both Ig and x'^ can be calculated using:
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Is

— /i \ /1 + 2

T;//
wh

— sinh ^
w

(6.2)

1+

wh

(6.3)

where h is the water depth, Tjj is the horizontal tension and w is the apparent
submerged weight of the mooring line per meter, defined by:
^^chain ,

\

\Psteel

—

(6.4)

Pwater)9

Psteel

where Psteei

density of galvanised steel (7850 kg/ni^), Jrichain

flie chain mass

per meter in air and g is gravity. Snbstitnting equations (6.2) and (6.3) into equation
(6.1) yields the following:
■Trn

= l ~ h\l \ + 2^ + —- sinh -1
wh
w

1+

wJi
II

(6.5)

Ecination (6.5) can be used to estimate t he distance the catenary line has travelled
for a known Tjj. Alternatively, the formula can be used iteratively to solve for
horizontal forces at a given displac:enient by rearranging the formnla to sum to zero.
By assuming a high initial value for the unknown T// a non zero result will occur
given the remaining variables are known constants. This resulting error, 7, is used
as a modifier for adjusting the initial T//, presented in equation (6.7):
I + 27^ + Ty/
, _i f
7 = /-x„-/,Yl
-smh(l + wh\
^j

rpi^ 1
^ II

7 - (7 X v)
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( . )

(6.7)

where (p is an under relaxation factor and i is the iteration. Results from equation
(6.7) are substituted back into equation (6.6) in an iterative manner as a subroutine
to reduce the resulting error. The reduction of 7 to zero or a maximum of 1000
iterations is set as the termination criterion for calculating Tyy during each mesh
motion calculation. Employing a value of 0.5 for p results in approximately eleven
iterations for 7 to reach its convergence criterion.

Figure 6.9 demonstrates the

non-linear relationship in horizontal force with respect to displacement using the
specihed catenary mooring line from Section 6.2.3.
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Figure 6.9: Nori-liriear horizontal mooring force from a catenary line with respect
to displacement.
Through the use of symmetry, the mooring forces are divided by n, the number of
segments the domain is divided into, and then further used in resolving the vertical
forces. Resulting forces acting upon the device are predominantly from horizontal
tension by the surface buoy. The vertical forces acting upon the device will be a
fraction of T// obtained from equation (6.7). Using trigonometry, the vertical forces.
Tv/, can be resolved shown in Figure 6.10, where the surface buoy and the OWC
device are labelled as 1 and 2, respectively.

Figure 6.10: Resulting force components of the tether connecting the surface buoy
to the OWC, denoted as 1 and 2, respectively.
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From Figure 6.10, the angle, 9, of the tether as the OWC heaves can be easily
calculated. Using Pythagoras theorem, the vertical force acting upon the device can
then be resolved from;

Tv

TH
cos 9

—

(6.8)

The resulting formulae in this section for calculating mooring forces are coded
and applied to the model in the following Section 6.3.2. The 2DOF, heave and surge
mode, permits a more realistic understanding of the FSI as the device can reproduce
the orbital motion caused by incident waves.

6.3.2

Mooring boundary condition implementation

Inclusion of the non-linear mooring forces is completed by creating a UDF for
ANSYS Fluent. This function is then coupled with the built-in 6D()F solver to apply
the forces. The code is further develoi)ed upon from the previous UDF dehned in
Section 4.3.
For the simplicity of the model, the surface l)uoys are restricted to surge motion
only with resjrect to incident, waves. The buoys are not directly modelled within
the domain but generated as virtual points away from the device along the mean
free surface level. Further sini})hhcations of the mooring system neglect any water
current influence on the mooring lines. The layout of the mooring lines for the nu
merical model developed here considers lines with a 18(P span, parallel with incident
waves. This mooring conhguratioii can be employed in this instance due to the re
striction of the sway motion in the numerical model and the experimental mooring
line span of 120°, detailed in Figure 6.4. It can be concluded by the use of trigonom
etry, employing a mooring configuration with a 180° span will provide similar loads
to the experimental configuration. The following code is employed to allow for the
non-linear mooring line forces to be included in the motion of the device;
prop [SD0F_L0AD_F_X] =Mooring_ForceX;
prop [SD0F_L0AD_F_Y] =Mooring_ForceY;
prop[SD0F_L0AD_F_Z] =0;

Use of these properties permits either constants or variables to be applied as
external forces to the dynamic motion within the numerical model. In order to
calculate the mooring force acting upon the device, coordinates of the device must
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be obtained at each iteration. The following code has been optimised for parallel
computing to obtain device coordinates for global use.
#if RP_N0DE
Domain *d;
Thread *t;
face_t face,f;
d=Get_Domain(l);
t=Lookup_Thread(d,DeviceBASE) ;
f=l;
yo=xo=x[0]=x[1] =0;
begin_f_loop(face,t)
if (PRINCIPAL_FACE_P(face,t))

{
F_CENTR0ID(x,f,t);

}
end_f_loop(face,t)
yo=PRF_GRIIIGHl(x[l]);
xo=PRF_GRHIGHl(x[0]);
#endif
node_to_host_real_2(xo,yo);

The variable DeviceBASE is supplied as the thread number of a boundary within
ANSYS Fluent. This is used to specify the coordinates of that boundary face for use
in the UDF and hence calculate l,he applied horizontal loads. Using PRINCIPAL_FACE
_P(face,t) checks whether the function is working on a partition with the face

of interest due to parallel segregation. Coordinates of the boundary are recorded
using F_CENTR0ID(x,f ,t) into the 3D array x. This allows the function to obtain
and recall the x and y coordinates as x[0] and x[l], respectively. Finally these
coordinates are exported from the partitioned solver to the global host solver for
further use.
Calculation of the overall mooring forces are completed on the global host solver
using the coordinates obtained from the partitioned solver at each iteration. The
horizontal mooring forces, calculated using equations (6.6) and (6.7), are presented
for the left catenary line in the following code;
#if RP.HOST
DeltX=xo-Xint;
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DeltY=yo-DeviceDepth;

{
i=0;
diff=1.0;
al=MooringLength*MooringLength+Waterdepth*Waterdepth+AnchorDist*A
nchorDist;
AnchorDistl=AnchorDist+DeltX;
while (diff>0 && i<1000)

{
al=al-diff*0.5;
diff=MooringLength-AnchorDistl-Waterdepth*sqrt(l+2*al/Waterde
pth)+al*log(l+Waterdepth/al+sqrt((1+Waterdepth/al)*(1+Waterde
pth/al)-l));
i=i+l;

}
Message("\n al - “/of,error - “/f, i - “/d" ,al,diff ,i) ;
>

I'lie mooring force for the other c;ateiiary line is calculated in a similar manner
and can be seen in full detail in Appendix B. The difference in horizontal tension of
both lines permits the resulting mooring force to be applied. Finally, the mooring
force in the vertic:al direction is resolved using equation (6.8), which is defined in
the following code;
Mooring_ForceX=(ar-al)*MooringWeight/n;
Mooring_ForceY=sqrt((Mooring_ForceX/cos(tan(DeltY/Mooringdist)))*(Moo
ring_ForceX/cos(tan(DeltY/Mooringdist)))-(Mooring_ForceX*Mooring_Forc
eX));
if(DeltY>0)

{
Mooring_ForceY=-Mooring_ForceY;

>
Message("\n DeltX “/„f, MooringForce X “/„f, MooringForce Y “/f \n" ,DeltX,M
ooring_ForceX,Mooring_ForceY);
#endif
host_to_node_real_2(Mooring_ForceY,Mooring_ForceX);

The UDF is compiled for a 3D double-precision solver with parallel solving cal)abilities using Fluent’s internal compiler. The designed code can then be recalled
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by the 6D0F solver within the dynamic mesh options.
In order to maximise the use of the described UDF, a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) is designed and created to allow for the specification of each variable of
the UDF. The GUI is written in the Scheme programming language and employed
using techniques presented in Section 5.3. Figure 6.11 shows a user friendly dialogue
box to specify all parameters required for the UDF. The full code for the dynamic
motion GUI, shown below, including the code for the PTO boundary condition GUI,
described in Section 5.3, is presented in its entirety in Appendix G.
Motion Application
MotioryParameters
i fd Restrict Heave

I I Restrict Surge
; 0 Restrict Pitch

Mooring Parameters
0 Enable
Mooring Weight / m
I 0.8048813

Mass
I 3.245

Catenary Length

IXX
|0.135

Anchor Dist Prom connection
I 2.25

lYY
I 0.135

Water depth

1
IZZ
|0.135

Tether Length
1.45

Device Parameters
Device draught
1 1.252016
Device X Dist
1 2.009761
Device Base ID
|22

Initialisation

OK

Cancel

Help

Figure 6.11: Developed GUI to allow the user to specify motion and mooring pa
rameters.
To ensure values from the GUI are retained when Fluent simulations are ini97

tialised or previous results are loaded, extra UDF functions are introduced. The
function DEFINE_EXECUTE_AFTER_DATA(Autoload,libname) is used to reload vari
ables from the GUI into the model when data is loaded into a simulation. Whereas,
DEFINE_INIT(loadup,d) is used as an initialisation function for when the compu

tational domain is initialised. These added functions are critical to ensuring that all
values are consistent and loaded into the UDF at all stages of the simulations.

6.4

Pull model coupling

A 3D model is generated in ANSYS Design Modeller based on the dimensions of
the experimental device provided in Section 6.2. Only half of the spar buoy is created
due to the use of symmetry, presented in Figure 6.12. The top of the chamber is
drawn as a solid face to replace the orifice opening with the previously developed
PTO boundary condition from Chapter 5. This in turn both improves mesh quality
and reduces turbulence issues associated with directly modelling an orifice.

Figure 6.12: Half section 3D CAD model of the OWC spar buoy to be used in CFD
simulations.
The computational domain is 4A in length to allow for a damping zone of 2A,
with the device located lA away from the wave generating boundary, shown in Figure
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6.13. The width of the domain is determined to be six times the radius of the device
to ensure no interference from boundaries occur.
Figure 6.13 also shows the computational domain is divided up into 3 zones;
passive, dynamic and damping zone. The passive zone is a static zone where the
incident waves are generated and allowed to develop with no applied damping. In
order to reduce the computational demand further, the dynamic meshing is only per
mitted in a sub-domain of the model called the dynamic zone, where the device is
located. This also ensures the rest of the mesh quality remains high and unchanged.
Finally the damping zone contains the numerical damping zone to dampen prop
agating waves. This set-up is based on the previously described damping zone in
Section 3.2.
Atmosphere

I<

n>

o
c

4^1

Figure 6.13: Sketch of the coni})utational domain with various zones, general dimen
sions and boundary conditions.
A structured hexahedral mesh type is applied to both the passive and damping
zones of the computational domain. The mesh within the dynamic zone is of an
unstructured nature due to the geometry of the device and the employed remeshing
scheme. Both structured and unstructured cells can be observed in Figure 6.14 for
each zone. The criteria used for selecting mesh size are retained from the previous
discretisation error study detailed in Chapter 3.

Hence, a mesh of 50 cells per

wavelength is selected with a refinement of 20 cells per wave height at the water’s
mean free surface.
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Figure 6.14: Hexaliedral mesh applied to the computational domain to resolve the
fluid flow.
A multiphase^ Volume of Fluid (VOF) method and a k — e realizable turbulence
model with enhanced wall treatment, described in Chapters 3 and 4, are used in the
set-up. This permits t,h(3 propagation and dissipation of incident waves with a high
level of accuracy. The variable time-stepping technique with a Courant Friedrichs
Lewy (CFL) number of 0.1 is retained from the set-up of both the Numerical Wave
Tank (NWT) and heaving barge studies. This allows for complex fluid flow phe
nomenon such as vorticity and viscous effects to be resolved.
The PTO boundary condition is employed on the top of the chamber within the
device. Parameters for the orifice plate from the experiment conducted in Section
6.2 and from Chapter 5 are used here, which are redefined in Table 6.4. Through
the use of a symmetry plane dividing the desired domain in half, a value of 2 is
applied to the symmetry division parameter, n.
Table 6.4: Parameters of the orifice plate specification for use in the developed PTO
boundary.
Diameter

0.0106 m

Discharge coefficient

0.74

Fluid density

1.225 kg/m^

Symmetry division

2

Motion of the device is set-up using similar techniques to the ones used in Chapter
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4. A surface on the device, labelled DeviceBase, is used to obtain coordinates and
apply the overall forees calculated within the 6DOF solver.

Parameters for the

device motion are defined using the motion application GUI. A mass of 3.245 kg
is used for the symmetric model and heave and surge motions are unrestricted.
The DeviceBase boundary ID is specified and coordinates are initialised for use
in the mooring function. Rigid body motion is specified for the device walls and
PTO boundary with the passive DOF option enabled for the interior and symmetric
boundaries of the device within the dynamic zone.
Application of the mooring line is coupled with the 6DOF solver within the
compiled UDF. Enabling mooring interactions through the motion application GUI
allows the user to specify the mooring parameters required for the simulations. The
mooring parameters presented in Table 6.5 are selected to correspond to experimen
tal set-up in Section 6.2 for model validation purposes.
Table 6.5: Mooring parameters.
Mooring weight

0.8048813 N/in

Catenary length

3 in

Anchor (list, from conn(3ction

2.25 III

Wat er dept h

1 ni

lether length

1.45 ni

To ensure solutions converge accurately, residuals from each equation are re(juired to drop at least 4 orders of magnitude and a maximum of 40 iterations per
time step is applied. Both criteria reduce the possibility of iterative errors from
occurring.
Furthermore, monitoring points throughout the computational domain are also
assessed for convergence. Figure 6.15 shows monitor surfaces of boundaries called
SyrnmPressure, DeviceBase and PTOBC within the computational domain. Coor
dinates and velocities in both the x- and y-directions are monitored at each time
step from the DeviceBase boundary. The simulations are deemed to have converged
when these values reach a quasi-steady state.
Static pressure within the chamber is reeorded from values on the SyrnmPressure
surface, shown in Figure 6.15. This allows the user to view the differential pressure
between the chamber and atmosphere, which in turn demonstrates the influence of
the PTO on the device. Volumetric flow rate through the PTO boundary condition is
monitored and used in the calculation of power dissipated from incident waves using
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equation (2.13). All monitors are recorded at each converged time step throughout
the simulations.
[jT]

%'mmPress(^

Figure 6.15; Monitor surfaces of the OWC device within hduent, denoted in red.

6.5

Results and discussion

Simulations are conducted on High Performance Computing (HPC) system called
Fioim, provided by the Irish Centre for High-End Computing (ICHEC) using mul
tiple clusters of nodes. Each computing node consists of 2 x 12 core processors of
2.4 GHz Intel Ivy Bridge chips with 64 GB of RAM connected together by FDR,
IiiifiBand. Conducting simulations on a workstation would not be feasible due to
the significant increase in computational demand from the developed complex nu
merical model. Each simulation took between 2 3 days running on a cluster of two
nodes on the ICHEC system.
Simulations are deemed complete when data from all the monitor points reach
a quasi-steady state, where the motion and chamber pressure stop changing period
ically. Figure 6.16 plots the heave motion and chamber pressure monitors settling
to a quasi-steady state. A strong coupling between the heave and pressure response
can be observed in Figure 6.16. Initial responses result from developing waves and
the device synchronising with incident waves. Non-linear pressure trends within
the chamber match the responses obtained during PTO testing and validation in
Chapter 5, as expected.
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Similarly, the surge response is monitored in the CFD simulation and plotted
in Figure 6.17 along with the experimental surge motion. This comparison demon
strates the ability of the numerical model to predict the response of the device with
this specihc mooring characteristics. The resulting mooring DOF permits the de
vice to move in a limited natural orbital motion whilst constrained by the mooring
system.

Figure 6.17: Comparison of both surge res])onses of numerical and experimental
mooring interactions for a wave period of T = 1.23 s.
The heave Response Amplitude Operator (RAO) is calculated from each of the
quasi-steady state simulations for varying incident wave period using equation (4.1).
Similarly, the experimental heave RAO is obtained and both sets of results are
plotted in Figure 6.18. Good correlation is observed between both the simulated
CFD results and experimental data. The model predicts the structural harmonic
and sudden drop in heave RAO for decreasing incident wavelengths smaller than
the peak period with good accuracy. Similarly, the heave RAO responds well with
increasing the incident wave period.
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Figure 6.18: Cornparisori of CFD and experiiiKailal data for heave RAO with inci
dent wavers of II = 0.02 in.
Fignr(' 6.18 doiiioiistratos two peaks in t lio heave RAO from the CFD siniiilations
oceurring across tlu; bandwidth of waves testi'd. The first peak, seen at an incident
wave period of T = 1 s, representing the structural harmonic, which corresponds
to the experimental results. The second pr^ak, at a wave period of T = 1.59 s,
corresponds to the water column harmonic. Recalling equation (2.3), the theoretical
p(3riod of harmonic for the water column can be calculated for the device draft of
L\ = 0.5726 in. Therefore, the resulting harmonic for the water column has a
])eriod of

= 1.518 s. Both the CFD and theoretical harmonic period are seen to

correspond well with the experimental data presented in Figure 6.18.
Analysis of surge motion by the device can provide a more comprehensive simu
lation of an offshore OWC device. The surge motion allows a more realistic response
from the device and is compared to experimental surge response. Figure 6.19 shows
the comparison of the surge RAO of both the CFD model and experimental data.
Simulated results match experimental trends well which indicates mooring interac
tions on the surge motion can be predicted using the CFD model.
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Figure 6.19: Comparison of CFD and experimental data for surge RAO with incident
waves of H = 0.02 m.
d’lie pressure drop across the PTO boundary condition from the CFD model is
plotted in Figure 6.20 for various incident wave sets along with the corresponding
experiment al pressure drop. Numerical results match experimental data trends well
and indicates the ability to predict the pressure response from linear incident waves.
The model demonstrates that both structural and water column harmonic peaks
are captured. The overall response from the chamber pressure within the developed
numerical model matches closely to experimental results.
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Figure G.2(); Coiiii)arisoii of CFD and experimental data for ehamber pressure with
incident waves of H = 0.02 in.
The ability of the (kwicc to absorb/dissipatc power is of particular interest to
(hisigners. Idius, power (waluated in the CFD model is calculated from the pressure
and volumetric flow rate monitors by using equation (2.13). Figure 6.21 presents
the average power dissijiated by the numerical model along with the correspond
ing experimental results. Two methods are used to obtain the volumetric flow rate
required for equation (2.13). Firstly, the volumetric flow rate can be directly mon
itored within the numerical model, whereas accurately measuring the experimental
flow rate can prove to be arduous. Therefore, the experimental volumetric flow rate
is calculated using equation (5.3). The results from Figure 6.21 indicate that reason
able power is produced where the incident wave periods are between 0.9 s< T < 2 s.
Power dissipation from the simulations can be further analysed by converting them
to the corresponding theoretical full scale power dissipation by using a power scaling
factor,
hence the peak full scale pneumatic power dissipated by the device is
54.6 kW at the structural harmonic.
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Figure 6.21: Comparison of CFD and experimenial data for average dissipated power
with ineident waves of H = 0.02 in.
Twill pi'aks arc oliscrvixi in Figun^ 6.21 by the numerical model for both reso
nance jicriods of the dcwice. Ex])erimental tnaids indicate a secondary peak but this
not as pronounced as numerical model predictions. According to equation (2.3), the
secondary ])eak can be modified by adjusting the water column length to provide
the jieak power at a different resonance wave periods. This can be very useful if
a large bandwidth of sea states is to be utilised by the device. Alternatively, the
length of the water column can be decreased to reproduce the secondary peak closer
to the first peak.
Similarly, both numerical and experimental efficiency results are also plotted
in Figure 6.22. The calculated efficiency of the device is obtained from equation
(2.14), which is the ratio of dissipated power by the PTO device to incident wave
energy. CFD device efficiencies are seen to peak at 80% for the first harmonic and
subsecpiently peak at 20% for the secondary harmonic. Experimental efficiencies
are seen to peak at 60% with the secondary harmonic having less of an influence
compared to the numerical model. It can be seen that the device runs optimally in
wave periods of between 0.9 s< T < 1.23 s with smaller working efficieneies up to
T = 1.79 s. For wavelengths outside of this range, the device will not produce any
usable energy.
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Figure G.22: Comparison of CFD and experimental data for average effieieriey with
incident waves of // = 0.02 m.
The overall n^snlts indicates the model created can predict, with good accuracy,
the FSI of an offshore OWC device with non-linearities. Interactions from the nu
merical model concludes the ability to replicate experimental responses well. There
fore, validation for the multiple DOF and pressure responses due to the non-linear
PTO is completed for linear waves. Further application of the developed numerical
model using non-linear monochromatic waves is conducted and detailed in Chapter
7. Comparison and validation against experimental data is also completed to assess
robustness of tlie developed model.

6.6

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter is to develop a fully coupled and dynamic numerical
model for an axisymmetric OWC spar buoy. This comprehensive model is designed
to predict the power dissipated by the device’s PTO whilst permitting various non
linear energy losses. To ensure a high level of accuracy from the numerical model,
validation against experiment is completed. Data provided by MaREl on the experi
mental testing of an axisymmetric spar buoy allowed the validation of the numerical
model to take place. The experimental device was tested in LIR-NOTF wave basin
under an FP7 MARINET project.
Replication of the restoring forces from a mooring line can be considered an
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important factor to the dynamic response of the device. Therefore, catenary mooring
constraints, replicating the one used in the experimental work, are introduced by use
of a subroutine. These non-linear mooring forces are implemented in the numerical
model through GUIs and UDFs.
Coupling the DOF modelling methodology and the newly developed non-linear
PTO boundary condition along with the inclusion of mesh criteria from the 3D NWT
study is detailed. The axisymrnetric geometry for an OWC spar buoy, based on the
experimental work, is incorporated into the domain with dynamic and static zones
for DOF replication. Monitor points are defined along with convergence criteria
ensuring accurate simulations are achieved. The monitor points are further used
in analysing the response of the device by assessing the chamber pressure, PTO
response and structural motion.
Numerical results from the developed model presented here demonstrate accurate
responses with rest)ect to various incident linear waves. The incident waves gener
ated within the exi)eriniental work contained an average variation of 5% throughout
the testing. Analysis of the structural heave RAO indicates the model can capture
the accurate r(^si)onse of the device’s structural harmonic. Furthermore, a secondary
harmonic ])eak resulting from the water column resonance is also predicted by the
numerical model. Com])arison to experimental results indicate both peaks in the
iiumerical model are captured with good accuracy. Responses by the heave motion
of the (hwice on either side of the structural and water column harmonic peaks
correlate well with experimental data. Motion of the device in surge mode also cor
responds well with experimental surge data. This demonstrates the surge motion
can be predicted along with the non-linear restoring forces of the applied mooring
lines within the numerical model. The ability to allow the device to move in its
natural orbital motion whilst being constrained by realistic mooring lines indicates
an important step in utilising CFD in analysing offshore OWCs.
Chamber pressure variation responds well to the range of applied incident waves.
The comparison between numerical and experimental chamber pressures shows good
agreement. Therefore, the developed PTO boundary condition accurately simulates
the energy dissi])ation from a tyi)ical orihce plate in the coupled numerical model.
The chamber pressure results indicate the existence of the secondary peak resulting
from the water column harmonic, similar to the heave RAO findings. Power dissi
pated by the numerical model is calculated and a good correlation to experiment
is concluded. Efficiencies are calculated for both data sets and plotted together
for comparison. Both methods indicate a reasonable power capture range of 0.9

no

s< T < 1.79 s for the device.
More studies using the developed model are carried out in Chapter 7 regarding
further development and validation of the model using non-linear wave conditions.
The PTO damping coefficients are then modihed to demonstrate their influences
and the model’s ability to predict varying responses.

Ill

Chapter 7
Non-linear wave model
This chapter presents the testing and analysis of the dynamic Oscillating Water
Column (OWC) spar buoy model, developed in the previous Chapter, using regular
non-linear incident waves. Challenges which arose from using the larger wave am})litude set are discussed and addressed. Simnlat ions completed using the non-linear
wave sets are com])ared and validated against experimental data. Good responses
are observed in all aspects of the model, from structural motion to overall deviee
efficiencies. Power Tak(^ Off (PTO) damping values are then modified within the
mmierical model to assess its inffiiences on the overall dynamic response of the OWC
sj^ar buoy device.

7.1

Introduction

The numerical model developed in Chapter 6 proves to be a good dynamic model
for predicting the response of an offshore OWC spar buoy. Following on from the
satisfactory results obtained from linear incident waves, simulations using non-linear
2nd

yd

Stokcs waves are conducted. These simulations are designed to assess

the robustness of the developed model and to evaluate its accuracy. Thus, results
from this non-linear wave study are compared to experiments using non-linear waves
on the same device defined in Chapter 6.

7.2

Linear model limitations

Initial testing of the developed model indicated promising results, but due to
the dynamic meshing scheme and the mesh classification employed here, negative
cell volumes occurred. Analysis of this error showed that from the two Degree of
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Freedom (DOF) motion, the mesh motion for the developed model is seen to reduce
quality and ‘fold’ due to the orbital motion of the device. Figure 7.1 displays the
degradation of the hexahedral mesh used in the linear model.

Figure 7.1; Negative cell volume issues as a re^sult of the large orbital motion by the
device.
Therefore, a new met hod for modelling the motion of the device has to be em
ployed in order to assess the interaction with large amplitude waves.

Use of a

tetrahedral mesh in conjunction with a hexahedral mesh is considered here, as the
dynamic remeshing scheme allows the software to modify and rernesh tetrahedral
cells. Thus, if mesh quality and size is seen to be outside user specified limits, a
new mesh is generated by Fluent to replace the old degraded mesh. Replacement of
the old mesh only occurs if the new mesh is seen to be of a higher quality than the
current mesh.
A hybrid mesh of both hexahedral and tetrahedral cells is utilised to overcome
the negative cell volume issue from the purely hexahedral type mesh. In the hybrid
domain, a hexahedral mesh is used in the static zones for both the wave generation
and the numerical damping zone. A tetrahedral mesh is employed in the dynamic
zone, as shown in Figure 7.2, to allow the multiple DOF be utilised without the
severe reduction in mesh quality. Hence if a poor mesh quality occurs, the remeshing
scheme replaces the lower quality mesh with an improved mesh.
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Figure 7.2: Hybrid mesh applied to the computational domain to eliminate mesh
(piality issues.
Use of the tetrahedral mesh type significantly increases the number of cells within
the computational domain. The unstructured nature of tetrahedral cells can increase
the tendency for numerical diffusion to occur between cells and is therefore less desir
able than hexahedral cells. Caution should be taken when considering a remeshing
scheme where a non-penetrating interface between two phases occurs due to numer
ical diffusion resulting in a decrease in interfacial resolution. Cell dimension limits
are used for the remeshing scheme, and should be selected to allow the cells to resolve
the interface between both fluids whilst not creating large mesh densities in areas of
little interest. Limits of cell sizes used here were between 0.004m to 0.01m to ensure
the free surface is resolved well, without unreasonably increasing the computational
demand.
Subsequent simulations employing the updated model containing the hybrid do
main demonstrated further limitations due to turbulence modelling. Issues arose
from the unrealistic turbulence creation due to numerical instabilities at the inter114

face of both fluids and the tetrahedral hexahedral zone boundary, an example of this
erroneous kinetic energy is illustrated in Figure 7.3. This unrealistic turbulence gen
eration cascades and causes inaccuracies within the FSI of the 2DOF dynamic OWC.
Furthermore, use of the turbulence model often ended in numerical divergence.

Figure 7.3: Kinetic energy error due to mathematical issues at the interface of the
tetrahedral and hexahedral mesh.
Simplifying the model by replacing the turbulence model with a laminar scheme
results in smoother convergence and eliminates the error. Comparison of monitors
from the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CF^D) model using separately the laminar
and turbulence model for the same simulation parameters is completed. F^igure 7.4
shows the impact of the erroneous turbulence generation on the response of the
device from incident waves. Both turbulence and laminar scheme results of the
heave amplitude motion of the device from this study are presented in Figure 7.4a.
Little difference can be seen between the results from the laminar and turbulence
models. Large interactions from the turbulence generation can be seen in Figure
7.4b where the unrealistic hydrodynamics produce higher displacements in surge
motion. Chamber pressure in Figure 7.4c demonstrates little influence from the
turbulence model, similar to the heave response. Hence the model is simplifled to
employ a laminar scheme to aid in resolving the fluid dynamics.
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(a)

(b)

Time [s]

(c)

Figure 7.4: Influence of turbulence on: (a) structural heave, (b) surge motion and
(c) chamber pressure when compared to the laminar model.
The modified dynamic model described in this section is then further tested and
analysed against experimental data. The experiments are completed using the same
set-up as described in Section 6.2 but conducted with non-linear higher order Stokes
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waves, tabulated in Table 7.1 in the following section.

7.3

Results and discussion

Simulations are conducted on the High Performance Computing (HPC) system
Fionn, with access provided by ICHEC. The order of incident waves which are
applied to model simulations in this chapter is listed in Table 7.1. The table shows
the Stokes wave order with respect to period and wave height. These incident waves
extend from

order linear waves to 3^^ order Stokes waves which are also replicated

in the experiments provided by MaREl. It was found that a variation of up to 19%
exists for wave heights during the experiments with the non-linear wave sets.
Table 7.1: Stokes wave order for simulated incident waves.
r

H = 0.04

Ill

H = 0.08 111

A

0.80 s

2

3

0.99923

1.00 s

2

2

1.56032 111

1.06 s

2

2

1.75160 111

1.14 s

2

2

2.02100 m

1.23 s

1

2

2.34022

1.33 s

1

2

2.70891 111

1.45 s

1

2

3.13471 rn

1.59 s

1

2

3.69290

1.79 s

1

2

4.44389 rn

2.00 s

1

1

5.21537 m

2.27 s

1

1

6.18190 nr
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Incident waves with a height o^ H = 0.04 rn and 7/ = 0.08 ni are applied to the
modified numerical model which was further developed in Section 7.2. Simulation
time took between 25 40 s to reach a quasi-steady state, which was dependent on
wave period. Wall clock time for each simulation required 4 5 days to complete on
a cluster of two computational nodes. The structural heave Response Amplitude
Operator (RAO) for both wave sets is calculated and plotted in Figures 7.5 and
7.6 against their corresponding experimental data sets.

Both figures show good

correlation to experimental heave RAO along with matching trends well. The overall
heave response from the incident wave bandwidth within the numerical model shows
good correspondence to experimental RAOs.
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Figure 7.5: Coinparisoii between CFD and experimental heave RAOs for incident
waves of II = 0.04 m.

1.5
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Figure 7.6: Comparison between CFD and experimental heave RAOs for incident
waves of 77 = 0.08 m.
Surge RAO motions from each simulation are calculated and plotted in Figures
7.7 and 7.8 for incident wave sets of 77 = 0.04 m and 77 = 0.08 m, respectively.
The results for both wave sets show good agreement to experimental trends. This
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demonstrates the external forces of the mooring lines are applied to the surge motion
DOF with a good level of confidence.

1.5
Wave period [s]

Figure 7.7: Comparison between CFD and ex})eriniental surge IlAOs for incident
waves of H = 0.04 m.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison between CFD and experimental surge RAOs for incident
waves of // = 0.08 rn.
Pr(!ssure fluctuation wil.hin the chamber is plotted for incident wav(i sets of
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H = 0.04 m and H = 0.08 in in Figures 7.9 and 7.10, respectively. Corresponding
experimental chamber pressure is also plotted alongside the CFD results. Overall,
a good pressure response is observed from the CFD simulations in comparison to
experimental data for both incident wave sets. It can be observed that the interac
tion by the water column resonance decreases with increasing wave height, similarly
seen in the heave RAO results.
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Figure 7.9: Comparison between CFD and exp(!riniental chamber pressure fluctualions on a function of wave period for H = 0.04 rn incident waves.
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Figure 7.10: Comparison between CFD and exj^erimental chamber pressure hnctnaiioiis on a function of wave period for H = 0.08 m incident waves.
The power dissipated by the experimental device and numerical model is obtained
using methods outlined in Chapter 6. Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show the dissipated
power per incident wavelength for wave heights of 77 = 0.04 m and H — 0.08 m,
respectively. The results here suggest that the CF^D model can predict, with a high
level of confidence, the power production range for various incident waves for the
specified Wave Energy Converter (WEC) device.
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Figure 7.11: Comparison between CFD and experimental dissipated power resi)onses
with wave period for 11 = 0.04 in incident waves.
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Figure 7.12: Comparison between CFD and experimental dissipated power responses
with wave period for H = 0.08 m incident waves.
Both experimental and numerical models indicate rapid reductions in power dis
sipation either side of the peak resonance. The water column has a small influence
on the numerical results at T = 1.49 s for H = 0.04 m, observed in Figure 7.11.
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For larger wave heights, the interaction by the water column is small, demonstrated
in Figure 7.12. Both data sets present a good representation of the incident wave
bandwidth for power conversion. It can be observed that by increasing the influ
ence from the PTC) on the device can provide a wider bandwidth to harness power
effectively.
Furthermore, the ratio of energy harnessed by the device to incident wave energy
is very important to the studies of offshore OWC spar buoys. The ability to assess
device performance and efficiencies in various sea states is critical to characterising
the device. Therefore, device pneumatic efficiencies are calculated using equation
(2.14) for each incident wave simulation. The bandwidth of device pneumatic effi
ciencies with respect to incident wave heights oi H — 0.04 m and H = 0.08 m is
plotted in Figures 7.13 and 7.14, respectively. The CFD model proves the ability
to replicate and accurately simulate the resi)onses of an offshore OWC spar buoy.
Predictions of bandwidth for energy productive sea states are seen to correlate well
l)etween both numerical and experimental data sets.

0.5
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Figure 7.13: Comparison between CFD and experimental efficiency with respect to
wave period for H = 0.04 m incident waves.
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Figure 7.14: C()in})ariHon between CFD and experimental efRciency with respect to
wave period for // = 0.08 ni incident waves.
Analysis and comparison of device efhcieneics with respect to various incident
wave heights are considered separately for numerical and experimental data. Figure
7.15 presents the experimental efficiency variation due to changes in incident wave
height across the given bandwidths. Results suggest similar peak efficiencies occur
around peak resonance and rapidly decline with changing wave period. The CFD
model efficiencies, plotted in Figure 7.16, show similar peaks and rapid declines in
efficiency trends.
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Figure 7.15: Dependence of efficiency on wave period for selected wave heights:
experimental data.

Figure 7.16: Dependence of efficiency on wave period for selected wave heights: CFD
data.
Both Cf^D and experimental data sets suggest a significant increase in a usable
power bandwidth for smaller wave heights oi H = 0.02 m. Larger wave heights of
H = 0.04 in and H = 0.08 m in both figures show significant reduction from the
impact of the water column resonance. The CFD model developed here can assess
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device performance for various sea states and hence can be used to analyse and
further optimise the device for high efficiency bandwidths for a given sea state.
Peak pneumatic efficiency of the device is seen to be less than 70% for exper
imental work and less than 90% in the CFD model. A higher peak efficiency is
observed for the wave height oi H = 0.04 m which occurs in both experimental and
simulated data sets. An energy production range of approximately 0.9 s< T < 1.45
s is observed for efficiencies over 15% for both models.

7.4

Device optimisation study

This section utilises the developed numerical model in a design study to inves
tigate the impact of modihed PTO damping on the OWC spar buoy performance.
Table 7.2 presents the various PTO damping conditions which will be assessed and
the equivalent orihee diameter applied througli the non-linear PTO boundary con
dition developed in Chapter 5.
Table 7.2: Various cases of PTO dami)ing.
PTO

Orihee diarneder [in]

Coefficient

Damping coefficient [1/kg m]

1
2

0.0106

0.74

382.849x10^

0.0150

0.74

95.474x10^

3

0.0212

0.74

23.928x10^

Simulations are conducted using the updated model with non-linear incident
wave sets, detailed in Section 7.2. Monochromatic incident waves of 7/ = 0.08 m are
applied to each PTO case using a variety of wave periods to assess the performance of
the device using the modihed PTO damping coefficients. Simulations are conducted
in a similar manner as in the previous section on the HPC Fionn, provided by
ICHEC.
The heave response from each simulation is recorded and the heave RAOs cal
culated and plotted in Figure 7.17. Results indicate that very little fluctuation is
observed in the heave response with variation of PTO damping. Each set of sim
ulations captures the structural resonance accurately, similar to the experimental
structural resonance detailed in Table 6.1.
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Figure 7.17: Heave RAO (lependence on wave period for various values of modified
PTC) damping.
Surge RAO results are ealeulated for eacli simulation with respect to PTO vari
ation and plotted in Pdgure 7.18. Little fluctuation is observed between each set
of surge R AO responses, which would suggest the PTO damping would have little
influence on the device motion in surge.
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Figure 7.18: Surge RAO dependence on wave period for various values of modified
PTO damping.
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Pressure is iiioiiitored within the chamber of each simulation, similar to methods
used in Chapter 6 and 7, and plotted in Figure 7.19 with respect to both incident
wave period and modified PTO damping. The numerical model demonstrates a
large variation in chamber pressures with various applied PTO damping. It can be
observed that a decrease in chamber pressure occurs for a decrease in PTO damping,
which is expected due to an equivalent increase in orifice diameter. Influences from
the water column harmonic can be seen in Figure 7.19 which demonstrates the
inodel’s ability to replicate both harmonic features of the device.
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Figure 7.19: Chamber pressure dependence on wave period for various values of
modified PTO damping.
The dissipated pneumatic power is calculated using equation (2.13) and plotted
in Figure 7.20, similar to previous power calculations. The resulting data suggests
that employing either the PTOl or PT02 damping coefficients did not vary the
dissipated pneumatic power significantly. On the contrary, use of PT03 damping
values indicates a significant reduction in power dissipation at the structural reso
nance peak. Reducing the PTO damping indicates an increased interaction from the
water column harmonic for PT02 and PT03 damping values. Figure 7.20 shows
that the PT02 damping has a higher power dissipation rate for the water column
harmonic over the PTOl damping, although PTOl observes approximately 8% in
crease in absorbed power at the structural resonance.
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Figure 7.20: Dependence of average dissipated ])neiiinalie power on wave period for
select ed value of modified PTC) damping coeliicients.
Subscciiiciitly, the efficiency rating for each simulation is caleulated by equation
(2.14) and plotted in Figure 7.21 with respect to incident wave period and PTC)
damping coefficient. Efficiencies for PTOl and P1X)2 are similar for the structural
harmonic where only an 8% difference occurs, although efficiencies for the water
column harmonic prove to be higher for PT02 than PTOl, which allows for a wider
bandwidth of sea states to be considered. Data for PT03 damping coefficients indi
cate a poor performance where the device peaks at 23% efficiency for the structural
harmonic and 9.5% for the water column.
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modified PTO darni)ing eoeflicieni.
The overall rc^siills of this PTO dainpiiig study suggest that PTOl i)rovides
the highest efficiency design at 77% although it- drops when sea states occur away
from the structural resonance period. Use of turbine damping corresponding to
PT02 ])rovides little difference in peak efficiency at the structural harmonic but
permits a wider working bandwidth owing to the increased interaction from the
water column harmonic.

Furthermore, the chamber pressures which occur from

PT02 are approximately 55% of the chamber pressures observed in PTOl. Using
the theory of thin walled cylinders to assess the stress on the OWC structure, where
the thickness to cylinder radius ratio must be greater than 20, demonstrates a linear
relationship between internal pressure and wall stresses (Hearn, 1997). Employing
the PT02 damping coefficient over the higher damping provided by PTOl can
reduce structural stresses significantly for little reduction in efficiency.

7.5

Conclusion

This chapter presents further work completed on increasing the robustness of the
dynamic developed model from Chapter 6. The aim of this chapter is to assess the
ability of the CFD model using non-linear wave inputs. Limitations were observed
from the interaction of the 2DOF motion and the hexahedral mesh type. Severe
mesh quality degradation occurs from the orbital motion of the device which ‘folds’
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the mesh and causes negative cell volume errors. Modifying the purely hexahedral
mesh to a hybrid of hexahedral and tetrahedral cells permits the orbital motion
to occur without the severe reductions in mesh quality. A remeshing scheme is
employed to rernesh the dynamic tetrahedral zone which replaces the previous mesh
if quality is improved and user specified limits are adhered to.
Turbulence issues arose from the use of a hybrid mesh type, where numerical
errors were noted. This error occurs at the interface between the two mesh types,
primarily at the two phase non-interpenetrating interface. Surge results are seen to
have a significant difference with and without a turbulence model employed here. It
is demonstrated that the presence of turbulence has little impact on the heave mode
and chamber pressure interactions. Therefore, the assumption of a laminar model
is employed here in place of a turbulence model for fluid flow, which also results in
smoother convergence.
Larger wave heights of H = 0.04 m and H = 0.08 m are used to replicate the
higher order Stokes waves in the updated dynamic model analysis. The simulated
responses of the OWC spar buoy are compared and validated against experiments
from Chapter 6 using similar higher order incident waves. CFD heave RAO calcu
lations from both incident wave sets sliow good agreements with experimental data.
Responses from the simulations match heave trends well with an ability to capture
interactions at either end of the incident wave bandwidth.
A non-linear mooring system, similar to the one used in Chapter 6, is also sim
ulated in the updated dynamic model. Surge RAO interactions are replicated well
by the CFD model in comparison to experimental motions. Results indicate that
trends from the simulation data follow the experimental trends well with very little
scatter.
The internal chamber pressure response from the non-linear PTO boundary con
dition in the simulation correlates well with experimental data. Pneumatic power
is then derived from the chamber pressure and the volumetric flow rates through
the PTO boundary condition. The calculated dissipated power by the PTO device
correlate well to actual dissipated power in the experimental cases. The numer
ical model demonstrates the ability to predict the performance bandwidth of the
specified OWC spar buoy device with respect to incident wave period.
Calculated device efficiencies from the numerical model show good agreements
on both sides of the devices’ structural harmonic at T = 1 s with an overestimation
of approximately 20% at the peak. Both CFD and experimental results for incident
wave heights o( H = 0.04 m and H = 0.08 m show a good power bandwidth
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of approximately 0.9 s< T < 1.45 s. Incident waves outside of this wave period
indicate negligible power production, although, the device efficiency at the smaller
waves heights, H = 0.02 rn, indicates an increase in power bandwidth up to T = 1.7
s.

This increase can be attributed to the reduction of PTO damping influence

which then permits a larger interaction by the internal water column resonance
period. Therefore, for higher incident wave heights an overdamping occurs from the
specihcd PTO, which reduces the available power bandwidth range.
Finally, the developed numerical model is used to assess the device performance
by modifying the applied PTO damping coefficient. This study demonstrates the
ability of the numerical model to simulate various responses due to changes to char
acteristics of the device. Comparison between three values of PTO damping using
the developed PTO boundary condition suggests little influence on the heave and
surge RAOs. A signihcant variation in results can be observed in the chamber pres
sure for all modified PTO cases. Absorbc'd power and efficiency for PTOl and PT02
shows little variation in res[)onses although PT02 presents signihcantly higher re
sponses from the water column harmonic ov('r PTOl. Efficiency results emj)loying
PT03 damping coeflicient indicate a significant drop in performance at the struc
tural harmonic, although an increase in efhciency is observed at the water column
harmonic over PTOl dami)ing. Furthermore, use of the lower PTO damping, PT02,
over PTOl will produce a marginally lower peak performance but obtain a wider
sea bandwidth for energy production. A significant reduction of internal pressures
which can lower strt^sses by almost half is also concluded from employing the lower
PTO damping coefficient.
The CFD model developed here allows a highly detailed and accurate FSI to
occur from various monochromatic linear and non-linear incident waves. It can be
seen that the use of numerical models over experimental testing can permit more
consistent model testing, since experimental accuracy has been seen to have re
peatability issues, therefore numerical models can eliminate this factor in device
analysis. Inclusion of the structural motion in 2DOF and the non-linear interaction
from a simulated impulse turbine produces a highly realistic response. This chapter
concludes the developed OP'D model can replicates the accurate resjsonse of an off
shore owe spar buoy device with non-linear mooring and PTO device for in-depth
analysis.
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Chapter 8
Summary, conclusions and future
recommendations
8.1

Summary

A review into t he state of the art indicated that Wave Energy Converter (WEC)
devices are not presently at the coininercial stage but that the Oscillating Water
Cohnnn (OWC) technology is emerging as a desirable power extraction system.
Olfshore OWC systcans have the clear advantage of a larger range of appropriate
sites and the ability to de])loy multiple devices as a WEC farm. No clear offshore
OWC design has emerged, but the simplicity and its insensitivity to wave direction
points to the axisymmetric OWC spar buoy as one of the most desirable and cost
effective choices.
Investigations into the literature revealed that no detailed or comprehensive
model currently exists which can replicate various dynamic non-linear interactions
of an offshore OWC spar buoy device. It was observed that many linear models exist
which incorporate assumptions and simplifications to reduce the problems complex
ity. Typically, design studies employ linear frequency or spectral domain models.
A Computational Eluid Dynamics (CFD) time-domain modelling technique, which
resolves fluid flow using the Navier-Stokes equations, is considered to be highly ad
vantageous as it can capture the non-linear nature of fluid phenomenon. Typically,
CFD modelling is completed in static 2D and 3D domains, although recent state
of the art presents a 2D CFD model which incorporates a single Degree of Free
dom (DOF), heave-only mode. Overall, the literature indicates very little analysis
is completed using CFD on the comprehensive analysis of an axisymmetric OWC
spar buoy . Based on this investigation, the construction and development of a com133

prehensive CFD model predicting the dynamic responses of an offshore OWC spar
buoy was considered. It is evident that inclusion of mooring and non-linear Power
Take Off (PTO) interactions is critical to the successful replication of real responses
by a given OWC spar buoy system.
Initially, a Numerical Wave Tank (NWT) was developed and assessed for ac
curacy and discretisation error.

Analysis of incident waves occurred by varying

non-dimensional mesh criteria of 5, 10 and 20 cells per wave height, in the free
surface region, and from 25 to 125 cells per wavelength, in increments of 25. Wave
heights were obtained after a quasi-steady state was reached and evaluated for er
rors. Results indicated that increasing the number of cells in both directions will
decrease the elevation error to below 1% when compared with theory. Accurate por
trayal of the hydrodynamic forces beneath the waves were critical to the successful
replication of real wave dynamics. Therefore, fluid velocity profiles at various incre
ments beneath a propagating wave were assessed against linear wave theory. Results
indicated mesh criterion of 20 cells per wave height and 50 cells per wavelength ac
curately resolves the fluid dynamics of incident waves with errors remaining below
1.5%.
Incident waves wen3 tested and analysed in a 3D NWT to allow for geometrical
requirements of an axisymrnetric OWC spar buoy to be modelled. Mesh criteria
from the 2D study was used and assessed for accuracy in the developed 3D domain.
Incident waves were seen to be accurately resolved in both free surface elevation
and velocity profiles at various points beneath the surface of the wave. Non-linear
incident waves up to 2^^ order Stokes waves were applied which challenged the
robustness of the NWT. The overall study suggested an accurate NWT is produced
in both 2D and 3D computational domains.
In parallel, the modelling methodology for incorporating a single DOF into a
2D NWT was studied. The work considered previous experimental, analytieal and
numerical studies to validate this approach. A simple barge geometry was applied
to the previously developed 2D NWT which was permitted to heave freely and con
strained in all other motions. Propagation of various incident waves demonstrated a
good agreement of the barge heave Response Amplitude Operator (RAO) to analyt
ical and numerical data from literature with a reasonable agreement to experimental
results. Therefore, a validated modelling methodology to include DOF motion was
completed for future incorporation into the dynamie model.
Due to scaling effects and model complexity, PTO devices cannot be tested
at small scale .

Therefore, for scales smaller than 1 : 5, an impulse turbine is
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typically simulated by an orifice plate energy dissipater. A PTO boundary condi
tion was developed, as directly replicating an orifice plate within CFD can cause
modelling issues. To ensure accurate responses by the non-linear PTO boundary
condition, experimental data was obtained to validate the numerical boundary ap
proach. Experimental work, completed by Florent Thiebaut, MaREI Centre, UCC,
was acquired and replicated using the developed PTO boundary condition with sim
ilar orifice characteristics and experimental methodologies. The reciprocating input
motions from the transient CFD boundary condition match the experimental piston
dynamics. Chamber pressure was recorded to assess the response of the developed
PTO boundary condition. Good correlation was observed between both simulated
and experimental pressure results at various flow rates. Slight overestimates were
observed by the CFD results due to the incompressible and isothermal fluid flow
assumptions.
Coupling each of the completed modelling methodologies together ensured a com
prehensive dynamic niodcil was developed. The developed CFD model is compared
and validated using exjierimental work. To ensure high accuracy, data sets were
obtained from MaRI^ll wlu^re an axisymmetric OWC spar buoy was tested at 1 : 50
scale in the LIR-NOTF sea basin, UCC, under an FP7 MARINET project. The
physical model used an orifice plate as a non-linear energy dissipater, similar to the
one used in the PTO experiments in Chapter 5. The physical model was constrained
by neutrally buoyant tethers connected to surface buoys which were in turn fixed to
catenary mooring lines. Responses of structural motion and internal chamber pres
sure to dilferent monochromatic incident waves were recorded, and used to validate
the model.
To enhance the Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) analysis, inclusion of the non
linear mooring constraint was considered allowing a further DOF, surge mode, to
be incorporated. A catenary mooring line was mathematically constructed to al
low the application of restoring forces within the 6DOF solver. Simulations using
the developed mirnerical model were completed on the high performance computer,
Fionn, provided by ICHEC. Various incident linear waves were used to test the re
sponse of the dynamic CFD model. The predicted heave RAO correlated well with
experimental data. Both structural and water column harmonics were observed in
the CFD model. The surge RAO from the numerical model suggests the ability
to predict the motion resulting from the mooring constraint with good agreement
in comparison to experimental data. The resulting pressure drop across the PTO
boundary condition correlated well with experimental data. This suggests the devel-
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oped non-linear PTO boundary condition can correctly simulate this flow resistive
technique within the CFD model. Furthermore, the absorbed power by the device
is calculated to assess the devices ability to harness energy from incident waves.
Both power absorbed and efficiency of the device obtained from the CFD model
matches the experimental characteristics of the WEC device. An overestimate was
observed at the structural peak harmonic within the CFD model but indicated the
overall ability to predict the two harmonic peaks with accuracy, which is the unique
characteristic of the OWC spar buoy. The CFD model presents an accurate predic
tion of the power production bandwidth of approximately 0.9 s< T < 1.7 s, which
corresponds well to experimental power bandwidth estimations.
Non-linear waves were applied to the developed numerical model to further assess
the accuracy. Signihcant mesh issues occurred within the model for the simulated
large amplitude waves. A hybrid mesh of both tetrahedral and hexahedral elements
were selected to overcome this limitation. Further limitations l)ecame apparent from
t urbulence issues at t.lic^ interface between both cell types. Therefore, the model was
reduced to a laminar flow seheme to eliminate this numerical error.
Th(' modified CFD model was subjected to various non-linear incident waves
ranging from

order Stokes waves. Resulting structural motion from the CFD

model corresponds well to experimental responses. The resulting power absorption
and elliciencies from the CFD model presents an accurate prediction to the power
extraction bandwidth. The numerical model demonstrates good power production
between an incident wave range of 0.9 s< T < 1.45 s, which corresponds to the
experimental analysis. The influence on the water column harmonic was signihcantly
reduced with increasing wave height, which would suggest an overdamping effect by
the PTO. The lower incident wave set of H = 0.02 m implies a lower PTO damping
and a higher influence by the water column resonance, which in turn produces
a wider power bandwidth.

The resulting conclusion from this study presents a

validated dynamic CFD model for various linear and non-linear incident wave forms.
The developed CFD model was then utilised in a PTO design study to assess
the level of influence the PTO damping had on the performance of the OWC spar
buoy and demonstrate the aj)])lication of the model.

Modification to the PTO

damping coefficient, through the non-linear PTO boundary condition, demonstrated
little influenee on the heave and surge RAOs. Significant differences were observed
by the chamber pressure and the absorbed pneumatic power for various damping
coefficients applied. This study indicated that a small decrease in PTO damping
can increase the device performance at the water column harmonic, hence further
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demoiistrating that a wider bandwidth of sea states where the device can harness
incident wave power can be achieved. A significant decrease in chamber pressure,
by approximately 45%, was also observed for PT()2 damping coefficient, which can
reduce structural stresses where a slight decrease of 8% in peak efficiency occurs.
This study demonstrated the capability of the developed numerical model to be
utilised in design analysis of offshore OWC spar buoy devices.

8.2

Conclusions

This thesis concludes:
• A non-linear NWT is developed using 20 cells per wave height and 50 cells per
wavelength to reduce the discretisation error in both 2D and 3D computational
domains, hence permitting the geometrical requirements of the axisymrnctric
OWC S])ar buoy wit,hin analyses.
• A non-linear energy absorbing boundary condition can be developed within
CFD to replace small scale impulse turbines. This results in less modelling
issues along with little computational exi)ense when replicating an orifice plate
as a boundary condition within CFD.
• A catenary mooring line can be successfully employed within CFD to permit
2DOF mot ion in both heave and surge mode. This ensures a more realistic
response can be achieved by the device to incident waves.
• The successful validation of a detailed dynamic CFD model which couples the
non-linear fluid flow j)henoniena and structural dynamics using exi)eriniental
work. This model has been proven to replicate the dynamic response of an
OWC spar buoy which correlates well to experimental work.
• A power production bandwidth can be assessed using the developed CFD
model with good correspondence to real life.
• The developed CFD model demonstrates the necessity of a PTO design study
to optimise device performance and reduce structural stresses. It was observed
in this case that by decreasing the PTO damping a significant decrease in
pressure was observed with very little reduction in efficiency.
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8.3

Recommendations

The previous section detailed the scope of the project in constructing a dynamic
model for predicting the ])erformance of an offshore OWC spar buoy with various
non-linear interactions. The model is shown to have a high degree of accuracy with
practical applications for developing the WEC field. With the knowledge developed
from conducting this project, some recommendations are suggested by the author
for advances in the field and future work.
Inclusion of a further 3^^^ DOF, pitch mode, is suggested to incorporate the
maximum available DOF for the given symmetric modelling methodology. This will
permil, the device to dissipate or gain energy due to structural pitching. Further
non-linearities ex])erienced by the device from righting moments by the mooring
lines could also be considered.
Modelling devices at larger scales using this CFD modelling approach could
aid in the advancement of WFC devices. Inclusion of air compressibility must be
investigated and appli(xl to the CFD model for large scale devices t,o be analysed.
Furthermore, the CFD model should be tested wit h a real sea spectrum to assess the
ability of the device when facing polychi’omatic incident waves. An attempt at the
incorporation of real sea i)roperties whilst using a large scale model would represent
a significant improv('ment on the state of the art.
Due to limitations of current dynamic numerical modelling, the following are
suggested as CFD software improvements. Firstly, higher degrees of accuracy could
be obtained from the development of a turbulence model which can be utilised
with a hybrid deforming mesh.

Secondly, development of a renieshing function

which allows limited range of refinements to the free surface within the dynamic
renieshing scheme would be very advantageous. This would permit the free surface
to be resolved without an undesirable overpopulation of cells throughout the domain
causing a significant increase in computational demand.
Finally, the author suggests the developed CFD model can be utilised for perfor
mance analysis prior to experimental testing. The modelling approach used here is
not purely limited to offshore OWC spar buoys but can be utilised for other offshore
dynamic FSI studies. Thus, the developed numerical model can be applied to the
analysis of other floating structures.
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Abstract—The numerical analysis of a free floating body can
be highly computationally demanding when analysing the motion
in the time domain. This allows for non-linear interactions
to occur and provide the user with excellent insight into any
deficiencies in the design. A state-space model is derived and
presented here to allow the user insight into the most interesting
simulation parameters. The model is compiled in a mathematical
simulation program called Spyder, written in Python 2.7, which
is complimented by a Navier-Stokes (N-S) time domain program,
ANSYS Fluent.
Various aspects of structural motion is covered here by
using the Cummins equations and drag forces. Added mass
and damping coefficients are obtained using ANSYS Fluent.
The response amplitude operator is assessed through the statespace model and shows excellent correlation to the time domain
model. This allows for the initial specification of wave energy
converter parameters using the state-space model, which can be
further tuned through the N-S time domain models. The statespace model can provide scope for initial improvement without
compromising on solving times as it is much less computationally
demanding compared to the N-S time domain models.

I. Introduction
Renewable energy is critical to the sustainability of the
worlds energy supply. Ever since the oil crisis of 1973,
increasing interest in developing methods for extracting energy
from waves have been taking place [1]. The waves energy
resource available to harness is in the order of 320 GW, which
can provide 60-70 kW/m for deep waters in medium-high
latitudes [2],
Many various methods of wave harnessing systems are
available but none have made it to commercialisation yet.
One of the most developed Wave Energy Converter (WEC)
systems is the Oscillating Water Column (OWC). These can be
considered for shore-line or off-shore wave harnessing. Shore
line systems allow for easier installation and maintenance but
with reduced energy supply by the waves. Therefore, the off
shore WEC are highly regarded, due to the lack of energy
dissipation from shoaling waves. The Spar-buoy WEC is said
to be one of the better off-shore devices [3]. This works on the
principal of incident waves entering the structure and forcing
a column of air through a self-rectifying turbine to produce
energy [I]. The Spar-buoy utilises both an internal oscillating
column of water and the structural heaving of the device [3],

Andrew Cashman
Mechanical, Biomedical &
Manufacturing Department
Cork Institute of Technology
Cork, Ireland

[4] . These two unique fundamental frequencies can be tuned to
allow a more optimised system to extract energy from selected
sea sites [5], [6].
There are many ways of analysing off-shore WEC systems.
One of the most commonly used method is a time domain
study using the Navier-Stokes equations using Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) [4], [7]-[9]. This resolves the fluidstructure interaction and provides insight into non-linear in
teractions but can prove to be highly computational and time
demanding. The incorporation of heave motion into a CFD
analysis shows that the power extraction relies heavily on
the correct mooring and power take off damping selection
[9]. Frequency models are typically conducted to analyse
the dynamics of WEC systems [10], [11]. Frequency mod
els which provide a best approximate for the Navier-Stokes
equations are used due to time and cost constraints. The
frequency domain provides simplified analysis, which highly
reduces computational cost when compared to complex CFD
simulations [12].This allows for the geometrical optimisation
of the WEC for various sea states [3], [6]. The simplification
neglects non-linear interactions which are time dependent,
such as drag, viscous forces, sloshing, vortex shedding, etc
[5] , [6]. These non-linear interactions can have a large impact
on the actual power extracted so a time domain model should
be considered.
State-space models could be considered as simplified time
domain models but can include some time dependent nonlinearities which are neglected from frequency models. The
state-space model is integrated across areas of interest with
consideration of varying time effects. [1] provides simple
overview to the hydrodynamic forces of floating WECs which
can be incorporated into the time dependent analysis statespace methods. [10] uses this method to analyse the heave
motion of a mass of water within a fixed OWC chamber. [I3|
uses a simplified 1 dimensional time domain to present forces
upon a floating OWC with control techniques to improve
performance. [12] analyses this method of motion for an OWC
which is validated against the IH2VOF method.
The work presented here is the derivation and construction
of a state-space model which will be used as a design tool
for assessing WEC responses to various wave inputs. The

mathematical model will allow non-linear interactions, which
include the Cummins equations and viscous forces. The use of
state-space models over time domain models allow for faster
solution times and better accuracy over frequency domain
models. The mathematical model will be calibrated from CFD
simulations using the Navier-Stokes equations. It will be used
to predict the Response Amplitude Operator (RAO) of a
lloating body with various incident waves and be compared to
corresponding CFD simulations. This mathematical model will
allow for the effective tuning and optimisation of WEC devices
to specific sea states. Future work will see the incorporation
of various power take off devices and mooring techniques
to optimally design a WEC for desired locations and energy
extraction.

II. Theoretical Motion
The theoretical motion is developed from simple rigid body
mechanics. The fundamental forces are analysed on a body in
various states. This study only accounts for rigid body motion
in a singular degree of freedom (DoF), heave-only. First state
is where the body is lloating in equilibrium within a volume
of water. Second is where the body is then displaced by a
small amount and left to oscillate freely in a volume of water.
Finally, incident waves arc applied to propagate throughout the
domain and interact with the floating body. A simple schematic
of the body and fluid domain can be seen from Fig. 1.
The static trial is analysed where the body is placed in
equilibrium within the still free-surface of the water. This state
provides the following equations to be true;

EF
EF

=

H

(1)

=

pgSd — rng = 0

(2)

where, ^F h the total forces acting on the body, p is
the density of water, g is the gravitational force, S is the
body width, d is the draught and rn is the mass of the body.
The combination of pgS can be considered to be the spring
coefficient of water, a. (2) can be reduced using c to:

E^' = cd — rng = 0

(3)

A small displacement of 2 is applied to the body to allow
it to oscillate freely in water. Therefore the acceleration, z,
and velocity, i, must be also considered when summing the
forces on the body. A drag force, Fd, is applied to (4)
to allow non-linear effects to apply to a floating body. For
small oscillations, the drag forces can be neglected due to the
squaring of velocities. The resulting force can be seen in the
following;

EF
EF

having to displace the water by the structure [14]. Drag forces
are considered from;
Fd

=

]^CdpSz\z\

(7)
The drag coefficient, C/?, varies for each shape, but can be
considered as Cd — 2.1 for the structure presented in Fig. 1
[15], [16]. The motion of the body can be found using the
following equations with respect to time, t.

z{t) =

T.Fit)

rn + a
z(t) — z(t — 1) + z{i)At
z{t) = z(t - 1) + z{t)Af.

—az — bz — c{z — d) — rng — Fd = mz (4)

=

—az — bz — cz — Fd = rriz

(5)

(rn -\- a)z + bz + cz + Fp ~ 0

( )
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where, a and b are the added mass and damping coefficient,
respectively. The added mass is due to the inertial effect of

(9)
(10)

where, z(t — \) and z{t — 1) are both velocity and displace
ments at the previous time instant and At is the change in
lime. The coefficients a and b can be empirically derived or
can be obtained from experimental data using the following
equations:
(11)

b= ----- hi

zjt)
.z(t + r)

(12)

where, u,, is the natural frequency of the body oscillating
freely and T is the period of oscillation. (12) shows the
damping is a logarithmic decay which is only valid for
hcavc-only systems. For multiple DoF, an array of damping
must be solved for, which also applies to the added mass
coefficient [17]. But since this is a heave-only system, other
DoF coefficients will not be solved.
Airy waves are applied to the domain to induce motion in
the floating body. These are considered to he;

ri(x, C —
u=
V —

cos(kx

ut.)

H cosh k{h + z)
OJ
cos(kx — ut)
2
sinh kh
H siiili k{h -I- z]
—UJ
sh\(kx — ut)
2
sinh kh

(13)
(14)
(15)

Application of an incident wave allows the body to react
and move accordingly. Input of waves to the CFD domain
is completed by a built-in function called Open Channel
Wave Boundary Condition. This allows for the application
of multiple wave types and specification of various variables.
The induced motion on the structure is highly dependent on
the ratio of wavelength and device characteristics. The added
force of the incident wave, F^, can be seen in the following
equation;

(rn + a)z(t) -I- bz(t) 4- cz(t) -f FD(t) + F.u,(t) = 0
—

8

( )

(16)

The force from the incident wave acting upon the body can
be found by integrating the hydrodynamic pressure along the
ba.se, as seen in (17);

=

r+2

H cosh k(h + d)
PSJ
cos(hx-u:t)

(17)

Fig.

Floating .structure schematic

where, H is the wave height, k is the wave number {k =
27r/A), h is the water depth, x is the distance along the tank to
the device and to is the angular velocity of the incident wave.

1ABLR I

Simulation Parameters
Parameter

Input

S

0.5 m
0.25 m
125 kg
0.7582 - 2.2483 s
0.07 m

d
k'toi

=

z{t){Tti + u)

= -l>z{t)-cz{t) - Fp -

(18)

Therefore, (18) can be applied iteratively to (9) - (10) to
obtain the structural heaving with respect to incident waves.
The equations presented here arc compiled into mathematical
simulation software in the following section.
111. Mathematicaf Modelling

Python 2.7 was utilised in Spyder 2.2.5, an open source
mathematical modelling program [18]. The program allows
the user to create scripts and functions to run mathematical
models.
The use of a mathematical program allows the user to
apply theoretical components and compare to the numerical
results. The program allows for the variation of each variable
to analyse the effect of the change on the resulting motion to
allow for optimisation. The state-space approach allows the
simplification of free body motion and to show the impact
of each force on the over all response with the reduction in
solving time.
The added mass and damping coefficients are to be numer
ically derived from a CFD simulation. These simulations are
carried out by the displacement of the body in still water.
Motion decay and the period of oscillation are used to extract
a and b using a specific user designed function within the
mathematical model using (11) and (12).
Set-up of the floating barge was completed to similar studies
of [19], [20], but without the dash-pot and spring constraints
of the system. The inputs for the model and simulations can
be seen in Table I, where the depth of the water, h, is equal
to the wavelength, A.

m
r
H

IV.

CFD SIMULA! ION

ANSYS Fluent 16.0 is used to model the flow of water
into the computational domain for the structural interaction to
occur. Simulations were set-up using discretization methods
from previous studies outlined in [21]. The simulations were
split into three parts; a static trial, displacement trial and
incident wave trial. The increments in the model development
in the CFD simulations corresponds to similar developmental
increments in mathematical model development.
Volume of fluid method was used with a Realizable k — e
turbulence model. An optimised mesh sizing was discretized
by dimensionless functions of A/ = \/A.x — 72 and N —
H/Ay = 20 [21], Variable time steps were chosen to ensure
the Courant number remains below 0.2, with enough iterations
for convergence at each time step.
The structure was allowed to move freely using a built-in
6DoF solver coupled with a dynamic meshing scheme. The
6DoF properties are compiled in a c-language script and is
reduced to a IDoF model, heave-only. This is completed by
limiting any rotational motion or displacement in directions
other than the vertical direction. The translational equation of
motion can be seen in (19) [22].
rr,

(19)

The static CFD model was set-up using parameters from
Table I. The pressure and forces from the simulation carried
out was then obtained and analysed in section V-A.

The displaced trial was continued from the static simulation
by displacing the body by a small distance from equilibrium.
This allows for accurate results of the added mass coefficient
and damping coefficient. The displacement trial was then ran
for 10 s to allow for enough peaks and troughs to be extracted
for calculating the damping and added mass.
Building on previous simulations, incident waves are ap
plied by the Open Channel Wave Boundary Condition using
parameters outlined in Table I. This allows the input of
user specified waves to enter the domain for wave-structure
interaction. The structure is allowed to oscillate freely in the
vertical direction and the outgoing waves are damped by a
numerical beach scheme.
V. Results
Simulations are carried out using the set-up outlined in the
previous section. Results are extracted from the CFD simu
lations and similar mathematical models conducted through
Python. Three trials are analysed in this section and a com
parison of mathematical modelling to CFD simulations is
completed.

Fig. 2.

Device decay under natural oscillations

A. Static Trial
Static trails were carried out where the body is placed in
water at its equilibrium depth using Fluent. Velocity of the
structure was monitored to ensure it remained in equilibrium.
Therefore only hydrostatic forces are taken into account and
calculated using the mathematical model. Results of the hydro
static forces acting upon the base of the structure was obtained
to be 1226.2499 N, compared to the mathematical model of
1226.25 N which provides negligible errors.
B. Displacement Trial
The structure from the static trial is displaced by a small
distance, Az, and allowed to oscillate freely. The results of
the body motion can be seen in Fig. 2. Plotted also are the
mathematical motions of the body, which can be seen to
correlate very well with the simulated motion. The values for
the added mass and damping coefficient were obtained from
this simulation using (II) and (12). This provides values of
a — 196.476 kg and b — 74.635 N/m to be applied for future
simulations with respect to the bodies geometry and properties.
C. Incident Wave Trial
Simulations were earned out on the floating structure to
analyse the motion with respect to incident waves. These are
applied using the previous set-up in section II, where h — \
and incident wave heights are H — 0.07 m. Simulations
are carried out to reach a quasi-steady state and the maxi
mum heave displacement was extracted. The RAO from the
mathematical model is seen in Fig. 3, as the blue line, with
corresponding simulated results, shown as green dots.
This shows excellent agreement between the non-linear
CFD simulations and the mathematical model developed in
Python. Further simulations are being conducted to ensure a
robust model has been designed.

l-'ig. 3.

RAO vs non-dimensional wavelength, Zeta; (tuS/2g)

VI. Discussion/Conclusion
This paper presents a mathematical model of a floating
structure which was derived from fundamentals. The model
was then incorporated into an open source scientific computing
program called Spyder. Written in Python, this program allows
the application of various wave heights and wavelengths to be
applied to the floating structure. The program also allows the
user to analyse the RAO across a range of wavelengths.
Equilibrium studies show that the model has excellent
correlation of calculating the hydrostatic forces acting upon
the body. The small displacement of the body allowed the
logarithmic decay in amplitude to occur due to the damping
of the water. The natural period, added mass and damping
coefficients are obtained from this simulation. This allows for
future analyses of oscillations away from the bodies natural
frequency and the ability to apply external forces to the system.
Incident waves are applied to induce motion to the previ
ously described body. The hydrodynamic forces due to the

incident waves are obtained in section II and are applied to
the mathematical model to allow wave-structure interaction.
The RAO of the mathematical model can be seen from Fig.
3 and various CFD simulations are seen to eoincide with the
mathematical model.
The mathematical model provides the ability to analyse the
frequency response of a floating body without the need to
simulate multiple wavelengths to build-up a response plot.
The program allows the user to simply extract the area of
interest and analyse the dynamics using a corresponding CFD
simulation. Although varying the mass and geometry of the
floating body will require new values of added mass and
damping coefficients. Which can be obtained from natural
heaving CFD simulations.
Future work will see the incorporation of mooring systems
and the modification of geometry to allow for the design of
wave energy converters. The use of the mathematical model
will allow the user good insight to mooring selection and RAO
of the selected floating body.
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Abstract

This paper presents the development of a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CF'D) model for a free heaving
Oscillating Water C’olurnn (OWC) sj^ar buoy with non-linear Power Take Off (PTO). Firstly, a freely heaving
barge wiis applied to a 2D Numerical Wave Tank (NWT), used to validate a 1 Degree Of Freedom (DOF)
modelling methodology. Multiple sets of regular waves were used to assess the heave response compared to
previous experimental and numerical studies. In parallel, the NWT was extended to 3D where analyses of
incident waves have been conducted to ensure accurate waves are portrayed. A PTO boundary condition
was created t(j replicat.e a non-linear im|)uLse turbine, typically simulated by an orifice ])late in scaled models.
'Fhe PTO boundary was compared and validated using experimental data. Finally, a comprehensive system
comprising of the 3D NWT, IDOF set-up and non-linear P'lX) allowed the development of a heave-only
owe spar buoy model with a non-liiiear PTO. Ex})eriments completed by UCC MaREI centre in LIRNO'FF ocean wave basin under FP7 MARINET project is detailed and used to validate the comi)rehensive
model. A range of regular waves wen' aj)plied and responses of heave and chamber pressures were compared
to experimental data, which showed excellent correlation.
Keyword.^: Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), Numerical Wave Tank (NWT), Wave Energy
Converter (WEC), hYeely heaving Oscillating Water Column (OWC)

1. Introduction

Wave Energy Converter (WEC) devices are used to convert the oceans wave energy into usable electrical
energy. The Oscillating Water Column (OWC) is said to be one of the most researched devices from the
WE(' field [1]. The structure contains an o])ening which is subTiierged beneath the ocean’s surface allowing
incident waves to enter the chamber. Waves then periodically force a column of air through a self-rectifying
turbine located on the upper end of the chamber. This turbine is combined witli an electrical generator
to form a Power Take Off device (PTO). These WEC devices can be located on shorelines, designed into
breakwaters or as offshore floating devices. The use of shoreline OWCs allows ease of connection and
construction, but has limited optimal sites due to the energy dissipation from shoaling waves [2].
Offshore OWC spar buoy devices have a unique characteristic of two fundamental frequencies of both the
chamber and structural response. Tuning these frequencies allows for the performance range of the device
to be optimised over a larger bandwidth of sea states, or amplified for a smaller bandwidth. The spar buoy
is considered to be a very elegant design where, due to its simplicity and axis-symmetry, it is insensitive
to wave direction. The device is also considered as low risk and the most economic of the floating OWC
devices [1, 3). Offshore OWCs are very advantageous due to their ability to harness energy in deep water
and to utilise the space for large arrays of systems.
‘Corresponding Author
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Many prototypes of tlie shoreline OWC devices have been designed and tested at full scale to show their
ability as future WECs. A 400kW shoreline European pilot plant was constructed on the island of Pico
in the Azores [4], Another shoreline OWC was established on Islay, Scotland, which used a 500kW Wells
turbine |5|. Many offshore OWC devices have been constructed and tested throughout the world. A 1:4
scale backward bent duct buoy was tested first with a Wells turbine and then an impulse turbine in Galway,
Ireland [5]. An Australian company Oceanlinx tested a 1:3 scale floating OWC, known as Mk3, in 2010 [5].
Much literature exists outlining the methods used by designers to optimise the performance of these
devices such as frequency and state-space models or more complex time domain models. Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CED) uses the Navier-Stokes equations to solve fluid motion in the time domain. This
method allows for non-linear interactions simulated due to real fluid effects, such as vortices, viscous effects,
turbulence effects, etc [5, 6]. d'he inclusion of these flow phenomenon will allow a higher accuracy to be
attained when analysing Fluid-Structure Interactions (ESI) and device performance.
CFD has been extensively used t(3 analyse and optimise the performance of shoreline and offshore OWC
devices. Bouali and Larbi analyse the impact of the draught geometry on the performance of a shoreline
OWC |7|. Linear PTO influence on the performance of a shoreline OWC is assessed by Kamath ct al. |8|.
Dider et al. analyses the damping impact on the performance of a static 3D offshore OWC [9]. Dider et al.
show the importanc'e of matching the correct P'FO damping to obtain higher efficiencies. Lno et al. employs
a 1 Degree Of Freedom (DOF) model to analyse linear mooring and PTO constraints on the performance
of an offshore OWC in 2D [10]. Luo et al. shows both PTO and mooring selection plays a large influence
on the optimmn device performance.
'Fhe paper presented here focirses on the development of a 3D CFD model to accurately represent the
dynamic response of a free floating spar buoy with a non-linear PTO. To the authors knowledge, this is the
first, comprehensive dynamic CM4 model of an OWC spar buoy. 'Fhe model is developed in si,ages beginning
with the Nnnierical Wave Tank (NWT) to allow accurate propagation of incident waves. A dynamic mesh
is used to i)ennit tlie IDOF fri'C heaving, of a simulated barge in tlic 2D NW1\ Validation of the IDOF
modelling methodology against results of others j)roves the accuracy prior to inclusion of an OWC spar buoy.
In parallel, a 3D NW4’ is assessed against linear wave theory which is required to include the geometrical
reejuirements of the axis-.symnietric spar buoy. A non-linear PTO is developed and validated using real
orifice data and further implemented into the spar buoy model. Coupling all previous stages allows for an
in-depth nnnierical model to be realised. F^xperimental validation was completed to assess the accuracy of
the numerical model and data is provided by the MaREI Centre in LIR-NOTF under the FP7 MARINET
Project. Regular monochromatic waves are applied to determine the coupled dynamic response of the OWC
device. Heave and pressure charac;teristics of the CFD model are discussed and compared to experimental
results assessing the accurarty of the model to a real situation.
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2.1. 2D NWr set-up
A NWT is created using a commercial CFD package, ANSYS Fluent 16.0, which solves the NavierStokes equations. The Volume Of Fluid (VOF) method is used to resolve the multiphase fluid flow within
the computational domain. A transient model is created using a two-phase 2D domain. An open channel
wave boundary condition is applied upstream to allow the propagation of incident waves, whilst the numerical
beach scheme is applied downstream to dissipate the waves before they leave the domain. This prevents
reflection from occurring at the downstream boundary. An open channel is applied to permit the dissipated
waves to exit the domain, retaining a constant mean free surface. Atmospheric conditions are applied using
a pressure-outlet boundary and no-slip conditions are used for the bed of the NWT.
A structured quadrilateral mesh type is used to discretize the NWT using ANSYS’s meshing tool. The
mesh is specified using dimensionless criteria of 20 cells per wave height and 50 cells per wavelength as
recommended by O Connell and Cashman [11] following a discretization error analysis. Velocities and free
surface elevation error were evaluated to be below 1% in the study. Time steps were allowed to vary using the
dimensionless Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CEL) number. Therefore, the time step size is dependent on fluid

velocity, cell size and a constant CF"L number. Typically the CFL number is kept below 2 for 2D simulations
and below 1 for 3D simulations [12]. A low CFL number of 0.1 is used throughout the study presented in
this paper which allows for time dependent flow phenomena to be modelled with a high resolution and thus
ensuring a solution independent of time step size was obtained. Likewise, residuals are required to drop 4
orders of magnitude before convergence criteria is satisfied to ensure highly accurate results.
2.2. IDOF modelling methodology

A free floating barge is applied to the previously specified 2D NWT in order to create an accurate freely
heaving IDOF model. The model set-up is based on analytical and experimental work completed by Nojiri
and Murayama [13]. Koo and Kim [14] and Luo et. al. [15] adopted this approach to validate their numerical
models along with Tanizawa and Minami [16]. The numerical domain is set-up as shown in Figure 1, where
the floating structure is only constrained to heave freely. The model consists of a tank 8A long with a depth
of A, where A is the incident wavelength. Wave generation occurs on the left of the tank and subsequently
damped using a numerical beach scheme on the opposite end. This model allows the validation of the FSl
for free floating structures \ising the IDOF numerical model. Accurate representation of an FSl is critical
to subsequent work which derives its absorbed power from both the heaving structure and incident wave
interaction.

Figure 1; Heave only barge scheniatie set-up.

A dynamic mesh is applied to the domain to allow the barge to oscillate in heave mode. The smoothing
scheme method is used to remesii the domain at each iteration to fully resolve the hydrodynamic motion.
'The use of a remeshing .scheme significantly increases the computational requirements and in tmai the solving
time. 'lAirbulence modelling used here employed a realizable k — e model to reproduce turbulence effects of
the fluid flow. Monochromatic linear waves were applied to the domain to assess the FSl of the barge with
a width of S = ().5m and mass of 125kg. Regular waves with height H=0.()2m and periods of between 0.4-2s
are allowed to propagate through the domain. Simulations are deemed complete when the heave amplitude
of the barge reaches a quasi-steady state and remained consistent. The heave Response Amplitude Operator
(RAO) is the ratio of heave amplitude of the barge over the incident wave amplitude. The results of the
heave RAO are reproduced in comparison with the results of other studies in Figure 2 with respect to the
applied incident wave period.
Using the described modelling approach, good correlation of the RAO is seen between the present CFD
model and results of the other studies shown in Figure 2, hence validating the modelling approach employed
here. Thus, the IDOF modelling methodology outlined in this section accurately portrays the FSl of a freely
floating body with incident waves. The modelling approach is further applied to FSl analyses of a floating,
heave only, spar buoy structure in Section 2.5.
2.3. 3D NWT set-up

The axis-symmetric geometry of a spar buoy OWC can not be represented accurately in 2 dimensions.
Therefore, this justifies the move into utilising a 31) computatioiial domain for an accurate FSl to occur.
Furthermore, reducing reflections from the device of interest in 2D is necessary for accurate incident waves.
Diffraction within the 3D domain can permit transmission of waves past the device with negligible reflections.
Thus, using a 3D domain allows for an accurate portrayal of the response from the spar buoy geometry.

Figure 2: Comparison of RAO rcisults for fr«' heaving barge.

Progression of the 2\) NW'h into 3D requires tlie analysis of discretization error to ensure accurate
propagation of waves. A CFD model is created using the same set-up as in Section 2.1 with a depth of
Im. Midtiple regular waves are apjilied to the domain to assess the free surface elevation and the velocity
components beneath the waves. Fluid vt'locity profiles in both horizontal and vertical directions are plotted
at various stages of the propiigatiug wave. Velocity i)rofiles beneath the peak, inflection and trough are
observed and disi)layed in Figures 3-5, respectively. These are compared and analysed against linear wave
theory.

Figure 3: Velocity profiles beneat h the wave peak.

Results of the simulations show a high level of accuracy, as the free surface error remains below 0.5% for
all sitnulations. The noti-zero velocity profile components, when conijrared to theory, all showed low errorresults. The maximum absolute error which occurred across all analyses was a 3.2% deviation from theory,
which is considered an acceptable error for incident waves in this study. This high level of accuracy can be
seen with excellent correlation to theoretical profiles in Figures 3-5. Simulation times increased significantly
with tfie extension into the third dimension due to the large increase in mesh size.
2.4- PTO development & validation
An impulse turbine is considered to have a non-linear damping influence on the pressure drop, Ap, across
the turbine. This can be approximated using equation (1), where the turbine damping coefficient, CpTO,

Figure 4: Velocity profiles beneath the waves inflection point.

Figure 5: Velocity profiles beneath the trough of the wave.

can be considered essentially independent of turbine speed and r'n is the mass flow rate through the turbine.
Falcao and Henriques [5] state the rotational speed can be used to tunc the resulting turbine efficiency
without impacting hydrodynamics.
Ap ~ CpTofn^
(1)
'ryitically an orifice plate is used to simidate a non-linear P'rO when conducting experiments at a small
scale (usually smaller than 1:4), whereas larger scales can utilise a real turbine [5]. A simple orifice plate
can be designed using equation (2) to simulate the impulse turbine at smaller scales.
Q = Qo

2Ap

2

( )

pair

where, a is the area of the orifice opening, Cd is the discharge coefficient, Q is the volumetric flow rate
and Pair is the density of air. Using physical orifice plates within CFD simulations creates issues with
turbulence modelling and mesh quality. Thus, a PTO boundary condition is created numerically to replace
the fuse of a physical orifice plate in the simulations, thereby reducing mesh complexity and computational
requirements. This allows the replication of back-pressure normally produced by a turbine by a more robust
method in CFD. The new boundary condition is assessed against experimental orifice plate data to validate

the applicability of using the numerical boundary condition. Experimental equipment and procedure for
testing the orifice plate is given in [17] and orihce characteristics are outlined in Table 1 for two test cases
with varying piston speeds.
Table 1: Orifice plate characteristics.

Case 1
0.3m
0.0106m
0.74
0.05m
5s

Chamber diameter
Orifice area
Discharge coefficient
Stroke
Period

Case 2
0.3m
O.OlOGrn
0.74
0.05m
2.7s

A CFD model comprising of a cylindrical domain with a sinusoidal boundary motion is created. The
piston like motion is defined to reciprocate at the same angular velocity and stroke as in the experiment.
Two cases are conducted to obtain the orifice pressure drop and further assess the accuracy of the developed
boundary condition. A no-slip condition is used for the walls of the chamber with pressure drop within the
chamber monitored and plotted in Figures G and 7 along with the corresponding experimental data. The
model wfis allowed to run for mnltiple periods to ensure quasi-steady state is achieved.

Figure 6: OP’D pressure fluctuation compared to experimental data for case 1 at a period of 5s.

Comparison between the simulated orifice and experimental data for both cases show excellent agreement
for both case 1 and case 2, seen in Figures 6 and 7. Experimental and numerical results from case 1 are
analysed against the theoretical maximum pressure which shows an error of less than 1% for both data
sets. Comparative results for case 2 demonstrates a larger deviation of maximum pressure when compared
to theory. Up to 8% of an error is observed when comparing the experimental data to theory, whereas
CED simulated results remains to be below 1% when compared to theory. The deviation of peak pressures
between numerical and experimental results could be attributed to the incompressible scheme used in the
numerical model. This study shows an excellent and accurate response from the PTC) boundary condition
developed here, d'hc ability to reproduce the respojisc of an orifice plate within a simulation without
significant modelling issues while reducing computational demand is a great benefit to future studies and
will be applied to the comprehensive OWC model.
2.5. OWC model set-up

Coupling the IDOF modelling methodology with the 3D NWT and the non-linear PTC) boundary con
dition allows a comprehensive FSI model to be realised. Geometry for an axis-symmetric spar buoy, based
6

Figure 7: CFD pressure fluctuation compared to experimental data for case 2 at a period of 2.7s.

on the experimental one used in Section 3, is imported into the computational domain. Symmetry is utilised
to reduce mesh size in half, reducing computational cost of the simulation. F'igure 8 shows the symmetric
geometry of the OWC model. I'he NWT used is 4 wavelengths long, inclusive of 2 wavelengths for the
numerical beach scheme. 'Phe model is jtlaced 1 wavelength away from the wavemaker boundary and al
lowed to freely heave using the prescribed llX)h set-np in Section 2.2. Width and lieight of the domain are
selected to be large enough to not interfere with the response of the floating structure.

I
Figure 8: Symmetric model of the OWC spar buoy.

The model uses a CFL number of 0.1 to allow progression of the local time step and to capture the fluid
flow at a high resolution. Velocity and displacement magnitudes at monitor points throughout the domain
were also examined for convergence, as well as chamber pressure. The PTO damping coefficient is obtained
using equation (2) from the orifice used in Section 2.4, which is also used in the experimental work in Section
3.
166

3. Experimental procedure
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Experimental testing of a spar type OWC was carried out in January 2015 by the MaREl centre in the
LIR-NOTF Ocean basin at 1 :
scale. The trials were initially performed under the Round Robin testing.

168

as part of the FP7 Marinct project, where five facilities operating ocean wave basins carried out trials using
the same input characteristics in order to compare the resulting motion and power characteristics. This
section presents the experimental set-up and wave characteristics used in the trials.
S.l. W'ave basin dimensions and test location

I’he wave basin iTi LlR-NOTFwas built specifically to help the development of wave energy devices and
designed to test wave energy devices around 1:40th to 1:100th scale. It is equipped with 40 independent
paddles hinged at 0.7m water depth and is capable of recreating regular waves or real ocean sea states in one
direction or using directional spreading functions. The paddles are Edinburgh Design built and equipped
with active absorption system. A schematic of a half section of the ocean basin is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Overview of a half soetioii of the bcisin.

.‘y. 2. Experimental model characteristics
The exjterimental model u.sed in llie trial is a vertical spar type OWC with a 10mm orifice for air power
dissiitatioii representing a non-linear tyjte PTO system sucli as an impulse turbine. The main dimensions
are illustrated in Figure 10 and all the metisured characteristics are listed in Table 2. This table includes the
values at tank scale and tlicir ctiuivalcnt at full scale using the Fi-ondc scaling method. The experimental
model is tested at 1:50'^ scale and used to validate the numerical model in this paper.

JQi

Figure 10; OWC model drawing and dimensions (in mm).

3.3. Experimental set-up in the wave basin

The OWC model is placed at the centre of the basin, 6.75m from the paddle array, in the Ini depth
section. It is free floating and moored at the water level with three mooring lines, 120 degrees angle spreading
on the horizontal plane. Each mooring line is composed of a horizontal light rope 1.45m length connecting
the OWC to an additional mooring float. The float is then connected to the basin floor through a catenary
type line using a 3m galvanised steel chain. This set-up was designed to reduce the impact of the mooring
system on the heave and pitch motions and restrict large surge, sway and yaw motions. A picture of the
final setup is shown in Figure 11.

Table 2: Characteristics of the experimental OWC model.

Parameter
Chamber height
Float height
Height of the float
bottom
Chamber mtemal
diameter
Chambei
wall
thickness
Float diameter
Oniice diameter
Orifice
Coefficient Cd
Height of the
centre of granW
Total mass
Mass of the OWC
chamber
Mass of the float
Mass of the added
lead weights
Moment
of
mertia, XX and
Heace penod
Pitch penod

Measured 50* scale
Full scale
50* scale
41.25 m
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Figure IT. Experimental set-up in the ocean basin.

3.4- Sensors and acquisition system
A data acquisition system and a series of sensors were used during the trials. The measured parameters
relevant for this study include the air pressure within the OWC chamber and the 6DOF motion of the
spar buoy. All data time series were recorded at a rate of 32Hz with a CornpactRio system from National
Instrument. Pressure was measured with a differential pressure sensor with one input placed at the top
of the OWC, beside the orifice, and the other input away from the OWC giving the atmospheric pressure
reference.
The GDOF motion was recorded with a Qualisys motion camera system. Four Oqus cameras are placed
above the wave basin and record the linear motion of four spherical markers installed on the OWC. The
software generates, using trigonometric equations, the GDOF motion at the centre of gravity of the OWC
floating body based on the relative motion of the four markers and relative position of the centre of gravity
and the markers. Placement of the Qualisys markers and pressure sensor location are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: View of the OWC top section with Qualisys markers, orifice and pressure sensor location.

3.5. List of waves tested

'lYials were carried out using a range of regular waves to test the model. Generated waves w’ere calibrated
prior to device testing to ensure the accurate propagation of waves. Wave generation for testing the device
used the same input settings for the wave calibration stage. A wave height of 20mm was generated with a
range of periods from 0.7s to 2.3s. Wave probes are monitored at the same location where the device would
be situated during the calibration period. Results for the incident wave heights are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Incident wave height calil)ration for each wave period.

TW
0.69
0.8
1
1.06
1.14
1.23
1.33
1.59
1.79
2
2.27

210
211
212

213
214
215
216

217
218

219
220
221
222

223
224

H [m]
0.019
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.019
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.020
0.021

4. Results and discussion

Regular waves are simulated using the comprehensive CFD model described in Section 2.5. Simulations
are conducted on multiple clusters of nodes consisting of 24 Xeon cores with 64 GB RAM provided by the
Irish Centre for High-End Computing (ICHEC). Monochromatic waves with periods of between 0.8s to 2s
are allowed to propagate through the domain with a wave height of 0.02m. Simulations are deemed complete
when a quasi-steady state is reached where the heave and pressure drop within the chamber stop changing
periodically.
Results for the heave response and pressure drop are plotted in Eigure 13 for incident waves with a
period of 1.23s. A quasi steady state is observed in both the structural heave and chamber pressure after
10 incident waves. Pressure fluctuation within the chamber shows, as expected, similar non-linear patterns
to the results seen in Eigures 6 and 7.
Heave results from a range of incident waves were obtained to calculate the heave RAO and subsequently
plotted in Eigure 14 with experimental results. An excellent agreement is observed between the response of
CP’D simulations and the experimental data. A peak harmonic is seen with a wave period of Is in the CED
model, similar to experimental observations.
10

Figure 13: Heave response and pressure plot, of a simulation with wave height of 0.02m and period of 1.23s.
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F'iguro 14; Coni])ariKon of CF'D and oxporiinental heave RAO plotted with respect to wave period.
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229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236

Pressure fluctuation within tlie chamber is recorded and the niaxiinuin difference plotted in Figure 15
with respect to wave period. The pressures predicted in tlie model correspond well with experimental
pressure results, although an over estimation is observed at peak resonance. Tliis peak resonance occurs
at similar incident wave period as the heave harmonic. The PTO boundary condition previously developed
proves to be very promising to replicate and replace the use of an orifice plate in CFD simulations, thereby
reducing model complexity.
A smaller secondary peak at a wave period of 1.59s can be seen in Figure 14 which corresponds to the
natural frequency of the structure. This secondary peak is observed to be more pronounced in the pressure
drop across the PTO, shown by Figure 15. Modification of the structural geometries allows the user to tu!ie
this secondary peak to optimise power output for a specific sea state. Good correlation of the secondary peak
is observed between both numerical and experimental data sets. This proves the ability of the numerical
model developed here to capture both harmonics of the OWC spar buoy with good accuracy.
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5. Conclusion
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238
A CFD model for offshore FSI studies using a commercial package AXSYS Fluent fG.O is developed in
239 this paper. A IDOF, heave only, dynamic motion model in 2D is validated against experimental, numerical
240 and analytical work of others using a freely heaving barge. Results from this study demonstrate the accuracy
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I'^igiiro 15: Cliaiiibcir prosstiro of tlic simulation with comparison to experimental work.
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of tlie FSl model set-uj). In ])arallel, a NWT is constructed in 31) to allow for the geometric requirements
of a spar buoy OWCl to be modelled. This NWT is analysed against theory with various incident waves and
shows a high level of accuracy in 3D. A PTO boundary condition is developed to be a robust alternative
to modelling an orifice plate. T'he non-linear PTO boundary is validated with excellent agreement with
comparison to experimental results of an orifice plate.
Coupling of the IDOF, 31) NW'F and non-linear PTO boundary condition allowed for a fully dynamic
model of a spar buoy OWC to be realis('d. Numerical sinmlations show excellent responses to incident waves
in both heave and chamber pressure. Ileplication of the lieave and PTO response of the device allows further
analysis without the uece.s.sity of exi)erimpntal testing. J'his permits the evaluation and optimising efficiency
of a design with confidence prior to prototype construction. Iditure work will see the inclusion of mooring
forces and non-linear incident waves.
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Appendix B
User Defined Functions

B-1

#include "udf.h'
real
PTOpressure.DeltY.velXo,velX^velY^velYo.x[ND ND],xo,Mooring ForceY,Mooring Fo
rceX,Xint,yo,DeltX,RAOT,Flux,Fluxy^diff,al,ar,AnchorDistl,AnchorDistr,Waterde
pth, Mooringdist;
real DeviceDepth,Mass,WaveFleight,MooringLength,MooringWeight,AnchorDist,Turbi
neDamping_Impulse,IXX,IYY,IZZ,Inipulse_diameter,Impulse_discharge,Impulse_dens
ity,Impulse_symmetry;
int DeviceBASE,RestTransX,Rotz,i, RestTransY, RestRotZ;
DEFINE_EXECUTE_FROM_GUI(Motion,libname,mode)

{
if(mode == 1)

{
#if RP_HOST
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/mass"))

{
Mass=RP_Get_Real("udf/mass");
Message("\n Mass is here %f",Mass);
}else{

Message("\n No Mass");
}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/ixx"))

{
IXX=RP_Get_Real("udf/ixx");
Message("\n IXX is here %f",IXX);
}else{

Message("\n No IXX");
}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/iyy"))
{
IYY=RP_Get_Real("udf/iyy");
Message("\n IYY is here %f",IYY);
}else{

Message("\n No IYY");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/izz"))

{
IZZ=RP_Get_Real("udf/izz");
Message("\n IZZ is here %f",IZZ);
}else{

Message("\n No IZZ");

}
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/tx" ))

{
Rest!ransX=RP_Get_Integer("udf/tx");
Message("\n Tx exists %d",RestTransX);
}else{

Message("\n No TransX");

}
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/ty"))

{
Rest!ransY=RP_Get_Integer("udf/ty");
Message("\n Ty exists %d",RestTransY);
}else{

Message("\n No TransY");

}
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if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/rz"))

{
RGStRotZ=RP_Get_Integer("udf/rz");
Message("\n Rz exists %d",RestRotZ);
}else{
Message("\n No Rotz")j

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/devicebase"))

{
DeviceBASE=RP_Get_Integer("udf/devicebase");
Message("\n DeviceBASE exists %d",DeviceBASE);
}else{
Message("\n No devicebase");

}
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("xdist" ))

{
Xint=RP_Get_Real("xdist")j
Message("\n Xint exists %f",Xint);
}else{
Message("\n No Xint");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/devicedraught"))

{
DeviceDepth=RP_Get_Real("udf/devicedraught");
Message("\n DEviceDepth exists %f"jDeviceDepth);
}else{
Message("\n No Device depth");

}
if(RP_Get_Boolean("enablemooring"))
{
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/mooringanchor"))

{
AnchorDist=RP_Get_Real("udf/mooringanchor");
Message("\n Anchor exists %f",AnchorDist);
}else{
Message("\n No AnchorDist");

}
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/mooringlength"))

{
MooringLength=RP_Get_Real("udf/mooringlength");
Message("\n MooringLength exists %f",MooringLength);
}else{
Message("\n No MooringLength");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/mooringweight"))

{
MooringWeight=RP_Get_Real("udf/mooringweight");
Message("\n Mooring weight exists %f",MooringWeight);
}else{
Message("\n No MooringWeight");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/mooringdist"))
{
Mooringdist=RP_Get_Real("udf/mooringdist");
Message("\n Mooring distance exists %f",Mooringdist);
}else{
Message("\n No Mooring Distance");

}
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if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/waterdepth"))

{
Waterdepth=RP_Get_Real("udf/waterdepth");
Message("\n Waterdepth exists %f"^Waterdepth)j
}else{
Message("\n No Waterdepth");

}
}else{
Message("\n Mooring is not enabled");

}
#endif
host_to_node_int_4(RestTransXjRestTransY,DeviceBASE,RestRotZ);
host_to_node_real_l(Mass);
host_to_node_real_l(Xint);
host_to_node_real_l(AnchorDist);
host_to_node_real_l(MooringLength);
host_to_node_real_l(MooringWeight);
host_to_node_real_l(Mooringdist);
host_to_node_real_3(IXX,lYY,IZZ);

}
if(mode == 2)

{
#if RP_NODE
Domain *d=Get_Domain (1);
Thread *t=Lookup_Thread(d,DeviceBASE);
face_t face,f;
/**Message("\n Variable %dj %fijYint);**/
f=l;
begin_f_loop(face,t)
if (PRINCIPAL_FACE_P(face,t))

{
F_CENTROID(x,f,t);
/**Retreives the x-direction initial coordinates**/

}
end_f_loop(face,t)
DeviceDepth=PRF_GRHIGHl(x[l]);
Xint=PRF_GRHIGHl(x[0]);
#endif
node_to_host_real_2(DeviceDepth,Xint);
#if RP_HOST
Message("\n Depth %f, Xdist %f",DeviceDepth, Xint);
RP_Set_Real("xdist",Xint);
RP_Set_Real("udf/devicedraught",DeviceDepth);
#endif

}
if(mode == 3)

{
#if RP_HOST
if(RP_Get_Boolean("enableimpulse"))
{
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/impulse"))
{
TurbineDamping_Impulse=RP_Get_Real("udf/impulse");
Message("\n Impulse damping exists %f",TurbineDamping_Impulse);
}else{
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Message("\n No Impulse damping");
}

}else{
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/impulsediameter"))
{

Impulse_diameter=RP_Get_Real("udf/impulsediameter");
Message("\n Orifice diameter exists %f",Impulse_diameter);
}else{
Message("\n No orifice diameter");
}

if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/impulsedischarge"))
{

Impulse_discharge=RP_Get_Real("udf/impulsedischarge");
Message("\n Orifice discharge exists %f",Impulse_discharge);
}else{
Message("\n No orifice discharge");
}

if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/impulsedensity"))
{

Impulse_density=RP_Get_Real("udf/impulsedensity");
Message("\n Fluid density exists %f",Impulse_density);
}else{
Message("\n No fluid density");
}

if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/impulsesymmetry"))
{

Impulse_symmetry=RP_Get_Real("udf/impulsesymmetry");
Message("\n n-1 of symmetrical planes exists
%f",Impulse_symmetry);
}else{
Message("\n No symmetry");
}

TurbineDamping_Impulse=Impulse_symmetry*Impulse_symmetry/((Impulse_discharge*
Impulse_diameter*Impulse_diameter/4*3.141592654)*(Impulse_discharge*Impulse_d
iameter*Impulse_diameter/4*3.141592654)*Impulse_density*2);
RP_Set_Real("udf/impulse",TurbineDamping_Impulse);
Message("\n Impulse damping of %f",TurbineDamping_Impulse);
}

#endif
host_to_node_real_l(TurbineDamping_Impulse);
}

}

DEFINE_EXECUTE_AFTER_DATA(Autoload,libname)
{

#if RP_HOST
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/mass"))
{

Mass=RP_Get_Real("udf/mass");
Message("\n Mass is here %f",Mass);
}else{
Message("\n No Mass");
}

if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/ixx" ))
{
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IXX=RP_Get_Real("udf/ixx");
Message("\n IXX is here %f",IXX);

}else{
Message("\n No IXX");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/iyy"))

{
IYY=RP_Get_Real("udf/iyy");
Message("\n lYY is here %f",IYY);

}else{
Message("\n No lYY");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/izz"))

{
IZZ=RP_Get_Real("udf/izz");
Message("\n IZZ is here %f",IZZ);

}else{
Message("\n No IZZ");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/tx"))

{
RestTransX=RP_Get_Integer("udf/tx");
Message("\n Tx exists %d",RestTransX);

}else{
Message("\n No TransX");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/ty"))

{
RestTransY=RP_Get_Integer("udf/ty”);
Message("\n Ty exists %d",RestTransY);

}else{
Message("\n No TransY");

}
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/rz"))

{
RestRotZ=RP_Get_Integer("udf/rz");
Message("\n Rz exists %d",RestRotZ);

}else{
Message("\n No Rotz");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/devicebase"))

{
DeviceBASE=RP_Get_Integer("udf/devicebase");
Message("\n DeviceBASE exists %d",DeviceBASE);

}else{
Message("\n No devicebase");

}
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("xdist"))

{
Xint=RP_Get_Real("xdist");
Message("\n Xint exists %f",Xint);

}else{
Message("\n No Xint");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/devicedraught"))

{
DeviceDepth=RP_Get_Real("udf/devicedraught");
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Message("\n DEviceDepth exists %f",DeviceDepth);
}else{
Message("\n No Device depth");
}
if(RP_Get_Boolean("enablemooring"))
{
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/mooringanchor" ))
{
AnchorDist=RP_Get_Real("udf/mooringanchor");
Message("\n Anchor exists %f",AnchorDist);
}else{
Message("\n No AnchorDist");
}
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/mooringlength"))
{
MooringLength=RP_Get_Real("udf/mooringlength");
Message("\n Mooringlength exists %f",Mooringlength);
}else{
Message("\n No Mooringlength");
}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/mooringweight"))
{
MooringWeight=RP_Get_Real("udf/mooringweight");
Message("\n Mooring weight exists %f",MooringWeight);
}else{
Message("\n No MooringWeight");
}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/mooringdist"))
{
Mooringdist=RP_Get_Real("udf/mooringdist");
Message("\n Mooring distance exists %f",Mooringdist);
}else{
Message("\n No Mooring Distance");
}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/waterdepth"))
{
Waterdepth=RP_Get_Real("udf/waterdepth");
Message("\n Waterdepth exists %f",Waterdepth);
}else{
Message("\n No Waterdepth");
}
}else{
Message("\n Mooring is not enabled");
}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/impulse"))
{
TurbineDamping_Impulse=RP_Get_Real("udf/impulse");
Message("\n Impulse damping exists %f",TurbineDamping_Impulse);
}else{
Message("\n No impulse damping");
}
#endif
host_to_node_int_4(RestTransX,RestTransY,DeviceBASE,RestRotZ);
host_to_node_real_l(Mass);
host_to_node_real_l(Xint);
host_to_node_real_l(AnchorDist);
host_to_node_real_l(Mooringlength);
host_to_node_real_l(Mooringweight);
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host_to_node_neal_l(Mooringdist);
host_to_nodG_real_l(TurbineDamping_Impulse);
host_to_node_real_3(IXX,lYY,IZZ);

/** This subroutine allows for the completion and compiliation of inputs for
the UDF. This eliminates the requirement of
compiling the code each time variables are required to be changed.**/
DEFINE_INIT(loadup,d)

{
#if RP_HOST
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/mass"))

{
Mass=RP_Get_Real("udf/mass");
Message("\n Mass is here %f",Mass);
}else{
Message("\n No Mass");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/ixx"))

{
IXX=RP_Get_Real("udf/ixx");
Message("\n IXX is here %f",IXX);
}else{
Message("\n No IXX");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/iyy"))

{
IYY=RP_Get_Real("udf/iyy");
Message("\n IYY is here %f",IYY);
}else{
Message("\n No IYY");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/izz"))

{
IZZ=RP_Get_Real("udf/izz");
Message("\n IZZ is here %f",IZZ);
}else{
Message("\n No IZZ");

}
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/tx"))

{
RestTransX=RP_Get_Integer("udf/tx");
Message("\n Tx exists %d",RestTransX);
}else{
Message("\n No TransX");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/ty"))

{
RestTransY=RP_Get_Integer("udf/ty");
Message("\n Ty exists %d",RestTransY);
}else{
Message("\n No TransY");

}
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/rz"))

{
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RGstRotZ=RP_Get_Integer("udf/rz")j
Message("\n Rz exists %d",RestRotZ);
}else{
Message("\n No Rotz");

}
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/devicebase"))

{
DeviceBASE=RP_Get_Integer("udf/devicebase");
Message("\n DeviceBASE exists %d",DeviceBASE);
}else{
Message("\n No devicebase");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/devicedraught"))

{
DeviceDepth=RP_Get_Real("udf/devicedraught");
Message("\n DEviceDepth exists %f",DeviceDepth);
}else{
Message("\n No Device depth");

}
if(RP_Get_Boolean("enablemooring"))

{
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/mooringanchor"))

{
AnchorDist=RP_Get_Real("udf/mooringanchor");
Message("\n Anchor exists %f",AnchorDist);
}else{
Message("\n No AnchorDist");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/mooringlength"))

{
MooringLength=RP_Get_Real("udf/mooringlength");
Message("\n MooringLength exists %f",Mooringlength);
}else{
Message("\n No Mooringlength");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/mooringweight"))

{
MooringWeight=RP_Get_Real("udf/mooringweight");
Message("\n Mooring weight exists %f",MooringWeight);
}else{
Message("\n No MooringWeight");

}
if(RP_Variable_Exists_P("udf/mooringdist"))

{
Mooringdist=RP_Get_Real("udf/mooringdist");
Message("\n Mooring distance exists %f",Mooringdist);
}else{
Message("\n No Mooring Distance");

}
if (RP_\/ariable_Exists_P("udf/waterdepth"))

{
Waterdepth=RP_Get_Real("udf/waterdepth");
Message("\n Waterdepth exists %f",Waterdepth);
}else{
Message("\n No Waterdepth");

}
}else{
Message("\n Mooring is not enabled");
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}
if(RP_Variable_ExiSts_P("udf/impulse"))

{
TurbineDamping_Impulse=RP_Get_Real("udf/impulse");
Message("\n Impulse damping exists %f",TurbineDamping_Impulse);
}else{
Message("\n No impulse damping");

}
#endif
host_to_node_int_4(Rest!ransX,Rest!ransY,DeviceBASE,RestRotZ);
#if RP_NODE

{
Domain *d=Get_Domain(l);
Thread *t=Lookup_Thread(d,DeviceBASE);
face_t face,f;
f=l;
begin_f_loop(face,t)
if (PRINCIPAL_FACE_P(face,t))

{
F_CENTROID(x,f,t);
/**Retreives the x-direction initial coordinates**/

}
end_f_loop(face,t)
Xint=PRF_GRHIGHl (x[0]);

}
#endif
node_to_host_real_l(Xint);
#if RP_HOST
Message("\n Xdist %f", Xint);
RP_Set_Real("xdist" Xint);
#endif

,

host_to_node_real_l(Mass);
host_to_node_real_l(AnchorDist);
host_to_node_real_l(MooringLength);
host_to_node_real_l(MooringWeight);
host_to_node_real_l(Mooringdist);
host_to_node_real_l(TurbineDamping_Impulse);
host_to_node_real_3(IXX,lYY,IZZ);

DEFINE_PROFILE(Impulse_Turbine,t,position)

{
face_t f,fl;
Fluxy=0;
Flux=0;
begin_f_loop(fl,t)

{
Fluxy=Fluxy+F_FLUX(fl,t);
/**Get mass flow rate over all the BC**/

}
end_f_loop(fl,t)
Flux=PRF_GRSUMl(Fluxy);
/**This adds all BC mass flow rate if its spread over multiple partitions**/
begin_f_loop(f,t)
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{
PTOpressure=TunbineDamping_Impulse*Flux*ABS(Flux)j
/**Non-linear formula for an impulse turbine damping, single constant**/
F_PROFILE(f,t,position)=PTOpressure;
}
end_f_loop(f,t)

}

DEFINE_SDOF_PROPERTIES(DOF_Mooring, prop, dt, time, dtime)

{
prop[SDOF_MASS]
prop[SDOF_IXX]
prop[SDOF_IYY]
prop[SDOF_IZZ]
prop[SDOF_ZERO_TRANS_Z]
prop[SDOF_ZERO_TRANS_X]
prop[SDOF_ZERO_TRANS_Y]
prop[SDOF_ZERO_ROT_Z]
/**Restricts the motion
prop[SDOF_ZERO_ROT_Y]
prop[SDOF_ZERO_ROT_X]
prop[SDOF_LOAD_F_X]
prop[SDOF_LOAD_F_Y]
prop[SDOF_LOAD_F_Z]

=Mass;
=IXX;
=IYYj
=IZZ;
=TRUE;
=RestTransX;
=RestTransY;
=RestRotZj
about the z-axes**/
=TRUE;
=TRUE;
=Mooring_ForceX;
=Mooring_ForceY;
= 0;

{
#if RP_NODE
Domain *d;
Thread *t;
face_t face,fj
f=l;
yo=xo=x[0]=x[l]=0;
d=Get_Domain(l);
t=Lookup_Thread(d,DeviceBASE)j
begin_f_loop(face,t)
if (PRINCIPAL_FACE_P(face,t))
{
F_CENTROID(x,f,t);
velY=F_V(f,t);
velX=F_U(f,t)j

}
end_f_loop(face,t)
yo=PRF_GRHIGHl(x[l]);
xo=PRF_GRHIGHl(x[0]);
Message("\n x %f, y %f",xo,yo);
velYo=PRF_GRHIGHl(velY);
velXo=PRF_GRHIGHl(velX);
#endif
node_to_host_real_4(xo,yo,velXo,velYo)j
#if RP_HOST
DeltX=xo-Xintj
/**Displacement in the x-direction
for restoring Surge properties**/
DeltY=yo-DeviceDepthj
/**Displacement in the y-direction for
restoring Heave properties**/

{
i=0;
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diff=1.0;
al=MooringLength*MooringLGngth+Waterclepth*Waterdepth+AnchorDist*AnchorDistj
AnchorDistl=AnchorDist+DeltX;
while (diff>0 && i<1000)
{
al=al-diff*0.5;
diff=MooringLength-AnchorDistlWatendepth*sqrt(l+2*al/Waterdepth)+al*log(l+Waterdepth/al+sqrt((1+Waterdepth/
al)*(l+Waterdepth/al)-l));
i=i+lj
}
Message("\n al - %f,error - %f,i - %d",al,diff,i);

}
{
i=0;
diff=1.0;
ar=MooringLength*MooringLength+Waterdepth*Waterdepth+AnchorDist*AnchorDist;
AnchorDistr=AnchorDist-DeltX;
while (diff>0 && i<1000)
{
ar=ar-diff*0.5j
diff=MooringLength-AnchorDistrWaterdepth*sqrt(l+2*ar/Waterdepth)+ar*log(l+Waterdepth/ar+sqrt((l+Waterdepth/
ar)*(l+Waterdepth/ar)-l))j
i=i+lj
}
Message("\n ar - %fjerror - %fji - %d",ar,diff,i)j

}
if(al<0)

{
al=0;

}
if(ar<0)
{
ar=0;

}
Mooring_ForceX=(ar-al)*MooringWeight/n;
Mooring_ForceY=sqrt((Mooring_ForceX/cos(tan(DeltY/Mooringdist)))*(Mooring_For
ceX/cos(tan(DeltY/Mooringdist)))-(Mooring_ForceX*Mooring_ForceX))j
if(DeltY>0)

{
Mooring_ForceY=-Mooring_ForceYj

}
/**Mooring_ForceX = DeltX * SpringX + velXo*DashpotX;**/
/♦^Resulting mooring force in the x-direction**/
Message("\n DeltX Xf, MooringForce X %fj MooringForce Y
%f\n",DeltX,Mooring_ForceX,Mooring_ForceY)j
Message("\n Time %f\n",time);
/**Message("\n RAO, %f \n Deltadpeth %f \n Wave Fleight
%f",RAOT,deItadepth,WaveHeight);**/
#endif
host_to_node_real_2(Mooring_ForceY,Mooring_ForceX);
}

}
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Appendix C
Graphical User Interface
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(define (make-new-rpvar name default type)
(if (not (rp-var-obj ect name))
(rp-var-define name default type #f)))
(make-new-rpvar 'udf/tranx #t 'boolean)
(make-new-rpvar 'udf/trany #t 'boolean)
(make-new-rpvar 'udf/rotz #t 'boolean)
(make-new-rpvar 'udf/mass 0 'real)
(make-new-rpvar 'udf/ixx 0.135 ’real)
(make-new-rpvar 'udf/iyy 0.135 ’real)
(make-new-rpvar 'udf/izz 0.135 ’real)
(ma ke-new-rpvar 'udf/tx 1 ’integer)
(make-new-rpvar 'udf/ty 1 'integer)
(make-new-rpvar 'udf/rz
'integer)
(make-new-rpvar 'udf/mooring 0 'integer)
(make-new-rpvar 'udf/devicebase 0 'integer)
(make-new-rpvar 'udf/devicedraught 0 'real)
(make-new-rpvar 'xdist 0 'real)
(make-new-rpvar
(make-new-rpvar
(make-new-rpvar
(make-new-rpvar
(make-new-rpvar
(make-new-rpvar

'enablemooring #f 'boolean)
'udf/mooringanchor 0 'real)
'udf/mooringlength 0 'real)
'udf/mooringweight 0 'real)
'udf/mooringdist 0 'real)
'udf/waterdepth 0 'real)

(make-new-rpvar
(make-new-rpvar
(make-new-rpvar
(make-new-rpvar
(make-new-rpvar
(make-new-rpvar
(make-new-rpvar

'enableimpulse #f 'boolean)
'udf/impulse 0 'real)
'udf/impulsediameter 0 'real)
'udf/impulsedischarge 0 'real)
'udf/impulsedensity 1.225 'real)
'udf/impulsesymmetry 1 'real)
'udf/wells 0 'real)

(define motion-selection
(let((motion-dialog-box #f)
(table)
(tablel)
(udf/tranx)
(udf/trany)
(udf/rotz)
(udf/mass)
(udf/ixx)
(udf/iyy)
(udf/izz)
(table2)
(udf/devicedraught)
(xdist)
(udf/devicebase)
(table3)
(enablemooring)
(udf/mooringanchor)
(udf/mooringlength)
(udf/mooringweight)
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(udf/mooringdist)
(udf/waterdepth)

)
(define (update-cb . args)

(cx-set-toggle-button udf/tranx (rpgetvar 'udf/tranx))
(cx-set-toggle-button udf/trany (rpgetvar 'udf/trany))
(cx-set-toggle-button udf/rotz (rpgetvar 'udf/rotz))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/mass (rpgetvar ’udf/mass))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/ixx (rpgetvar 'udf/ixx))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/iyy (rpgetvar 'udf/iyy))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/izz (rpgetvar 'udf/izz))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/devicedraught (%rpgetvar 'udf/devicedraught))
(cx-set-real-entry xdist (rpgetvar ’xdist))
(cx-set-integer-entry udf/devicebase (%rpgetvar 'udf/devicebase))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/mooringanchor (rpgetvar 'udf/mooringanchor))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/mooringweight (rpgetvar 'udf/mooringweight))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/mooringlength (rpgetvar 'udf/mooringlength))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/mooringdist (rpgetvar 'udf/mooringdist))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/waterdepth (rpgetvar 'udf/waterdepth))
(cx-set-toggle-button enablemooring (%rpgetvar 'enablemooring))
(if(% rpgetvar 'enablemooring = #t)
(begin

(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item

udf/mooringanchor #t)
udf/mooringlength #t)
udf/mooringweight #t)
udf/waterdepth #t)
udf/mooringdist #t)

)
(begin

(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item

udf/mooringanchor #f)
udf/mooringlength #f)
udf/mooringweight #f)
udf/waterdepth #f)
udf/mooringdist #f)

)
)
)
(define (apply-cb . args)
(rpsetvar 'udf/tranx (cx-show-toggle-button udf/tranx))
(rpsetvar 'udf/trany (cx-show-toggle-button udf/trany))
(rpsetvar 'udf/rotz (cx-show-toggle-button udf/rotz))
(rpsetvar 'udf/mass (cx-show-real-entry udf/mass))
(rpsetvar 'udf/ixx (cx-show-real-entry udf/ixx))
(rpsetvar 'udf/iyy (cx-show-real-entry udf/i yy))
(rpsetvar 'udf/izz (cx-show-real-entry udf/izz))
(if(rpgetvar 'udf/tranx = #t)(rpsetvar 'udf/tx l)(rpsetvar 'udf/tx 0))
(if(rpgetvar 'udf/trany = #t)(rpsetvar 'udf/ty l)(rpsetvar 'udf/ty 0))
(if(rpgetvar 'udf/rotz = #t)(rpsetvar 'udf/rz l)(rpsetvar 'udf/rz 0))
(rpsetvar 'udf/devicedraught (cx-show-real-entry udf/devicedraught))
(rpsetvar 'xdist (cx-show-real-entry xdist))
(rpsetvar 'udf/devicebase (cx-show-integer-entry udf/devicebase))
(rpsetvar 'udf/mooringanchor (cx-show-real-entry udf/mooringanchor))
(rpsetvar 'udf/mooringlength (cx-show-real-entry udf/mooringlength))
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(rpsetvar 'udf/mooringweight (cx-show-real-entry udf/mooringweight))
(rpsetvar 'udf/mooringdist (cx-show-real-entry udf/mooringdist))
(rpsetvar 'udf/waterdepth (cx-show-real-entry udf/waterdepth))
(rpsetvar 'enablemooring (cx-show-toggle-button enablemooring))
(if(rpgetvar 'enablemooring = #t)(rpsetvar 'udf/mooring l)(rpsetvar
'udf/mooring 0))
(%run-udf-apply 1)

)
(define (base-cb . args)
(rpsetvar 'udf/devicebase (cx-show-integer-entry udf/devicebase))

)
(define (button-cb . args)

(%run-udf-apply 2)
(rpsetvar 'udf/devicedraught (%rpgetvar udf/devicedraught))
(rpsetvar 'xdist (%rpgetvar 'xdist))
(set! udf/devicedraught (cx-create-real-entry table2 "Device draught"
'row 0))
(set! xdist (cx-create-real-entry table2 "Device X Dist" 'row 1))

(update-cb)

)
(define (enablem-cb . args)
(rpsetvar 'enablemooring (cx-show-toggle-button enablemooring))
(if(% rpgetvar 'enablemooring = #t)
(begin

(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item

udf/mooringanchor #t)
udf/mooringlength #t)
udf/mooringweight #t)
udf/waterdepth #t)
udf/mooringdist #t)

)
(begin

(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item

udf/mooringanchor #f)
udf/mooringlength #f)
udf/mooringweight #f)
udf/waterdepth #f)
udf/mooringdist #f)

)
))
(lambda args
Get 0
(define motion-dialog-box (cx-create-panel "Motion Application" apply-cb

update- cb))
(set! table (cx-create-table motion-dialog-box "" 'border #f))
(set
(set
(set
(set
(set
(set
(set

tablel (cx-create-table table "Motion Parameters" 'row 0))
udf/trany (cx-create-toggle-button tablel "Restrict Heave" 'row 0))
udf/tranx (cx-create-toggle-button tablel "Restrict Sway" 'row l))
udf/rotz (cx-create-toggle-button tablel "Restrict Pitch" 'row 2))
udf/mass (cx-create-real-entry tablel "Mass" 'row 3))
udf/ixx (cx-create-real-entry tablel "IXX" 'row 4))
udf/iyy (cx-create-real-entry tablel "lYY" 'row 5))
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(set! udf/izz (cx-create-real-entry tablel "IZZ" 'row 6))
(set! table2 (cx-create-table table "Device Parameters" 'row 1))
(set! udf/devicedraught (cx-create-real-entry table2 "Device draught"
'row 0))
(set! xdist (cx-create-real-entry table2 "Device X Dist" 'row 1))
(set! udf/devicebase (cx-create-integer-entry table2 "Device Base ID"
'activate-caDback base-cb 'row 2))
(cx-create-button table2 "Initialisation" 'activate-callback button-cb 'row 3)
(set! tables (cx-create-table table "Mooring Parameters" 'row 0 'col 1))
(set! enablemooring (cx-create-toggle-button tableS "Enable" 'activatecallback enablem-cb 'row 0))
(set! udf/mooringweight (cx-create-real-entry tableS "Mooring Weight /
m" 'row I))
(set! udf/mooringlength (cx-create-real-entry tableS "Catenary Length"
'row 2))
(set! udf/mooringanchor (cx-create-real-entry tableS "Anchor Dist from
connection" 'row 3))
(set! udf/waterdepth (cx-create-real-entry tableS "Water depth" 'row 4))
(set! udf/mooringdist (cx-create-real-entry tableS "Thether Length" 'row
5))

(cx-show-panel motion-dialog-box)

)
)
)
)
(define turbine-selection

(let((turbine-dialog-box #f)
(table)
(tablel)
(tables)
(enableimpulse)
(udf/impulse)
(udf/impulsediameter)
(udf/impulsed!scharge)
(udf/impulsedensity)
(udf/impulsesymmetry)
(udf/wells)

)
(define (update-cb . args)

(cx-set-real-entry udf/impulse (%rpgetvar 'udf/impulse))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/impulsediameter (rpgetvar 'udf/impulsediameter))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/impulsedischarge (rpgetvar 'udf/impulsedischarge))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/impulsedensity (rpgetvar 'udf/impulsedensity))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/impulsesymmetry (rpgetvar 'udf/impulsesymmetry))
(cx-set-real-entry udf/wells (rpgetvar 'udf/wells))
(cx-set-toggle-button enableimpulse (%rpgetvar 'enableimpulse))
(if( % rpgetvar 'enableimpulse = #f)
(begin

(cx-show-item udf/impulsediameter #f)
(cx-show-item udf/impulsedischarge #f)
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(cx-show- ■item udf/impulsedensity #f)
(cx-show- ■item udf/impulsesymmetry #f)
(cx-show- ■item udf/impulse #t)

)
(begin
(cx-show(cx-show(cx-show(cx-show(cx-show)

item
item
item
item
item

udf/impulsediameter #t)
udf/impulsedischarge #t)
udf/impulsedensity #t)
udf/impulsesymmetry #t)
udf/impulse #f)

)
)
(define (apply-cb . args)
(rpsetvar 'udf/impulse (cx-show-real-entry udf/impulse))
(rpsetvar 'udf/impulsediameter (cx-show-real-entry udf/impulsediameter))
(rpsetvar 'udf/impulsedischarge (cx-show-real-entry
udf/impulsedischarge))
(rpsetvar 'udf/impulsedensity (cx-show-real-entry udf/impulsedensity))
(rpsetvar 'udf/impulsesymmetry (cx-show-real-entry
udf/impulsesymmetr y))
(rpsetvar 'enableimpulse (cx-show-toggle-button enableimpulse))
(rpsetvar 'udf/wells (cx-show-real-entry udf/wells))
(%run-udf-apply 3)

)
(define (e nablem-cb .args)
(rpsetvar 'enableimpulse (cx-show-toggle-button enableimpulse))
(if(% rpgetvar 'enableimpulse = #f)
(begin
(cx-show-item udf/impulsediameter #f)
(cx-show-itern udf/impulsedischarge #f)
(cx-show-item udf/impulsedensity #f)
(cx-show-item udf/impulsesymmetry #f)
(cx-show-item udf/impulse #t)

)
(begin
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item
(cx-show-item

udf/impulsediameter #t)
udf/impulsedischarge #t)
udf/impulsedensity #t)
udf/impulsesymmetry #t)
udf/impulse #f)

)
))
(lambda args
Get 0
(define turbine-dialog-box (cx-create-panel "Turbine Selection" apply-cb
update -cb))
(set! table (cx-create-table turbine-dialog-box "" 'border #f))
(set! tablel (cx-create-table table "Wells Damping" 'row 0))
(set! udf/wells (cx-create-real-entry tablel "Wells Damping" 'row 0))
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(set! table2 (cx-create-table table "Impulse Parameters" 'row 0 'col 1))
(set! enableimpulse (cx-create-toggle-button table2 "Damping
Coefficient" 'activate-callback enablem-cb 'row 0))
(set! udf/impulse (cx-create-real-entry table2 "Impulse Damping" 'row l))
(set! udf/impulsediameter (cx-create-real-entry table2 "Orifice
Diameter" 'row 1))
(set! udf/impulsedischarge (cx-create-real-entry table2 "Discharge
Coefficient" 'row 2))
(set! udf/impulsedensity (cx-create-real-entry table2 "Fluid Density"
'row 3))
(set! udf/impulsesymmetry (cx-create-real-entry table2 "Symmetry
division" 'row 4))
(cx-show-panel turbine-dialog-box)

)
)
)

)
(cx-add-menu "UDF Menu" #f)
(cx-add-item "UDF Menu" "Motion Parameters" #f #f #t motion-selection)
(cx-add-item "UDF Menu" "Turbine" #f #f #t turbine-selection)
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